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1                P R O C E E D I N G S

2                 RICHARD ZECH, PH.D.

3 having been duly sworn, testified as follows:

4       EXAMINATION BY COUNSEL FOR PATENT OWNER

5 BY MR. HELGE:

6      Q     Good morning, Dr. Zech.

7      A     Good morning, sir.

8      Q     Dr. Zech, you provided an opinion

9 regarding U.S. patent 7,202,843 in this case; is

10 that right?

11      A     That's correct.

12      Q     This case that I'm referring to is LG

13 Display Company v. Surpass Tech Innovation LLC,

14 correct?

15      A     Correct.

16      Q     And the case number is IPR2015-00885,

17 correct?

18      A     Well, I'll take your word for it.

19      Q     I understand.

20      A     I didn't happen to memorize that.

21      Q     Fair enough.  We are here for a deposition

22 on your declaration; is that right?
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1      A     I believe that is true, yes.

2      Q     Have you seen the notice of deposition for

3 this case?

4      A     I don't believe I have.

5      Q     Are you appearing voluntarily?

6      A     Oh, yes, yes indeed.

7      Q     And you are appearing probably pursuant to

8 that notice of deposition?

9      A     I'm sure that was the case.

10            MR. BARROW:  Yes.

11      Q     Thank you.  Dr. Zech, can you please state

12 your full name for the record?

13      A     Be happy to.  Richard, initial G, last

14 name Zech, Z-e-c-h, 130 Cresta Road, C-r-e-s-t-a,

15 Colorado Springs, Colorado 80906, (719) 633-4377.

16      Q     Dr. Zech, I am going to stop you there.

17 What I don't want is any more information that you

18 might consider private.

19      A     You are entitled to my full contact

20 information, although you have my card, but for the

21 record to make sure I'm the same person.

22      Q     Thank you.  I take it you have been
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1 deposed before?

2      A     Once or twice.

3      Q     Probably more than that; is that right?

4      A     Many times more.

5      Q     Probably at the beginning of all those

6 depositions the attorney who has been asking you

7 questions has stated some ground rules for the day;

8 is that right?

9      A     Absolutely.

10      Q     One of those ground rules that I think we

11 are doing a pretty good job at so far is only one

12 person can talk at a time because the reporter can

13 only take the transcript of testimony from one

14 person at a time.  Do you understand that?

15      A     I understand.

16      Q     Dr. Zech, are you taking any medication or

17 do you have any other reason why you may not be able

18 to give true and accurate testimony today?

19      A     Other than old age.

20      Q     Understood.

21      A     I haven't been taking any medicines.

22      Q     And you can give true and accurate
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1 testimony today?

2      A     I certainly hope I can.  I'll do my best.

3      Q     You'll let me know if you feel you are not

4 able to answer a question?

5      A     Absolutely.

6      Q     And you'll let me know if you have a

7 question about anything I have asked you?

8      A     Absolutely.

9      Q     One other thing that has come up recently,

10 but I suspect it won't come up here, is if I ask you

11 a question, I will need an affirmative verbal

12 response because head-nodding and shaking of the

13 head won't get onto the reporter's transcript.

14      A     I understand.  I won't do it on purpose

15 but as the day goes on I may wear out and start

16 doing something like that.  Please bring me up short

17 if I do.

18      Q     Absolutely.  Thank you.  Dr. Zech, this is

19 a case before the Patent Tral and Appeal Board; do

20 you understand that?

21      A     Yes, I do.

22      Q     Have you been before the Patent Tral and
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1 Appeal Board or been offered as an expert before the

2 Patent Tral and Appeal Board before?

3      A     No more than six times in the last year.

4      Q     Have you been deposed in any of those

5 cases?

6      A     All but this one.

7      Q     Okay, good.  Something I'm going to read

8 to you comes from the Patent Office Trial Practice

9 Guide and maybe this has been read to you before,

10 maybe not, but I want to make sure you understand

11 the particular rules of this forum.  "Once the cross

12 examination of a witness has commenced and until

13 cross examination of the witness has concluded,

14 counsel offering the witness on direct examination

15 shall not (A), consult or confer with the witness

16 regarding the substance of the witness's testimony

17 already given or anticipated to be given except for

18 the purpose of conferring on whether to assert

19 privilege against testifying or on how to comply

20 with a board order; or (B), suggest to the witness

21 the manner in which any questions should be

22 answered."
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1            Do you understand the paragraph as I have

2 just read it?

3      A     That's the way it has been for the prior

4 five depositions.

5      Q     Great.  And so the way the board

6 interprets this is that even when I have concluded

7 asking questions and when your counsel may be

8 preparing to ask you additional questions during

9 this deposition, this prohibition against conferring

10 with your counsel still applies.

11      A     Okay.

12      Q     And so until we actually close everything

13 up with the reporter and shut the deposition down

14 for the day, this prohibition still applies.  Does

15 that make sense?

16      A     I understand it and I'll respect it.

17      Q     Thank you.  Dr. Zech, you submitted your

18 CV in this case back in March; is that about right?

19      A     Yes, I believe so, about the same time

20 that I submitted the declaration.

21      Q     Right.  Is that CV still accurate?

22      A     Probably not because, as I say, I have
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1 done depositions on five of the declarations I

2 submitted at about the same time I submitted the one

3 for LGD.  But other than saying here's the case,

4 here is the fact that I did a deposition, probably

5 not very informative, but I'd be glad to supply Mr.

6 Barrow with an up-to-the-minute resume if that would

7 be helpful.

8      Q     I'll just ask you, have you added any more

9 engagements to your CV since March?

10      A     Yes, I have, yes.

11      Q     Do you recall the case names or the

12 patents at issue in any of those cases?

13      A     The only current activity of mine has to

14 do with a litigation that hasn't been filed yet,

15 it's prelitigation.

16      Q     In that case please don't tell me anymore.

17      A     I didn't intend to.

18      Q     Thank you.  So is that the sole addition

19 you think from your CV?

20      A     I'm embarrassed to say I can't remember.

21      Q     Why don't we do this.  I'm going to hand

22 you exhibit 1011.  Dr. Zech, does this document look
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1 familiar to you?

2      A     It sure does.

3      Q     Is that your name on the cover?

4      A     It sure is.

5      Q     If you were to turn to page -- and this is

6 going to be a little bit tricky because some of them

7 are numbered sequentially and some of them have

8 these Bates numbers, but it looks like page 48 on

9 the bottom middle and page 654 using the Bates

10 numbers.

11      A     Yes, sir.

12      Q     Is that your signature there?

13      A     It is indeed.

14      Q     This is going to be page 662 and it's page

15 7 of 26 on your CV which is just a few more pages

16 beyond where we were just looking.

17      A     I have the first page, for example.

18      Q     Looking at page 7 of 26.

19      A     Thank you.  Yes, sir.

20      Q     Do you see the top, this looks like your

21 litigation support experience, correct?

22      A     Yes, sir, it is.
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1      Q     At the top you have the Intellectual

2 Ventures case versus Canon and that appears to be

3 your most recent engagement listed on this paper.

4      A     Oh, actually that engagement came in

5 January of 2015 and this following, the one with Mr.

6 Barrow here, so at the bottom of each section I have

7 the starting date and whether or not I have

8 terminated my work with this particular customer,

9 and every place you see the TBDs -- oh, this is from

10 February, this is out of date unfortunately -- all

11 of these TBDs with the exception of this matter I

12 have been deposed on.

13      Q     I see.

14      A     Yes.  I have not -- it wouldn't do you any

15 good because I have not revealed anything about the

16 current work and I couldn't and shouldn't so it

17 wouldn't be on here anyway.  But if you'll just --

18      Q     When you say current work, you mean the

19 prelitigation work.

20      A     Prelitigation.

21      Q     Understood.  Thank you.  So that

22 prelitigation is the only new engagement since this
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1 Intellectual Ventures v Canon case; is that right?

2      A     Yes, to the best of my recollection.  I

3 have been offered by one of the brokers, DDW

4 Brokers, expert witness brokers, probably 5, 6, 10

5 people, but they tend to get in early and the

6 lawyers won't be looking for an expert for 6 or 10

7 months from now.

8      Q     Right, I understand.  Dr. Zech, what did

9 you do to prepare for this deposition today?

10      A     Well, I'll work backwards.  Yesterday I

11 spent the day with Mr. Barrow, we went over my

12 declaration, the '843 patent, some other documents,

13 and prior to that I reviewed -- oh, yesterday

14 included review of the Lee not patent but the

15 application and translation from the Korean.  Prior

16 to that -- well, I didn't have a lot of time, so for

17 the last week or so, maybe two weeks, at a low level

18 I reviewed my materials on LCD products, did quick

19 scans through the declaration, the patents, other

20 documents that I relied on.

21      Q     So let's start with the people that you

22 spoke with.  You spoke with Mr. Barrow yesterday?
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1      A     Yes.

2      Q     Did you speak with any other attorneys?

3      A     I did.  Is it Kamir?

4            MR. BARROW:  Kfir.

5      A     Kfir, yes, he stopped in briefly.  All we

6 did was say hello, no real interaction.  Mr. Barrow

7 has been my primary contact on this in all regards.

8      Q     Yesterday was the first day you met in

9 person with him?

10      A     No.  I met in person with him in either

11 November or December of last year, I don't remember

12 when.

13      Q     Okay.  We don't need to get into that.

14 Thank you.  Did you talk with any nonattorneys about

15 this case prior to this deposition?

16      A     No, sir.

17      Q     Dr. Zech, let's go through some of the

18 documents that you mentioned.

19      A     Okay.

20      Q     I want to get my hands on what you

21 reviewed.  So yesterday you looked at the '843

22 patent; is that right?
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1      A     Yes.

2      Q     You looked at your declaration?

3      A     Yes.

4      Q     You looked at the Lee translation?

5      A     Yes.

6      Q     Do you speak Korean?

7      A     No, but my wife does.

8      Q     Do you read Korean?

9      A     No.

10      Q     Did you talk to your wife at all about the

11 contents of the original Lee documents in Korean?

12      A     No, not to my wife.

13      Q     Did you talk to anybody else about the

14 contents of that document in Korean?

15      A     Yes.

16      Q     Whom did you talk to?

17      A     My niece and my nephew.

18      Q     Are they Korean speakers?

19      A     Yes.

20      Q     Are they able to read Korean?

21      A     Yes.

22      Q     What was the nature of your conversation
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1 with your niece and your nephew about the Korean

2 documents?

3      A     Well, mainly -- it involved entirely the

4 figures and I just wanted to make sure that my

5 guesses about what these Korean words represent were

6 correct.

7      Q     Okay.  Did you compare what you were told

8 by them to what you found in the English translation

9 of Lee?

10      A     Yes, I did.

11      Q     Did that information that you received

12 from your niece and your nephew match what you found

13 in the translation?

14      A     They were spot on.  I can't tell you how

15 impressed I was with the way they translated these

16 things.  It included a lot of technical terms.

17 Neither one of them is a college graduate and have

18 no technical background so I was impressed.

19      Q     When you say they translated, you are

20 referring to your niece and nephew?

21      A     Yes.  Just the figures.

22      Q     Did you have them translate all of the
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1 figures with you?

2      A     I think we went through most all, but I

3 really can't recall at this point.

4      Q     So you are not sure how many figures you

5 looked at with them?

6      A     There were quite a few as I recall but I

7 couldn't answer your question and say there were 20

8 of them, did I do all 20 or just 15 or what have

9 you.  I'm pretty sure we did them all.

10      Q     And you didn't spot any errors during that

11 process?

12      A     No, that wasn't my mission.  As far as I

13 know, there were no technical errors, although I

14 wasn't purposely trying to seek them out.

15      Q     Dr. Zech, I just want to understand what

16 you just said.  You said you weren't trying to seek

17 out any errors; is that right?

18      A     Yes.  My mission was not to find errors

19 but to get the English meaning of the words so at

20 some future date if I chose to review it in detail,

21 say I didn't get a certified English translation,

22 I'd still be able to work with them.
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1      Q     How did you get the Lee documents in the

2 first place?

3      A     My guess is it came from Mr. Barrow.

4      Q     You don't recall looking for it yourself

5 then?

6      A     Well, I do have things from Lee but they

7 are patents, not that Korean application.  I have

8 U.S. patents that have been issued to Lee.

9      Q     Did you search for those yourself and find

10 them?

11      A     I found those on my own.

12      Q     Was that before or after you received the

13 Lee reference we are talking about in this case?

14      A     I don't really recall.

15      Q     But you didn't rely on any other Lee

16 reference in your declaration, correct?

17      A     No.

18      Q     And you didn't identify it in appendix B

19 which lists the documents that you relied upon in

20 this case, right?

21      A     Yes.  I did not use anything other than

22 the Lee translation.
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1      Q     And so you found that your niece and

2 nephew's translations matched what is in the English

3 translation of Lee, correct?

4      A     Very close, very close.

5      Q     At any point was there a situation where

6 you deferred to your niece and nephew rather than

7 the English translation that we have in this case?

8      A     No.

9      Q     So the English translation is the primary

10 source of your understanding of Lee; is that right?

11      A     Yes, sir.

12      Q     You mentioned, if I recall, when you were

13 discussing the work you did yesterday that you

14 looked at some other papers.  Do you recall what

15 those other papers are?

16      A     Well, give me a moment to reflect and

17 maybe I can recall them all.  We have already

18 mentioned the Lee translation, the '843 patent, my

19 declaration.  I suspect we might have looked at the

20 petition coming from LGD.  That's all I can

21 remember, sir.  Sorry.

22      Q     Dr. Zech, did you look at all at any
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1 documents from other papers filed with the Patent

2 Trial and Appeal Board relating to the '843 patent?

3 I can give you some examples if you like.

4      A     No, that's okay.  The only thing I looked

5 at was the Sharp petition.

6      Q     The Sharp petition?

7      A     Yes, it's in the public domain, I found it

8 on the Internet.

9      Q     You looked at that yesterday?

10      A     No, I didn't.

11      Q     In the past?

12      A     Sorry?

13      Q     In the past?

14      A     Yes, before I did my declaration.

15      Q     You understand that Sharp petition was

16 denied on most grounds, correct?

17      A     Yes, I got that impression from some of

18 the documentation.  Oh, one other thing was your

19 document -- having a senior moment here -- it was

20 your reply, your response, and it was very clear to

21 me that Sharp had been denied.

22      Q     Have you looked at any deposition
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1 transcripts from other cases against Surpass Tech

2 Innovation before the Patent Trial and Appeal Board?

3      A     No, sir.  Until this case I had never

4 heard of Surpass before.

5      Q     I will tell you, I can represent to you

6 recently other depositions were taken of experts in

7 related cases dealing with the '843 patent,

8 depositions of experts provided by petitioners, and

9 so I was curious if you had looked at any of the

10 transcripts of those depositions and this would have

11 been in the last month or so.

12      A     I understand your question.  The answer is

13 no.  Mr. Barrow did not share those things with me.

14 I didn't even know those depositions had taken

15 place.

16      Q     Thank you.  I am going to go back to last

17 week because you mentioned things that happened last

18 week.  You said you looked at some LCD materials and

19 I'm curious what those materials were.

20      A     Basically industry papers.  The field of

21 liquid crystal displays, whether used for monitors

22 or televisions, is very complex and because I was
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1 working on other things as my resume indicates,

2 optical data storage drives, scanners, etc., and

3 really it's been a year since I have worked on this

4 case, I just wanted to refresh my memory.

5      Q     So that was primarily for general

6 understanding of the technology?

7      A     Exactly.

8      Q     Did you rely on any of those materials in

9 preparing your declaration?

10      A     I don't believe so.

11      Q     Because I know they are not listed in

12 appendix B.

13      A     No.  In something like a declaration --

14 and this year wasn't the first time I have done a

15 declaration -- I'm basically instructed to stick

16 closely to the program, that is you have patents,

17 you may have some other supporting documents, and I

18 should wait until my expert report, if there is

19 going to be one, to perhaps introduce some of this

20 material.

21      Q     Okay.  When you were reviewing those LCD

22 materials, did you come across any disclosure that
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1 would contradict what you said in your declaration?

2      A     I don't believe so.

3      Q     When you were reviewing those other LCD

4 materials, did you find any disclosure that may

5 contradict what you saw in Surpass's reply in the

6 Sharp case?

7      A     Well, I don't really remember much about

8 your reply to the Sharp case so my answer would be

9 no.

10      Q     And it's no because you don't really

11 remember what --

12      A     I really don't.  I try not to depend on

13 other people.  If I say something to you, it's

14 because I'm saying it to you, not someone else.

15      Q     Okay.  Thank you, Dr. Zech.

16      A     You're welcome.

17      Q     You mentioned also some other documents

18 that you reviewed last week.  Do you recall any of

19 those other documents?

20      A     Pretty much what we talked about yesterday

21 and the tutorial material, as I call it.

22      Q     What is that, doctor?
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1      A     Those were the industry papers and what

2 have you, books, I have a number of books.

3      Q     Dr. Zech, when was the last time you

4 looked at the prosecution history for the '843

5 patent?

6      A     I know I have it and it had to be about a

7 year ago.

8      Q     You looked at it in preparation for your

9 declaration, right?

10      A     Oh, yes.

11      Q     I know it is listed on appendix B.  So you

12 are aware of the '843 patent issue in the Patent

13 Office, are you not?

14      A     I am.

15      Q     Do you recall seeing a document called

16 Reasons For Allowance that was issued by the

17 examiner during prosecution?

18      A     Only most vaguely.

19      Q     Do you recall that the examiner commented

20 on another reference called Ham, H-a-m, and the

21 reasons for allowance?

22      A     No.
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1      Q     And you don't recall looking for the Ham

2 reference in preparation for your declaration at

3 all?

4      A     I really don't recall.  It's been a year

5 ago and at my age I not only can't remember if I had

6 breakfast but if I did, what I had.

7      Q     Understood.  So Dr. Zech, let me ask you

8 this.  In preparing your declaration, at any point

9 did you feel that you should compare the art that

10 you were relying on in this declaration against art

11 that was examined and looked at and considered by

12 the examiner in the prosecution?

13            MR. BARROW:  Objection, relevance.

14      A     Well, normally I would do that of course.

15 I just don't recall having done it in this case.  As

16 I recall, we were on a very short schedule and I may

17 have done that, I just don't plain remember.

18      Q     Would you have any notes if you had done

19 that?

20            MR. BARROW:  I would caution the witness

21 not to reveal the substance of any privileged

22 communication.
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1      Q     Sir, if you have notes, but not the

2 contents of those notes.

3      A     Well, I have notes of course, but as you

4 say or as Mr. Barrow said, I can't reveal what they

5 are.

6      Q     When was the last time you reviewed those

7 notes?

8      A     Early this year probably.

9      Q     Did you review them in preparation for

10 this deposition?

11      A     Actually not.  I forgot I had them.

12      Q     Okay.  Doctor, you looked at the petition

13 yesterday as well; is that right?

14      A     Yes.

15      Q     Did you review it in some detail, do you

16 think?

17      A     No.

18      Q     How would you describe your review of the

19 petition?

20      A     We had quite a few documents to go through

21 and there were certain portions of it that were more

22 important than others, and I remember that we looked
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1 at those, discussed them, and the same with my

2 declaration, we only had one day.

3      Q     Would you say that you reviewed your

4 declaration in detail yesterday?

5      A     That I looked at more carefully, yes.

6      Q     In reviewing your declaration, did you

7 spot any errors?

8      A     Yes.

9      Q     Would you describe those errors for me.

10      A     I forget exactly where but figure 2 is

11 referenced and said that it's shown below and I

12 don't know what happened, it was in there

13 originally.  I think I wanted to annotate it so I

14 took it out and then forgot to put it in.

15      Q     Is there anything else that you noticed?

16      A     No, nothing that I would call an error or

17 misrepresentation or anything like that.

18      Q     So that was the only one that figure 2 was

19 missing?

20      A     Yes, but I know it's in the patent so it's

21 not an entirely lost cause.

22      Q     Was this a figure 2 from the '843 patent?
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1      A     Yes.

2      Q     So as you were going through your

3 declaration, aside from figure 2 that was missing,

4 did you see anything else that you would change if

5 you could go back and do it over?

6      A     No, I don't think so.

7      Q     So your declaration stands with that?

8      A     Yes.

9      Q     Dr. Zech, let's talk about LCD technology

10 in general.

11      A     Sure.

12      Q     When did you first hear the term

13 overdrive, do you recall?

14      A     Sometime in the '90s --

15      Q     1990s?

16      A     -- at a conference.

17      Q     If you weren't finished, I apologize.

18      A     No, I'm through.  I have a good memory but

19 20 years later or so it's not as good as I would

20 like it to be.

21      Q     When you heard about overdrive in the

22 1990s, do you remember the context in which it was
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1 being discussed?

2      A     Yes, I think I can say that with

3 certainty.  The LCD products were not introduced

4 until about 1985.  They weren't very good.  In the

5 mid '90s they still weren't very good.  Now if you

6 understand the physics, and I'm not going to put you

7 on the spot here, but to those who understand the

8 physics of the device, they know that you can build

9 a good panel and it is what it is.  If you want to

10 improve its performance, you have to do things in

11 the electronics and you got to look at these as two

12 separate entities, LCD panel, electronics.

13            Now we are in a situation here where we

14 have a device whose inherent characteristic is what

15 we call RC, resistance capacitance.  It's

16 essentially one big capacitor divided into M by N

17 pixels.  Now RC circuits don't like to be kicked

18 around.  You try to push them, they push back at

19 you.  You turn them off.  They are still charged,

20 drained from the capacitor part of it.

21            So an electrical engineer or a physicist

22 who understand the physics of it will say gee, those
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1 darn liquid crystal molecules are going to give us a

2 bad time almost no matter what we do unless we

3 provide an electric field strong enough to overcome

4 their reluctance to change orientation.  So the way

5 you do that is -- well, kind of work backwards.  You

6 have a capacitance -- for a particular pixel you

7 have a capacitance, you apply a voltage to it, C

8 times V gives you a charge, the charge provides the

9 electric field.  So high on voltage, the bigger the

10 electric field, the more likely it's going to get

11 that cantankerous liquid crystal molecule to do what

12 you want it to do.  For the record, a liquid crystal

13 molecule is what we call acicular, that is, it's

14 long and thin.

15      Q     Can you spell that, please?

16      A     Acicular.  This early in the morning?

17 A-c-i-c-u-l-a-r.

18      Q     Thank you.

19      A     Spelling is not my strong suit even as a

20 young man.  Thank God for word processors.

21            But anyway, there's a whole range of

22 liquid crystals, and again I don't know if you are
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1 familiar with the subject or not, I'm not going to

2 try and embarrass you, but there are liquid crystals

3 that are relatively speaking this big and there's

4 some that, big and there's some everywhere in

5 between (indicating).  They are what we call

6 nonlinear entities.  That is, if you look at any of

7 the three axes of a liquid crystal, it's going to

8 have different properties.  So it's nonlinear.

9            The capacitance you have in the pixel is

10 simply enough determined by the area of the pixel,

11 the distance -- divided by the distance between them

12 and what we call the permittivity, which is a

13 property of the liquid crystal molecule.

14      Q     Okay.  Doctor, that's very good but I want

15 to get back to the question a little bit.

16      A     Did I not answer your question?

17      Q     I don't think you did.

18      A     I apologize.

19      Q     I think you gave me a lot of good

20 background and we are going to come back to a lot of

21 those things.

22      A     Sure.
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1      Q     But I would like to cover the question of

2 overdrive.  If you recall the question, I think it

3 was the context in which you first heard the term

4 overdrive.

5      A     The context had to do with all the things

6 I just told you.  People thought out the physics of

7 it, the electrical engineering of it, and concluded

8 that if we want a bigger E field to change the

9 orientation of that liquid crystal module, we had to

10 have a bigger voltage.

11      Q     Do you recall if that was within the

12 context of any specific type of LCD panel?

13      A     No, it really doesn't matter.  You know

14 physics is the same for all of them.

15      Q     When you say all of them, are we talking

16 both passive matrix and active?

17      A     Yes, it's fair to say that.

18      Q     Do you recall when you first heard about

19 overdrive in the mid '90s whether it was directed

20 towards improving response time of an active matrix

21 or a passive matrix panel?

22      A     Well, at the time the scientific and
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1 engineering interest was in what they call AM LCDs,

2 active matrix LCDs.  Passive, well, it has no

3 application in TV or monitors so I wasn't interested

4 in it.  I don't suspect anybody at the conference

5 was either.

6      Q     Do you recall the conference you attended

7 when this came up?

8      A     Probably one of SID conferences.  That's

9 the Society For Information Display.  I used to go

10 to a lot of conferences but those stand out.  It

11 could have been at CeBIT, big German show, might

12 have been at the Consumer Electronics Show, but I

13 suspect it was at SID or possibly some special

14 conference whose name I have long forgotten.

15      Q     Okay.  But you think it came up in the

16 context of active matrix LCDs?

17      A     Oh, definitely, yes.

18      Q     Do you recall if you have ever heard of

19 the overdriving concept come up in the context of

20 passive matrix LCDs?

21      A     No, I haven't.

22      Q     Dr. Zech, you have a fairly long CV in
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1 looking at patents and providing opinions on

2 patents; would you agree with that?

3      A     Well, I have been doing this type of work

4 for more than 25 years so I have on occasion been

5 involved in patent litigation, yes.

6      Q     In that time, those 25 years, have you

7 developed any methodology for detailed analysis of a

8 patent?

9      A     I'd say the answer is yes.

10      Q     Could you describe that methodology?  Just

11 for clarification, I'm talking about a patent that

12 you are providing an opinion on, not necessarily a

13 patent you are just reading for background.

14      A     Sure, yes.  I generally start by looking

15 at the front page and then the claims.  I then go

16 through and parse the specification looking for

17 novelty, new technology, and anything that might

18 help or hurt the particular litigation.  I have done

19 charting and I find that to be very useful, mine or

20 somebody else's.  And then I analyze what I believe

21 are the pertinent facts and document them.

22      Q     In terms of reading through the claims,
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1 what do you do when you find a term that you are

2 unfamiliar with?

3      A     Well, the first thing I'll do is I'll look

4 for it in the specification.  These days you can get

5 searchable patents.  If in fact if you go to the

6 USPTO website, they have text only searchable

7 patents.  But I'll start with the patent in

8 litigation, assuming it is, and I'll first search

9 through that, the specification.  If I don't find it

10 there, then I have to go to some extrinsic sources.

11 I may go to a dictionary.  I may go to various

12 papers that I rely on.  And in desperation I may

13 call a colleague and say what the devil is this.

14      Q     Do you ever go through that process of

15 checking the spec, looking through file history,

16 calling a colleague, looking for extrinsic evidence,

17 do you ever do that if you find a term in a claim

18 where you understand it but you want to know if

19 maybe that inventor has used it in a specific way in

20 this case?

21            MR. BARROW:  Objection, relevance.

22      A     Look, I see my function as finding out the
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1 truth about things and I'll do whatever it takes to

2 find out the truth.  I don't always succeed

3 monumentally but I often do, and I try to take into

4 account for example patents that come from Asia,

5 they often have some very strange language in them.

6 We used to call it Japlish in the case of the

7 Japanese.  I'm a reasonable man and I can generally

8 figure out what they meant, it's not necessarily

9 what they should have said but it's what they meant.

10      Q     Okay.  Had you heard the term

11 lexicographer in the context of claim construction?

12      A     Yes.

13      Q     What does that mean?

14            MR. BARROW:  Objection, relevance.

15      Q     What does it mean to you?

16      A     To me it means that every inventor has a

17 right to define his own terms, be his own

18 lexicographer.

19      Q     How do you determine whether an inventor

20 has decided to be his or her own lexicographer?

21            MR. BARROW:  Objection, relevance.

22      A     That's easy enough.  They have some weird
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1 terms and if they are not terms of the art, as I

2 know them anyway, then I say whoa, we have things

3 being redefined here.

4      Q     Have you ever run into an instance where

5 an inventor was a lexicographer of his or her own

6 terms even though those terms were used in the art?

7            MR. BARROW:  Objection, relevance.

8      A     Oh, I'm sure I have.  I can't tell you a

9 specific example but I have looked at hundreds of

10 patents and when I worked a lot with the Japanese

11 companies I looked at patents that you know just

12 made my head spin from the way they were written.

13 But it's a random process.  If you go through a

14 hundred patents you are going to find so many are

15 good, so many are bad, and so many are mediocre.

16 That's just the way the universe works.

17      Q     So if you read through a patent for the

18 first time, you read the cover page and then the

19 claims, correct?

20      A     Yes.

21      Q     What do you do to ensure that you

22 understand the scope of those claims?
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1            MR. BARROW:  Objection, relevance.

2      A     Well, generally I won't understand the

3 entire scope of the claims until I have gone through

4 the specification in detail.  Once I have done that,

5 I don't recall ever having any problems realizing

6 what the claims -- what their scope was.  After all

7 the claims are the invention, right?

8      Q     So why do you feel you need to read the

9 specs to understand the full scope of the claims?

10      A     Well, often the claims are reciting things

11 that don't make sense to me and so I try my best to

12 figure out what they are really trying to say.

13      Q     How does reading the specifications help

14 you on this?

15      A     The specification teaches me what the

16 inventor is up to.

17      Q     Is it the entire specification that you

18 read in that instance?

19      A     Oh, yes.

20      Q     So you read the background?

21      A     Absolutely.

22      Q     You read the summary of the invention?
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1      A     The background, the summary of the

2 invention, the figures, a description of the

3 figures, the embodiments.

4      Q     The abstract?

5      A     Well, that's on the first page.

6      Q     And that methodology is what you have

7 developed over your 20-plus years of experience with

8 patents, right?

9            MR. BARROW:  Objection, relevance.

10      A     That's correct.

11      Q     Is that methodology consistent in every

12 case that you deal with?

13            MR. BARROW:  Objection, relevance,

14 foundation.

15            MR. HELGE:  What is the foundation

16 objection?

17            MR. BARROW:  Can we hear the question

18 back, please?

19            (Record read.)

20            MR. BARROW:  The fact he has talked about

21 a specific methodology.  I don't think he has

22 actually testified to that.
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1            MR. HELGE:  That's what we are trying to

2 establish.  I'll ask the question again.

3      Q     Dr. Zech, the methodology we have been

4 talking about here, is that methodology the

5 methodology you developed over your experience in

6 looking at patents in detail?

7      A     Yes.  I didn't have it from day one in

8 1990, but then the litigation was about optical data

9 storage of which I am a pioneer, so it was a fairly

10 easy and straightforward deposition lasting 15

11 minutes.  But over the years -- I'm an old dog but I

12 can still learn and I learned a lot from working

13 with my attorneys and even those that deposed me,

14 that were in opposition to me, and I'm a fairly

15 quick study.  In fact, I have the letters Ph.D.

16 behind my name sort of indicates I'm not exactly

17 stupid.  But on the other hand, I don't claim to be

18 a genius either and I worked hard at it, I took it

19 very seriously.  I have been involved in cases --

20 one case which we won, thank God, which was worth

21 300 million dollars.  I take all of this very

22 seriously.
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1      Q     And so you apply that methodology now

2 consistently; is that right?

3      A     Yes, I do.

4            MR. HELGE:  Can we take a 5-minute break?

5      A     Anything you need.  I know how painful it

6 is to have an injured back.

7      Q     We'll go off the record at 10:19.

8            (Off the record 10:19-10:27 a.m.)

9 BY MR. HELGE:

10      Q     Dr. Zech, you mentioned the references you

11 reviewed yesterday and you only mentioned in terms

12 of asserted prior art the Lee reference.  Is that

13 right?

14      A     Yes, it is.  I can't think of any other

15 one.

16      Q     Why did you only look at the Lee reference

17 and not any of the others that were asserted in the

18 challenges of the issue?

19      A     I am going to tell you.  I think the Lee

20 work is outstanding, it's one of the best patent

21 applications -- or as you know he has some

22 patents -- that I have seen, he clearly understands
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1 what he's doing, and I figured there's no way you

2 aren't going to question me on it.

3      Q     That's true.  You did not review the Jinda

4 or the Miyai reference, however?

5      A     No, I did not.

6      Q     Why didn't you review those?

7      A     To be honest with you, I don't know, I

8 guess I was not instructed.  Mr. Barrow told me --

9      Q     Let's stop there.

10            MR. BARROW:  Yes.

11      Q     Dr. Zech, are you aware that the only

12 ground instituted by the board in this case is

13 claims for 8 and 9 of the '843 patent in view of

14 Lee?

15      A     Yes.

16      Q     Is that the reason why you only looked at

17 Lee?

18      A     Well, now that you put it that way, I

19 could answer honestly yes, but I would have looked

20 at Lee no matter what.

21      Q     I see.  Dr. Zech, let's take a look at

22 your declaration --
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1      A     Yes, sir.

2      Q     -- dealing with the '843 patent.  As I

3 recall, you said you looked at the '843 patent

4 yesterday?

5      A     Yes.

6      Q     You looked at it briefly?

7      A     Yes.

8      Q     When was the last time you looked at the

9 '843 patent in detail?

10      A     Probably about the time I did the

11 declaration.

12      Q     Are you providing any opinion on claim

13 construction of the '843 patent?

14      A     I'm not qualified to do that.  I'm not a

15 lawyer, I'm an engineer.

16      Q     Okay.  Now in terms of trying to

17 understand the '843 patent, did you have to go

18 through that process that you talked about earlier

19 of understanding the claims where you would read the

20 specification to understand the claims?

21      A     Okay, well, that's two different things

22 there.  It's not that I'm unfamiliar with the claim
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1 construction, I had a chart I believe back in March

2 or whenever I did my declaration back in --

3 interesting people don't put on dates anymore.

4 Anyway, I had some familiarity with the claim

5 construction or lack thereof and I factored that in

6 of course.

7      Q     Did you perform any independent evaluation

8 of claim term meanings of the '843 patent?

9      A     I'm not sure I know what you mean by that.

10            MR. BARROW:  Objection.

11      Q     You mentioned a moment ago that you had a

12 chart so it sounded like you had some document that

13 said this term of the '843 patent means X.  Is that

14 accurate?

15      A     Yes, I guess it was something like that,

16 but I think it was a comparison between what Surpass

17 believed and what LGD believed.

18      Q     How did you understand the scope of the

19 '843 patent claims?

20            MR. BARROW:  Objection, form.

21      A     Forgive me, sir, I don't really understand

22 that question.  It's so wide open that you'll get me
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1 talking again for 20 or 30 minutes.

2      Q     I just want to understand, Dr. Zech.  I

3 assume that you had the '843 patent in front of you

4 and you read the cover page, right?

5      A     Okay.

6      Q     And you read the claims?

7      A     Okay.

8      Q     And claims 1, 4, 8, and 9 were included in

9 the petition here?

10      A     Yes.

11      Q     So I presume at some point in trying to

12 understand the '843 patent you read claims 1, 4, 8,

13 and 9, correct?

14      A     Yes.

15      Q     And you told me a little bit ago about

16 your methodology for understanding the claims.

17      A     Yes.

18      Q     Did you apply that methodology when trying

19 to understand the '843 patent claims?

20      A     I believe I did.

21      Q     And so after reading the claims you would

22 have gone back and read through the entire spec,
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1 correct?

2      A     Yes.

3      Q     And in reading that specification did you

4 see anything that indicated that the inventor of the

5 '843 patent had acted as his own lexicographer?

6      A     I think in a few cases.

7      Q     Do you recall any of those cases?

8      A     Well, the one that sticks in my mind is

9 transmission rate.

10      Q     Tell me about transmission rate.  Actually

11 would it be helpful if we had a copy of the '843

12 patent in front of us?

13      A     It would be, but I can tell you about

14 transmission rate without it.

15      Q     Why don't we start there.

16      A     Okay.  Transmission rate is not only not a

17 term of the art, it's not a term of anything.  Let's

18 parse it and I'll explain.  Transmission generally

19 in the context of these type of devices, LCD

20 devices, means the ratio of the input light to the

21 output light.  Rate has to do with something

22 happening per unit time like 60 frames per second,
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1 etc.  The two words -- I can't remember in my

2 lifetime where I saw them put together but I took

3 it, I interpreted it to mean that rate probably got

4 mistranslated, it should have been ratio.

5      Q     And did you find anything in the '843

6 specification that supported that understanding?

7      A     Well, based on the figures and I'm sure on

8 some of the text I was able to take the meaning of

9 transmission ratio.  You have to understand, the

10 term really bothered me because it was absurd and

11 I'm sure that -- I don't know Mr. Shin but I'm sure

12 he's smart enough not to put in a stupid term like

13 that intentionally, even being his own

14 lexicographer, because I don't recall he ever

15 defines it, and so I concluded rightly or wrongly

16 that it should have been translated as ratio.

17      Q     So you interpreted transmission rate as

18 transmission ratio; is that right?

19      A     Yes.

20      Q     What does transmission ratio mean to you

21 in the LCD context?

22      A     Well, it's telling you how much light
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1 depending on where you want to start.  Starting at

2 the back lighting unit to the observer, or a smarter

3 way because the losses are so great until the light

4 gets to the pixel, only about 5 percent of the

5 initial light gets there, maybe you want to take

6 that as your denominator and put over that the

7 amount of light that comes out and that would be the

8 transmission ratio, although technically you don't

9 need the word ratio.  I mean transmission is

10 sufficient.

11      Q     Are there any other words that are also

12 synonymous with transmission?

13      A     Well, transmittance.  Each has a slightly

14 different meaning, but I don't recall that term

15 being in the patent, transmittance.

16      Q     But transmittance to you as someone with

17 experience in LCD panels would mean the same thing

18 as transmission ratio; is that right?

19      A     It would be close.

20      Q     How would it be different?

21      A     Well, transmission involves simple ratios.

22 Transmittance involves those ratios plus other
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1 factors.

2      Q     What other factors?

3      A     Oh, I don't remember, counselor.

4      Q     So in your mind, transmission ratio is not

5 the same as transmittance; is that right?

6      A     Like I said, close.  In fact, I'd go

7 further and say it doesn't make a dime's worth of

8 difference because everybody involved should know

9 what we are talking about and the whole purpose of

10 the '843 patent is to control that transmission.

11      Q     You say the purpose of the '843 patent is

12 to control the transmission.  Is that the same thing

13 as controlling the transmission rate?

14      A     I'm going to say yes because there is no

15 such thing as transmission rate.  I'd be willing to

16 stand corrected if anybody can show me that in the

17 literature, in the dictionary or anything else.  But

18 they are two different concepts.  Rate, you want to

19 talk about that?  Then talk about 60 frames per

20 second, that's a rate.  But the amount of light that

21 passes through a pixel has to do with transmission

22 or transmittance or what have you.
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1            And by the way, I didn't add -- and I

2 apologize for this -- when I say pixel, I'm saying

3 pixel with a capital P.  I'm making fun of the

4 calorie thing, big calories, little calories.

5 Everything that we tend to call a pixel is actually

6 made up of three subpixels for the red, green, and

7 blue signal, and if you want color accuracy and luma

8 accuracy, then you need to be able to reproduce what

9 the input video signal is telling you.

10      Q     Are you aware of the Lee reference that

11 shows those three subpixels as part of a pixel?

12      A     I don't recall, counselor.  Sorry.

13      Q     Do you recall if the '843 patent shows the

14 three subpixels as part of a pixel?

15      A     I must give you the same answer.  I don't

16 believe they do, but I honestly don't recall.

17      Q     So when you talk about your use of the

18 term pixel with a capital P as referring to all

19 three subpixels, whether we use a capital P or a

20 lower case pixel does that change any analysis in

21 your declaration?

22      A     No, and I made a little fun with you in
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1 the sense of capital P just to get through the idea

2 that it's not one entity but three sub entities.

3 People will say pixel.  If there's any question in

4 your mind about what they mean, you should ask

5 because they may be talking about the three as one

6 or they may be talking about one of the subpixels.

7      Q     Dr. Zech, can you agree with me that for

8 the rest of today if the difference between pixel or

9 subpixel affects your answer, you will let me know?

10      A     Yes.  I think I can tell you with

11 certainty that it doesn't, but let me make it even

12 simpler than that.  We talk about a process, mainly

13 electronics, whereby we try to get the right voltage

14 to a pixel.  Now the fact of the matter is you got

15 to get the right voltage to all three subpixels.  So

16 it doesn't really matter.  I would agree and we

17 should assume that when we say something happens to

18 a pixel, it's probably happening to all three.

19      Q     Does the digital data coming in to be used

20 to drive an LCD panel specifically call out in one

21 frame or one subframe different data for each

22 subpixel?
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1      A     Yes.

2      Q     And in your general experience, are

3 different voltages being applied to different

4 subpixels to achieve a desired color?

5      A     Yes.

6      Q     Dr. Zech, we were talking about the term

7 transmission or transmission rate or transmission

8 ratio or transmittance.  Is that about all the terms

9 that we can use to describe that concept?

10      A     I am just as confused as you are.  I once

11 offered a service where before you submit that

12 application to the USPTO, let me take your

13 application and go over it, correct any technical

14 errors if I find them, sharpen your abstract and

15 your claims, and I think I only had one customer for

16 that in 25 years.  Despite the fact that my

17 business, the no. 1 principle is we do everything in

18 confidence, we never talk in public about our

19 customers' business.  So here's the case, I'm saying

20 that if they had sent it to me first, we could have

21 gotten all this cleaned up, but it didn't happen.

22      Q     Okay.  Is there any other term that you
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1 could use in LCD technology to describe this

2 transmission or transmission ratio?

3      A     Well, you got to look at this from the

4 perspective of the user of the device.  Now he's

5 looking for a couple of things: resolution, which is

6 a function of how many pixels you have on the

7 screen, brightness, and contrast.  Those are the

8 three main ones, whether it's a computer monitor or

9 television.  And so as it turns out, there are

10 systems that can actually go and measure these

11 variables.  There are even ones that can check your

12 color.  And as a result, the concept of transmission

13 (finger quotes) being the amount of light that

14 reaches the user's eye becomes a fundamental one.

15            Now let me give you a case in point.

16 Let's talk about one of those pixels that has three

17 subpixels.  We can generalize this, if you want but

18 let's just look at one pixel.  Now they represent

19 the three color primaries, red, green, blue.  Now

20 when you mix those in the proper ratio, you are

21 supposed to get the true color.  If you don't, that

22 is you get your voltages screwed up or something or
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1 another, you don't get the true color.  So

2 transmission is you know an indication of how close

3 you have come to getting things right.

4      Q     And you don't know any other word that we

5 might use to describe that specific property, not

6 necessarily the color quality in general; is that

7 right?

8      A     No, and you know I should add that I'm

9 really an optical engineer and I ought to know that,

10 but I don't like to speak with absolute certainty

11 about anything, but I am unaware in the 50 years I

12 have been in business of transmission ratios or

13 anything else -- I mean transmission rates.

14      Q     Okay.  So when you came across the term

15 transmission rate in the claims of the '843 patent,

16 what did you do?

17            MR. BARROW:  Objection to form.

18      A     Well, I didn't know what the hell the term

19 meant, to be honest with you, so I went to the

20 specification and after plodding through that two or

21 three times I still didn't know what it meant.  I

22 mean I could infer from the text and the graphs what
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1 it probably was, but I hate uncertainty and so I

2 mulled it over and mulled it over and finally I said

3 this has got to be a translation error and that rate

4 probably should have been ratio.  I mean I think

5 it's the '843 patent that has got that French

6 sounding word in one of its figures, it meant to say

7 controller but it says "controuer" or something or

8 another, now that was an easy one.  But transmission

9 rate was very difficult.

10      Q     In claim 4 there is the term control or

11 controlling the transmission rate.

12      A     Yes.

13      Q     Were you equally confused when you read

14 that phrase?

15      A     Initially I didn't know what transmission

16 rate was.  I can't say I was confused.  I was

17 ignorant.  Eventually I found out enough about the

18 term where I can understand claim 4.

19      Q     How did you go about doing that?

20      A     Well, as I have said before, it took some

21 research and a lot of thinking and eventually I came

22 to the conclusion they probably meant transmission
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1 ratio, in which case it was fine with me.

2      Q     Let's take a look at the '843 patent

3 (handing document).

4      A     Okay.  Thank you very much, sir.

5      Q     Dr. Zech, does this document look

6 familiar?

7      A     It sure does.

8      Q     What document is this?

9      A     This is the Shen patent U.S. 7,202,843 B2.

10      Q     Do you see at the bottom the exhibit

11 number is LD Display exhibit 1001?

12      A     Yes, I do.

13      Q     You have seen this document before, right?

14      A     Yes, I have.

15      Q     This is the document we have been talking

16 about that is the '843 patent, correct?

17      A     Correct.

18      Q     Dr. Zech, can you please turn to figure 3

19 for me?

20      A     Be happy to.

21      Q     Have you evaluated this figure before?

22      A     Yes, I have.
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1      Q     Are you aware of what these different

2 elements show in figure 3 are?

3      A     Well, once I figured out what signal

4 "controuer" was -- controller of course -- yes.

5      Q     Do you see there is this dashed box 10 and

6 this is a reference numeral referring to the entire

7 dash area?

8      A     Um-hmm.  We talked about that.

9      Q     When have we talked about that?

10      A     When I told you that any LCD device has

11 two parts, the LCD panel plus the electronics.

12      Q     Okay.  To you numeral 10 refers to

13 electronics?

14      A     Yes, it does.

15      Q     And the LCD panel is referenced in 30?

16      A     Yes.

17      Q     And you see a signal coming into

18 electronics labeled S sub C, correct?

19      A     Yes, I do.

20      Q     What does that represent?

21      A     Well, it represents depending on the

22 application, either a computer signal or a
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1 television signal.  For purposes of this patent, I

2 think we can assume that it's digital -- could be

3 analog and then you'd have to add an ATD converter

4 but that could be done in the signal controller.

5 The signal controller is more than -- you might

6 wonder what it's doing but -- and in simple terms

7 the incoming signal, S sub c, is not suitable for

8 developing the voltages to drive the pixels so it

9 has to be amongst other things decoded, error

10 detected and corrected, reformatted, to be in a form

11 for which it could be passed on to the blur clear

12 converter.

13      Q     So it looks like the signal controller 12

14 is passing on two signals, G and C.  Do you see

15 that?

16      A     Yes, I do.

17      Q     Do you know what either of those signals

18 represent?

19      A     I don't.  May I look to refresh my memory?

20      Q     Please do.  You may wish to look to column

21 3.

22      A     Thanks for the tip.  Okay.  The G frame
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1 signals and C is control signals.  It just hit me

2 that above there you see the term composite video?

3      Q     Yes, I see that referring to S sub c.

4      A     Yes.  You know what composite video is?

5      Q     I would like you to tell me.

6      A     I'd be happy to tell you.  There's two way

7 a video comes to us.  The old way, national

8 television standards committee way, well also c cam,

9 they take all the information, video and audio and

10 mix it all together, make one string, and then that

11 has to be broken apart at some other point to

12 process it.

13            What the term there should be or -- you

14 asked me about that before and I didn't remember,

15 but what you want is component.  At this stage of

16 development of LCD and of television standards, it's

17 component.  Now what is component?  Component video

18 says you take all of the pieces, the red, the green,

19 the blue signal, separate channels, the audio

20 separate channel, and they are transmitted

21 separately and they can be acted upon separately by

22 the signals, the control signals, C.
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1            Now I'm not sure exactly -- let me go back

2 to 3 so I don't misrepresent or confuse anything

3 here.  Yes, signal controllers, as I explained

4 before, you don't want to put trash into blur clear

5 converter so you have to go through this process of

6 cleaning up the signal.  If it's a composite, you

7 probably want to break it into its components, you

8 know do error detection, correction, reform,

9 whatever is necessary.  Of course you can't tell

10 that from a box with signal and a misspelled

11 controller in it, but I can assure you that's what's

12 going on there.

13      Q     So C represents control signal; is that

14 right?

15      A     Yes, that's what the specification says.

16      Q     And G represents a frame signal; is that

17 right?

18      A     That's a fair statement.

19      Q     And those go into the blurred converter

20 14, right?

21      A     Correct.

22      Q     What is the function of the blur converter
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1 in the '843 patent?

2      A     First of all, I had never heard of the

3 term blur clear converter and I struggled mightily

4 to find anybody who used that term before.  So it's

5 new.  Looks more like a marketing concept than a

6 technical one, but that's fine, no problem.  Blur

7 clear converter is your signal processing element.

8            Once you have an LCD panel, and we have

9 had some pretty good ones even in the '90s, there's

10 not much you can do independently of the

11 electronics.  In the '90s the electronics just put

12 out whatever signals were appropriate and you took

13 your chances.  Signal processing allows you to vary

14 the data signals that come off the source driver

15 here, manipulate them in a way that you can overcome

16 some of the physical limitations of the LCD panel,

17 and we talked about that, the fact it's you know a

18 highly resistive capacity for circuits and they

19 don't like to be pushed around, etc., etc.  So the

20 only avenue anybody has, Shen, Lee, you name it, and

21 there are numerous patents on the subject that

22 really are focusing on signal processing, that's the
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1 only avenue you have for improving the performance

2 of an LCD.

3      Q     So what form of signal processing does the

4 blur clear converter form?

5      A     Basically what it's trying to do is

6 determine what the next values from the source drive

7 should be on each pixel, so that's done by -- and

8 that's not all explained in here but I'll tell you

9 what I think is done anyway.  They have a number of

10 frame memories, frame buffers, if you want to call

11 them that, they have processing elements.  What you

12 are doing is basically you are saying well, what

13 was, what's to be, and what's the difference, and

14 the overdriving, or underdriving as the case will

15 be, is done, applied.

16      Q     So the blur clear converter performs

17 underdriving or overdriving?

18      A     No.  I think it feeds that information to

19 the source driver.

20      Q     Do you have any understanding of what G

21 prime represents coming out of the blur clear

22 converter?
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1      A     I'd have to look at the patent again.

2 Sorry, I didn't memorize these things.

3      Q     Dr. Zech, I'll refer you to column 3,

4 lines 24 to about 28.

5      A     There's nothing there about primes.  Am I

6 missing something?

7      Q     You are correct, although why don't I read

8 this aloud.

9      A     Okay.

10      Q     "Subsequently, the blur clear converter 14

11 continuously receives the control signals C and the

12 frame data" -- now that frame data is in the form of

13 frame signal G, correct?

14      A     Absolutely.

15      Q     I'll continue -- "included in the frame

16 signals G and generates processed frame signals

17 G" -- now you are right, it doesn't say G prime, but

18 do you think that the process frame signals G

19 represent the G prime coming out of the blur clear

20 converter 14?

21      A     I do.

22      Q     So G prime probably represents the
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1 processed frame signals G, correct?

2      A     Yes.

3      Q     And those processed frame signals G prime

4 include a plurality of overdriven data according to

5 the frame data; is that right?

6      A     Yes.

7      Q     So G prime probably represents processed

8 frame signals including a plurality of overdriven

9 data; is that right?

10      A     That's what it says.

11      Q     Okay.

12      A     Yes, I left out the blur clear converter

13 also splits the frame and I assumed, and I hope you

14 assumed, the same, that the division of the frame

15 was in time, not in space, and by that I mean if it

16 were in space maybe the top half of the frame or the

17 bottom half some -- but it's rather in time.

18      Q     Maybe if you look at figure 5 --

19      A     Sure.

20      Q     Do you see at the bottom it talks about

21 frame original and frame double?

22      A     Yes.
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1      Q     Is that what you are referring to when you

2 say it split the frame?

3      A     Yes.

4      Q     It generates two subframes for each frame?

5      A     Yes, sir.

6      Q     Dr. Zech, do you have an understanding of

7 what these pixel data values shown on figure 5 are?

8 When I say that I mean G, GN, GN(2), GN+1 and

9 GN+1(2).  Do you see those?

10      A     Yes.

11      Q     Do you have an understanding of what those

12 represent?

13      A     I have taken it to mean those are the

14 process pixels and when they say data value, that

15 doesn't necessarily have to be interpreted in terms

16 of anything but it's a relative scale.

17      Q     The pixel data values shown in figure 5,

18 are these overdriven pixel data?

19      A     I believe they are, sir.

20      Q     So for each frame there are two overdriven

21 pixel data per frame?

22      A     Yes.
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1      Q     And this is consistent with the

2 declaration, correct?

3      A     I believe so.

4      Q     I have paragraph 47 which appears on page

5 17 of your declaration.

6      A     Yes, sir.

7      Q     The last sentence on page 17 of this

8 paragraph states, "Figure 5 reproduced below right"

9 -- it's actually above right -- "shows two

10 overdriven pixel data GN+1 and GN+1(2) generated by

11 the blur clear converter 14 for each pixel in the

12 frame period N+1."

13      A     You said page 17?

14      Q     Yes, at the very bottom.

15      A     Okay.  Paragraph 48?

16      Q     If you look about the middle of the page

17 there is a paragraph --

18      A     Middle of the page?  Sorry.

19      Q     The last sentence in that paragraph, can I

20 read that again to you?

21      A     Certainly, go right ahead.

22      Q     "Figure 5 reproduced below right shows two
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1 overdriven pixel data GN+1 and GN+1(2) generated by

2 the blur clear converter 14 for each pixel in the

3 frame period N+1."  Is that correct?

4      A     Yes.

5      Q     So figure 5 is showing a plurality of

6 overdriven pixel data per frame; is that right?

7      A     I think that's what I said initially, yes.

8      Q     And you don't disagree with that sentence,

9 do you?

10      A     Not at the moment, I don't see anything to

11 disagree about.

12      Q     Okay.  Dr. Zech, let's take a look back at

13 the '843 patent.  I would suggest maybe it's good to

14 have both those documents close by.

15      A     Sure.

16      Q     Take a look at figure 7 on page 8.  Dr.

17 Zech do you see reference numeral 14 referring to

18 everything in this dash box?

19      A     Yes, I do.

20      Q     You see control signal C coming into this

21 box, right?

22      A     Yes, I do.
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1      Q     And you also see a sync signal coming into

2 this box?

3      A     Yes, I do.

4      Q     And you see reference numeral G coming

5 into this box?

6      A     Yes, I do.

7      Q     I'll ask you this.  Do you recall what

8 reference numeral 14 corresponds to?

9      A     That's a blur clear converter.

10      Q     So are we looking at an embodiment of the

11 blur clear converter here in figure 7?

12      A     I think that's a fair.

13      Q     Because we have data G coming in.

14      A     Sure.

15      Q     Coming out of figure 7 I have signal C2.

16 Do you see that?

17      A     Yes, I do.

18      Q     What does that represent?

19      A     Well, actually it represents frame

20 doubling as I recall.

21      Q     That's still a control signal, correct?

22      A     Well, it's the multiplier takes C and
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1 gives you C2, so if C is the control signal, then C2

2 should be a control signal.

3      Q     And you said earlier the blur clear

4 converter doubles the frame, correct, into two

5 subframes?

6      A     Yes.

7      Q     Does that occur as a result of C2?

8      A     Well, not necessarily as a result of C2,

9 but rather C2 provides control for each subframe.

10      Q     I understand.  Dr. Zech, do you see the

11 other output from the blur clear converter on figure

12 7?

13      A     The one for GN and GN(2)?

14      Q     Yes, sir.

15      A     Yes.

16      Q     You see that?

17      A     Yes.

18      Q     What do those two data represent?

19      A     Well, by definition it has to represent

20 the overdriven pixels, and when I use overdriven, I

21 use Shen's definition of that either up or down,

22 inclusive of both.
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1      Q     Okay.  So the output per frame is 2

2 overdriven pixel data per frame; is that right?

3      A     I believe that's correct.

4      Q     And that's consistent with what we just

5 talked about in figure 5, correct?

6      A     Yes.

7      Q     And now it's consistent with what's in

8 your declaration as well?

9      A     I hope so, yes.

10      Q     Dr. Zech, will you turn to figure 8.  Do

11 you recall what's being shown here in figure 8?

12      A     Looks like another embodiment of the blur

13 clear converter.

14      Q     And this is referred to as element 60,

15 correct?

16      A     Yes.

17      Q     And you have control signal C coming in in

18 the upper left, correct?

19      A     Yes.

20      Q     And you have frame data G coming in on the

21 left?

22      A     Yes.
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1      Q     And the output you have C2 again?

2      A     Um-hmm.

3      Q     Is that again a control signal

4 corresponding to the two subframes per frame?

5      A     Yes.

6      Q     What is the other output of this

7 embodiment of a blur clear converter?

8      A     Well, again it has to be overdriven

9 pixels.

10      Q     Is it two overdriven pixel data per frame?

11      A     Yes.  The actual notation there is --

12 well, it should be only three dots, but it's telling

13 you that goes on and on and on.  The next one should

14 be GN-3, GN-4, etc., etc.

15      Q     Dr. Zech, can you take a look at column 3

16 again, please.

17      A     Yes.

18      Q     I am going to direct you to the very top

19 of the column.

20      A     Okay.

21      Q     Specifically the description of the

22 figures.  Do you see those up there?
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1      A     Yes, I do.

2      Q     I'm going to read to you the first

3 sentence.  "Figure 7 is a block diagram of the blur

4 clear converter according to the first embodiment of

5 the present invention."  Did I read that correctly?

6      A     Yes.

7      Q     And that corresponds to figure 7 that we

8 just looked at, correct?

9      A     Yes.

10      Q     "Figure 8 is a block diagram of the blur

11 clear converter according to the second embodiment

12 of the present invention."  Did I read that

13 correctly?

14      A     Yes.

15      Q     Figure 8 corresponds with the embodiment

16 we just looked at of the blur clear converter,

17 correct?

18      A     Yes.

19      Q     Are you aware of any third disclosed

20 embodiment of the blur clear converter in this '843

21 patent?

22      A     I don't recall any, but if you are willing
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1 to give me a moment or two, I'd be happy to scan

2 through and see if there is one.

3      Q     Please, let's get a clear answer on this

4 one.

5      A     Sure.  Would you repeat the question,

6 please?

7      Q     Absolutely.  Dr. Zech, are you aware of

8 any disclosed third embodiment of the blur clear

9 converter in the '843 patent?

10      A     Well, I don't immediately see one.  I've

11 got to answer you I don't know, and under the

12 circumstances this would not be the place for me to

13 sort of try and read between the lines.

14      Q     Understood.  You haven't seen in the last

15 few minutes that you have been reviewing the patent,

16 you haven't seen any term third embodiment of the

17 blur clear converter in this patent, right?

18      A     I have not seen the term third embodiment,

19 you are right.

20      Q     Dr. Zech, just for clarification, in the

21 embodiment that we talked about, figure 8, the

22 output was two overdriven pixel data per frame,
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1 correct?

2      A     Yes.

3      Q     And figure 7, the output was 2 overdriven

4 pixel data per frame, correct?

5      A     I believe that's true.

6      Q     And those are embodiments of the blur

7 clear converter shown in figure 3, correct?

8      A     Yes.

9      Q     Dr. Zech, are you aware of any other

10 driving circuits shown in the figures of the '843

11 patent?

12      A     Well, if they are not shown in figures of

13 a specification, I don't understand -- there

14 couldn't be any.  I mean that document is an issued

15 valid patent but what you have is what you have.

16      Q     So if we take a look at figure 1, does

17 that show a driving circuit?

18      A     No.

19      Q     Does figure 2 show a driving circuit?

20      A     I could interpret based on my know-how and

21 knowledge that a driving circuit of some kind is

22 involved here.
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1      Q     Is involved.  But is it shown in figure 2?

2      A     The details, is that what you are asking

3 about, or block diagram?

4      Q     I am simply asking does figure 2 show a

5 driving circuit.

6      A     Nothing so labeled.

7      Q     How about figure 3, would you characterize

8 figure 3 as displaying a driving circuit?

9      A     Yes.

10      Q     That's the one we have been talking about,

11 correct?

12      A     Yes.

13      Q     With the blur clear converter?

14      A     Yes.

15      Q     Does figure 4 show a driving circuit?

16      A     Figure 4 shows the pixel architecture.

17      Q     So you said before you separate the

18 electronics and the LCD panel, correct?

19      A     Yes.

20      Q     And this is the LCD panel?

21      A     This would be in reference to the LCD

22 panel.  By the way, the pixel architecture is very
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1 primitive and old fashioned.  Nobody does it like

2 that anymore or did it even at that time.

3      Q     Let's come back to that.

4      A     Okay.

5      Q     Does figure 5 show a driving circuit?

6      A     No.

7      Q     Does figure 6 show a driving circuit?

8      A     One could infer that one was involved, but

9 no, it does not specifically show a driving circuit.

10      Q     Okay.  And figure 7 shows the blur clear

11 converter 14 that we talked about before?

12      A     Yes.

13      Q     That's part of the driving circuit shown

14 in figure 3, correct?

15      A     Yes.  It provides the output to the

16 drivers circuitry which in turns provides the

17 voltages.

18      Q     And so it's an embodiment of the

19 electronics that we saw in figure 3, correct?

20      A     I think that's a fair statement, yes.

21      Q     Does figure 8 show an embodiment of the

22 electronics that we looked at in figure 3?
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1      A     Yes, and this is not driving but this is

2 rather signal processing in both 7 and 8, and

3 there's a difference.

4      Q     There's a difference between signal

5 processing and driving?

6      A     Oh, yeah -- yes.  Sorry about that.

7      Q     Does figure 9 show a driving circuit?

8      A     No.

9      Q     Does figure 10 show a driving circuit?

10      A     No.

11      Q     Dr. Zech, let's turn -- you are on column

12 2 there -- look down at the description of figure 3

13 on line 61.

14      A     Okay.

15      Q     Do you see that phrase figure 3 is a block

16 diagram of a driving circuit and an LCD panel

17 according to the present invention?  Do you see

18 that?

19      A     Well, counselor, it depends on how you

20 define a driving circuit.  Now that's a misstatement

21 because what you have is a signal processor plus the

22 actual drivers.  You could define, and I won't argue
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1 with it, that the whole thing is a driving circuit

2 but that's not the way I defined it in my answer to

3 you.  They are separate entities, they do different

4 things, they have different designs.  You can have a

5 quote driving circuit without any signal processing.

6      Q     Dr. Zech, will you turn to column 3,

7 please.

8      A     Yes, sir.

9      Q     Take a look at line 15.

10      A     Yes.

11      Q     I'm going to read this sentence.  "Please

12 refer to figure 3 showing a block diagram of a

13 driving circuit 10 and an LCD panel 30 according to

14 the present invention."  Did I read that correctly?

15      A     Yes, you did.

16      Q     We go to figure 3.  Do you see element 10

17 on that figure?

18      A     Yes, I do.

19      Q     Do you see the dash box that refers to

20 element 10?

21      A     I do.

22      Q     Is the blur clear converter contained
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1 within element 10?

2      A     Yes.

3      Q     Is the gate driver included within element

4 10?

5      A     Yes, it is.

6      Q     Is the source driver included within

7 element 10?

8      A     Yes.

9      Q     How about the panel control?

10      A     Yes.

11      Q     Signal control contained within element

12 10?

13      A     Yes.

14      Q     Do you see LCD panel 30?

15      A     Yes, I do.

16      Q     Dr. Zech, do you agree that figure 7 shows

17 an embodiment of a blur clear converter contained

18 within driving circuit 10 figure 3?

19      A     Yes.

20      Q     Dr. Zech, do you agree that figure 8 shows

21 an embodiment of blur clear converter contained

22 within driving circuit 10 of figure 3?
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1      A     Yes.

2      Q     Dr. Zech, can you turn to column 2 of this

3 '843 patent, please?  This is on page 12.

4      A     Okay.

5      Q     Dr. Zech, do you see in column 2 line 16

6 under summary of the invention?

7      A     Yes.

8      Q     I am going to read this to you and please

9 tell me if I make any errors.  "It is therefore a

10 primary objective of the claimed invention to

11 provide a driving circuit of an LCD panel and its

12 relating driving method to solve the problem

13 mentioned above."  Did I read that correctly?

14      A     Yes, you did, sir.

15      Q     So the objective of the invention of the

16 '843 patent is to provide a driving circuit of an

17 LCD panel, correct?

18      A     Yes.

19      Q     And a driving method of the driving

20 circuit of the LCD panel; is that right?

21      A     Yes.

22      Q     Dr. Zech, do you understand in that
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1 sentence I just read the problem mentioned above?

2 Do you understand what the '843 patent is talking

3 about of the problem mentioned above?

4      A     Sure.

5      Q     What is that problem?

6      A     That problem is blur, image blur, which is

7 a function mainly of the source data, whatever

8 television or movie you happen to be trying to

9 watch.  I think the difficulty we are having here,

10 counselor, is that I have a definition of the driver

11 circuitry that differs from that of Shen.  It's

12 really not terribly relevant whether you talk about

13 it piece wise or as block 10.  Its job is the same

14 thing, to get the right, correct voltages to the LCD

15 pixels.

16      Q     Can we do a 5-minute break?

17      A     Of course.

18            MR. HELGE:  Going off the record at 11:23.

19            (Off the record 11:23-11:32 a.m.)

20 BY MR. HELGE:

21      Q     Dr. Zech, I'm going to ask you a question

22 about the '843 patent's use of the term overdriving.
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1 Do you recall that the '843 patent discusses the

2 concept of overdriving?

3      A     Yes.

4      Q     And I believe you hinted at this earlier

5 when you talked about over or under.  Do you recall

6 where the '843 patent discusses first the concept of

7 overdriving?

8      A     Well, I know it's in here someplace.  If

9 you want me to, I'll be happy to find it for you.

10      Q     Paragraph 40 of your declaration points to

11 column 2, lines 2-7.

12      A     Yes, we had talked about that before when

13 I said I took Shen's meaning that overdriven can be

14 either higher or lower.

15      Q     Is that what's here at column 2, lines

16 2-7?

17      A     Basically, yes.

18      Q     And you are referring to here where it

19 says, "in order to improve that" -- and I believe

20 that refers to blurring -- "some conventional LCD

21 are overdriven, which means applying a higher or a

22 lower data impulse to the pixel electrode to
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1 accelerate the reaction speed of the liquid crystal

2 molecules so that the pixel can reach the

3 predetermined gray level in a predetermined frame

4 period."  Did I read that correctly?

5      A     Yes.

6      Q     And that blurring is the problem that you

7 had said was discussed in the first sentence of the

8 summary of the invention, right?

9      A     Yes, yes.  I'm sorry.

10      Q     As we continue on in column 2, the '843

11 patent is discussing curve C2 that's shown in figure

12 2, correct?

13      A     I recall that it is.

14      Q     That's correct?

15      A     Yes.

16      Q     As column 2 describes, "as shown by the

17 curve C2, in the case of being overdriven, although

18 the reaction speed of the liquid crystal molecules

19 is faster than in case of not being overdriven, the

20 transmission rate has to wait until frame period N+1

21 to reach T2."  Is that right?

22      A     That's what it says, yes.
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1      Q     So overdriving in the standard frame rate

2 is not enough according to the '843 patent, correct?

3      A     Yes.

4      Q     Not enough to reduce blurring?

5      A     Yes.  The technology of the '90s was not

6 very good at doing that.  It was only 60 hertz

7 technology in those days.

8      Q     Let's take a look at figure 4 of the '843

9 patent.

10      A     Okay.

11      Q     You mentioned earlier that this is not

12 generally how LCD panels are built now, I think you

13 said; is that right?

14      A     Well, now and already by the turn of the

15 century.

16      Q     So even at 2003 this is fairly

17 rudimentary?

18      A     Yes, this would be a primitive pixel

19 architecture.  The major change would be the

20 addition of a storage capacitor in the parallel with

21 the liquid crystal capacitor.

22      Q     What is the purpose of the storage
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1 capacitor?

2      A     It's to prevent charge leakage.

3      Q     By charge leakage you mean that the

4 voltage from one frame to another would decrease?

5      A     Probably, yes.

6      Q     So the desired transmission ratio wouldn't

7 be achieved, is that right, or maintained?

8      A     Well, that's right, you would get an

9 incorrect answer.  I'm a little conflicted here, I

10 have to tell you, because when I look at this I'd

11 say okay, it's for illustrative purposes, but on the

12 other hand it's not my job to judge what the

13 inventor had in mind, and the problem I have here is

14 in my opinion I will tell you that the addition of a

15 storage capacitor would not make this method work

16 very well, it would be too much capacitance.

17      Q     By 2003 was it very common to indicate a

18 storage capacitor in an LCD panel schematic?

19      A     Yes.  In fact, if you look at Lee, you can

20 see it that way.  That's 2001.

21      Q     So you were surprised in seeing no storage

22 capacitor in figure 4, correct?
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1      A     I won't say I was surprised because Shen

2 is not the only one who has done this in a patent.

3 I have seen a number of them.  Even in some papers

4 and textbooks today I occasionally see that, and

5 these people should know better.  If you want a

6 smoother picture, put that storage capacitor in

7 there.

8            There are exceptions.  I'm sure that if

9 you have a signal processing implementation of some

10 type, maybe you don't want to put the storage

11 capacitor in there.  But a lot of this is trade

12 secret so I can't really tell you more than that.

13      Q     Dr. Zech, LC molecules don't emit light,

14 correct?

15      A     Ha ha.  Not in my lifetime.

16      Q     Have you heard of a phrase called the ramp

17 retrace?

18      A     Ramp retrace, yes, there are electronic

19 instruments that do that.

20      Q     Have you heard of the term ramp retrace in

21 the context of LCD technology?

22      A     No, I can't really say that I have.  A
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1 ramp is, as you know, a triangular section of either

2 current or voltage that can be terminated abruptly.

3 There's positive ramps, there's negative ramps.

4 Regardless, they still have to face the RC

5 capacitance resistance that we talked about earlier.

6      Q     So ramp retrace isn't a common term used

7 in LCD technology?

8      A     It's an electrical engineering term.  It

9 really has nothing to do with LCD unless you have an

10 electrical engineer involved and he wants to talk

11 that way about it.  If you are talking about -- I

12 mean we could really get into this -- if you are

13 talking about ramps for example driving the gates,

14 doesn't happen.  Then you would see square top

15 pulses.

16      Q     Sorry, square top pulses?

17      A     Square top pulses, yes.  Also what we

18 haven't talked about here is there's some

19 technology, some designs in which at the end of the

20 frame you jam pulses through to erase everything

21 that's in the pixels through the gate lines.

22      Q     Is that referred to as ramp rephrase?
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1      A     No, I don't think so, at least I have

2 never heard it.  This is such a big field.  You got

3 to realize more than 100 million TVs and monitors

4 using LCD technology were sold last year.  There's

5 dozens of companies, many with leading names,

6 Hitachi, Sony, Samsung, LG, and on and on, and then

7 you have got the Taiwanese companies, a few Chinese.

8 There must be over a thousand patents in the field.

9 It's just almost overwhelming.

10      Q     Have you heard of the term hold drive in

11 the context of an LCD technology?

12      A     Well, again, that's an electrical

13 engineering term.  You know for example there's

14 sample hold.  I'm not sure I know exactly what

15 sample drive --

16      Q     Hold drive.

17      A     -- what hold drive means.  It could be

18 that it has to do with the fact that in some cases

19 the blur clear converter says hey, you know what,

20 this pixel is just fine and so no output is given to

21 that pixel.

22      Q     So you have no understanding right now
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1 whether sample drive means the same thing as hold

2 drive?

3            MR. BARROW:  Objection, relevance.

4      A     No, I don't.

5      Q     Dr. Zech, are you aware of whether the

6 background of the invention as described in the '843

7 patent uses the term control the transmission rate?

8      A     It sounds familiar but I'd like to check

9 if you don't mind.

10      Q     Please do.  Specifically I'm asking the

11 background of the invention.

12      A     Okay.  I'll make a comment here if you

13 don't mind.  He talks about 8 bit pixels.  The

14 standard is 10.  It's in the column 1, line 36, 36,

15 37.  Now your question says controlling the

16 transmission rate.  Do I remember that correctly?

17      Q     Right, control the transmission rate or

18 controlling the transmission rate.  Please let me

19 know if you see that term appearing anywhere in the

20 background of the invention.

21      A     Well, I see transmission rate in column 1

22 referring to figure 2.  Again, line 59, the term is
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1 used.

2      Q     When you say the term --

3      A     I'm talking about transmission rate.  I'm

4 still looking for the word controlling.  Well,

5 surprise me, counselor.  I don't see the word

6 controlling in this background.

7      Q     So the background as you have just read it

8 does not state the phrase control or controlling the

9 transmission rate, correct?

10      A     I did not see it.  Doesn't mean it isn't

11 there.  I just haven't seen it.

12      Q     Okay.  Can you please turn to column 4,

13 line 22.

14      A     Yes, sir.

15      Q     Thinking back to our discussion before,

16 you agree that the driving circuit 10 shown in

17 figure 3 includes the blur clear converter both of

18 which embodiments we discussed output a plurality of

19 overdriven data per frame, correct?

20      A     Sounds correct, yes.

21      Q     Beginning column 4, line 22, I'm going to

22 read here.  "The driving circuit 10 generates two
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1 pieces of pixel data in each frame period, and then

2 the source driver 18 generates two corresponding

3 data impulses according to the two pieces of pixel

4 data and applies them to the pixel electrode 39 of

5 the corresponding pixel 36 in order to control the

6 transmission rate and gray level of the pixel

7 electrode."  Did I read that correctly?

8      A     Yes, you did.

9      Q     So this portion of the disclosure falls

10 within the detailed description of the invention,

11 correct?

12      A     Yes.

13      Q     And so the background of the invention

14 does not use the term control the transmission

15 rates, but the detailed description of the invention

16 does use the term control the transmission rate,

17 correct?

18      A     Yes.  I see where we have variance about

19 the box 10.  When I talk about driving the actual

20 data values to the LCD, only the driver does that.

21 The blur clear converter doesn't do it, the timing

22 circuitry doesn't do it, the input processing
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1 circuitry doesn't do it.  But on the other hand, if

2 you have to say 10 all together represents my

3 electronics that ultimately drives the LCD, fine, no

4 problem.

5      Q     Dr. Zech, let's take a look back at your

6 declaration.

7      A     Yes, sir.

8      Q     Can we go back to page 19?

9      A     Yes, sir.

10      Q     Do you see in paragraph 2 you have a table

11 here?

12      A     You are talking about the '843 patent

13 terms?

14      Q     That's right, sir.

15      A     Okay.

16      Q     You see the '843 patent and right next to

17 it are the Lee terms?

18      A     Yes.

19      Q     Do you see under the '843 patent terms you

20 listed overdrive?

21      A     Yes.

22      Q     You see the Lee terms?
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1      A     Yes.

2      Q     What terms are listed there?

3      A     Let me explain this.  I should have done

4 this in the declaration.  Overdrive is a process of

5 actually doing something.  Overshoot and undershoot

6 is a result of overdriving.

7      Q     Okay.

8      A     Normally -- well, time is not on my side,

9 I had to do what I could do.

10      Q     So what terms in Lee are you comparing to

11 overdrive from the '843 patent?

12      A     I don't understand that question.

13      Q     The '843 patent terms includes overdrive,

14 correct?

15      A     Yes.

16      Q     The Lee term that you are using as

17 corresponding to overdrive, what terms are those?

18      A     Well, Lee calls them overshoot and

19 undershoot.

20      Q     Okay.  So your view is that overshoot and

21 undershoot in Lee are comparable to overdrive in the

22 '843 patent; is that right?
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1      A     No.  What I'm saying is that if you

2 overdrive something without proper design and

3 caution, you will get overshoot.  But you'll get

4 overshoot no matter what because of the RC

5 capacitive situation.  The figures in Shen you know

6 are not to be taken literally, they are illustrative

7 and I accept them for that.  But I'd be very

8 surprised if you could actually do that kind of

9 curve, get that kind of curve.

10            Lee I think is a little bit more honest in

11 things.  He says look, I'm going to overdrive them,

12 I know they are going to overshoot in the first

13 subframe but I'll correct it in the second subframe.

14 I think it's figure 12 in Lee.

15      Q     Would it help you if we pulled out Lee and

16 looked at it along with this declaration?

17      A     Wouldn't do any harm, sure.

18      Q     I think you can put away the '843 patent

19 for a little bit.  Dr. Zech, I'm going to hand you

20 what has been premarked as LG display document 2010.

21 Does that document look familiar to you?  Are you

22 looking for the English version?
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1      A     No, let's do the Korean version.  Yes, I'm

2 looking for the English version.  In my world

3 travels I have learned to speak survival Italian,

4 German, French, Spanish, I studied Russian

5 intensively for one year, but I have to tell you, I

6 have never been able to master anything but the food

7 words in Korean.

8      Q     All right.  Dr. Zech, you are looking at

9 figure 12; is that right?

10      A     Yes, I am.

11      Q     Figure 12 of the English translation?

12      A     Of the English translation document LGD

13 under score 000600.

14      Q     Okay.  I'm looking at the same page then.

15 You were going to explain to me a little bit about

16 overshoot and undershoot and you referred to figure

17 12, so please continue.

18      A     Thank you very much.  Now let's examine

19 this curve.  Let's start from the outside.  The

20 independent variable is called transmission and we

21 have had that discussion so we don't need to do it

22 again.  The dependent -- independent variable --
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1 transmission is the dependent variable, sorry, of

2 the subframes actually are the independent

3 variables.  What Lee shows here is a typical 1 over

4 RCX positive voltage.  Where it says loss, that was

5 not helpful.  If you really want to interpret it,

6 forget that.  Forget the gate stuff.  Not helpful.

7 So anyhow, he shows to get to I guess we would call

8 it T2 in the language of Shen, he shows an

9 exponential curve which is applied voltage, it has

10 all the earmarks of function like V 0 times E to the

11 plus T over RC.  Now he'd like it to stop at what we

12 have called T2.  The problem is nature doesn't give

13 you that right.  So he does what's called

14 overshooting, that's where his term comes.  He

15 admits that you know I'm not going to do a cartoon

16 of what goes on, I'll show you the reality.

17            Now when he gets up to the end of the N

18 plus subframe, he's finally got this thing to stop,

19 you know he may have cut the voltage off, I don't

20 know, even before you get to the line T2.  But the

21 charge keeps pouring out there, nothing he can do

22 about it.
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1            So finally knowing that he has overshot

2 due to overdriving, he puts in a negative, a minus,

3 E to the minus T over RC -- I'm just being very

4 generic here, okay? -- which is of course a negative

5 voltage and that trims it down to what we have been

6 calling T2.

7      Q     Dr. Zech, is it your testimony that N plus

8 and N negative are both subframes within one frame?

9      A     I believe that's true, yes.

10      Q     Okay.  Is it your testimony that the

11 voltage being applied in the first subframe, N plus,

12 is applied in nearly that entire subframe?

13      A     Well, according to the drawing, that's

14 correct.  Excuse me.  As I said before, it's not

15 that you want to.  Nature doesn't give you any

16 choice.  That voltage, even when you put the

17 magnitude to zero, you know it's going to go on and

18 put out some voltage beyond that.

19      Q     Dr. Zech, why don't you turn back to page

20 594.

21      A     It's in my --

22      Q     No, still in the same document, 594 is
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1 figure 5.

2      A     Thank you.

3      Q     You need to go backwards through the

4 pages.

5      A     Sorry.

6      Q     Figure 5 is actually on the same page as

7 figure 6.

8      A     Yes, you are right, absolutely right.

9 Here it is.

10      Q     Top of the page.  See that there, figure

11 5?

12      A     Yes, I do.

13      Q     Do you see what appears to be frame N and

14 then frame N+1?

15      A     Yes, I do.

16      Q     Doesn't look like this figure is showing

17 subframes, correct?

18      A     No, not given the notation on the

19 horizontal axis.

20      Q     Okay.  For how long a frame N is figure 5

21 indicating that there's actually an applied voltage

22 to the pixel?
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1      A     Well, that's not readily determined.  I

2 guess we could for the sake of an argument split the

3 difference between N and N+1, call that the frame

4 life, so that if you go up, you see if there's still

5 a voltage applied at the end of frame N.  Now I

6 don't know if that's true or not, but given what I

7 have in front of me, I don't have much choice.

8      Q     Dr. Zech, do you see a data impulse

9 applied in figure 5?

10      A     Yes.

11      Q     Where is that?

12      A     On the far left on the top applied data

13 voltage.

14      Q     Where does that data impulse end?

15      A     I don't know, quarter way through the

16 frame.

17      Q     So that data impulse is being applied at

18 only a small portion -- let's say less than 50

19 percent of the entire frame length; is that correct?

20      A     Looks like about 25 percent.

21      Q     Is that common for driving LCDs that a

22 data impulse is only being applied for a small
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1 portion of the frame period?

2      A     No.  Simple answer to that.  There are so

3 many variables.  You'd have to define just about

4 everything before I could answer that.

5      Q     Okay.

6      A     I wouldn't put you to that.

7      Q     But you agree that Lee shows in this

8 figure 5 that the applied data voltage impulse is

9 only occurring during a small portion, maybe 25

10 percent of the frame; is that right?

11      A     Well, in this particular figure, but you

12 know it could have been drawn a lot differently.  I

13 don't know why he chose this particular one, but I

14 don't take this as gospel.  You know the applied

15 data voltage could be run the whole frame, for all I

16 know.

17      Q     So your knowledge of how long a data

18 impulse is applied to a pixel depends on many

19 variables; is that right?

20      A     Yes.

21      Q     Let's take a look back at figure 12.

22      A     Okay.
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1      Q     Based on what we just talked about, do you

2 have an understanding about how long during subframe

3 N plus data voltage is being applied to a pixel?

4      A     No.  I could only infer that it's not much

5 different than figure 5.

6      Q     But you don't know for sure, right?

7      A     No.  None of these things are explained.

8 There are no captions on the figures.  You know, as

9 an engineering manager, if you brought me a document

10 like this, I'd fire you on the spot.  Yes, I would.

11 I understand that you know this is the U.S. Patent

12 and Trademark Office and things are done

13 differently, but it doesn't make our job any easier.

14      Q     Dr. Zech, you mentioned earlier that an

15 impulse usually has a flat top, correct?

16      A     No.  An impulse can be anything.

17      Q     Could it be ramp?

18      A     Could be a ramp.

19      Q     Is it common in LCD technology to apply

20 variable voltage to a pixel over a subframe?

21      A     That's the whole business of driving the

22 pixel.  You know it depends on what the intelligence
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1 of the system says that that particular pixel ought

2 to have in terms of overall luma, brightness, and

3 its RGB outputs, and there's no one simple answer to

4 that.  We are talking basically again -- I'll repeat

5 this -- about a random process.

6      Q     All right.  In your paragraph 52 of your

7 declaration which you still have open there --

8      A     Yes, sir.

9      Q     -- you are comparing overdrive from the

10 '843 patent to overshoot and/or undershoot of Lee,

11 correct?

12      A     No.

13      Q     Okay.

14      A     I'm not comparing, I'm just listing the

15 terms and about 5 minutes ago I explained to you one

16 is the cause, the other one is the effect, but the

17 effect can only come if it has this cause.

18      Q     Understood.  Is there any other effect of

19 overdriving disclosed in Lee?

20      A     Not that I recall, counselor.  By the way,

21 if I may add, overdriving isn't just an open-ended

22 thing.  You push it too far, you introduce other
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1 artifacts into the image.  So it's something that

2 has to be fairly tightly controlled.

3      Q     Does Lee disclose tightly controlling

4 as --

5      A     No, none of these guys do.  At that time

6 period they were interested in trying to control a

7 problem that wasn't their fault, that is, what I'm

8 saying is the TV program or the movie you know if it

9 has chop chop, a lot of action stuff, there's some

10 image blurring.  That's not the fault of the LCD

11 other than it's only a 60 hertz machine.  If you

12 build or emulate 120 hertz machine, you take a final

13 leap forward in terms of your blur minimization or

14 elimination.

15      Q     Dr. Zech, let's take a look at paragraph

16 63 on page 24.

17      A     Yes, sir.

18      Q     In paragraph 63 you are discussing gray

19 level signals with respect to figure 12, correct?

20      A     Yes.

21      Q     You agree that figure 12 does not show any

22 gray level signals, correct?
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1            MR. BARROW:  Objection, form.

2      A     Did I say that?  That doesn't sound like

3 something I would say.  Anyway, the way you got to

4 view this is you are looking at a single pixel.

5 Every pixel or subpixel has its own gray level

6 ranging from pure white at the one end and pure

7 black on the other, or so they would have you to

8 believe.  There is -- no, I couldn't tell you what

9 gray level is involved here, no, that's impossible.

10 Again, there was no discussion of that.

11            This stuff is standardized in some cases,

12 the gray levels, okay, but probably not when these

13 patents were done, probably not.  I mean we knew

14 about gray level and Kodak could sell you a gray

15 level chart and all of that, but these days you know

16 they can refer to gray level by number and you go

17 look at the chart and see what number is it is.  I

18 don't think you could do that back in 2003.

19      Q     Do you see the value of the signals being

20 applied to the pixel in figure 12?

21      A     Value.  No, no, I don't.

22      Q     Because figure 12 is showing transmission
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1 versus the frame, correct?

2      A     Yes.

3      Q     So you can't tell the value of the signal

4 being applied in sub frame N plus, correct?

5      A     I don't believe I can.

6      Q     You can't tell the value of the signal

7 being applied in sub frame N minus, right?

8      A     Yes.  I would comment that this is a

9 generic diagram.  I'm trying to illustrate the

10 principal.

11      Q     So you can't understand the levels of the

12 signals being applied to the pixels from this

13 figure, correct?

14      A     No.  I don't see why you would have to.

15 The figure tries to teach you something and it does

16 it in a generic fashion.  It's very common in

17 scientific and engineering writing.

18      Q     In the context of an LCD pixel, what is a

19 target value?

20      A     I don't know what you mean by the target

21 value.  The only thing I could infer from that is

22 that you are talking about the brightness of the
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1 perceived pixel output and that varies all over the

2 map depending on what product you buy and what kind

3 of back lighting unit it has.

4      Q     Why don't you turn to page 25 of Lee.

5 This is the English translation, Dr. Zech.

6      A     Okay, I'm glad it is.  Otherwise we'd have

7 to wait until my nephew and niece got here.

8      Q     Like you, my Korean is rudimentary as

9 well.

10      A     Just don't mention eating dog.  You said

11 25 I believe, sir?

12      Q     Yes.  Are you there?

13      A     I am indeed.

14      Q     Take a look at lines 9-13.

15      A     Okay.

16      Q     Why don't you read that to yourself and

17 let me know when you have completed it.

18      A     I shall.  Okay.

19      Q     What did they mean when they said

20 originally desired target value?

21      A     We went through that.  Let's look at the

22 curve, 12.  We have called that line up on top T2 to
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1 be consistent with other figures.

2      Q     And that line is the line --

3      A     That's the desired level of transmission.

4      Q     Okay.

5      A     Now what he's simply saying there is look,

6 I overdrive this thing and I wanted to stop at T2

7 but it doesn't want to stop at T2, it goes on -- and

8 again this is illustrative, it's almost a cartoon --

9 so being unable to precisely control when this

10 signal stops, he runs up to the point where it does

11 stop.

12      Q     That's at the end of N plus, correct?

13      A     At the end of N plus.  Now of course

14 that's not very good, right?  That's not the

15 solution to the problem.  But you know, this is all

16 done by test and measurement to see how these things

17 work out.  There's some analytical work that goes

18 along with it.  But he or his computers can and the

19 firmware he writes for, he can figure out that this

20 is going to happen or approximate it anyway, and so

21 he'll hit it with another pulse which is negative to

22 take you down from that voltage level where you
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1 don't want to be down to T2 where you do want to be,

2 and his only constraints are he has got to do that

3 within the two subframes, in other words, the whole

4 frame.

5      Q     And so what is the originally desired

6 target value discussed on page 25, lines 9-13?

7      A     It's the line we call D2.

8      Q     So it is the desired transmission?

9      A     Yes.

10      Q     Doctor, in paragraph 52 you talked about

11 overdriving in the '843 patent and overshoot and

12 undershoot in the Lee reference.  Do you recall

13 that?

14      A     Yes, I do.

15      Q     Do you include anything about rollback in

16 the Lee in that table?

17      A     Rollback is not a term that was used in

18 either patent that I'm aware of.  Was it?

19      Q     Let's take a look at page 25, lines 9-13.

20      A     Oh, oh, rolled back.  What he is simply

21 saying is I put too much voltage on the pixel, now I

22 got to correct that overvoltage.  That's what he
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1 means by rollback.  I'm sorry.  I remembered rolled

2 back but not rollback, which could be a different

3 thing.  Okay, we are set on that.

4            But basically that's his version of --

5 excuse me a moment -- of underdriving and even with

6 underdriving and he gets some undershoot.  There's

7 no perfection in any of this.  We are looking at

8 highly idealized figures.  I guarantee you that's

9 not what you get in the laboratory.

10      Q     Do you compare rolling back to

11 underdriving according to Lee; is that your

12 testimony?

13      A     They are using different words but the

14 concept is -- the concepts are standard.  I wish

15 there was a standard dictionary that went with this,

16 but there isn't.  I don't know who translated it but

17 he may not have read Shen first.  Oh, he couldn't

18 because Shen was not around.

19      Q     Let's take a look again at page 150, line

20 12-13.  Line 11:  "A driving with the overshot value

21 rolled back to an originally desired target value is

22 conducted in a second subframe end minus."  Did I
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1 read that last part correctly?

2      A     Yes, and that's what figure 12 shows.

3      Q     You told me that you cannot determine the

4 level of the signals applied from figure 12,

5 correct?

6      A     No, there's no indication.  I mean it

7 should be on the figure itself.

8      Q     But it's not, right?

9      A     But it's not, and that's why I say these

10 are highly idealized teaching curves, there are no

11 real scientific data can be derived from them, but a

12 concept can be taught.

13      Q     So from figure 12, is there any disclosure

14 that allows you to conclude that rolling back to an

15 originally desired target value means underdriving?

16      A     Well, I don't know how else you would do

17 it.

18      Q     But you can't determine the level of the

19 signal being applied to the second subframe?

20      A     Why do I have to?  The curve makes it very

21 clear what's going on.

22      Q     What is it from the curve that indicates
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1 in the second subframe that it must be underdriving?

2      A     Well, the fact you are decreasing the

3 voltage from whatever level it maximized at down to

4 T2.

5      Q     Why does that require underdrive?

6      A     How else would you get down to T2?

7      Q     Are you saying there's no other way to do

8 it?

9      A     In an LCD?  Nothing occurs to me.

10      Q     What about driving to the originally

11 desired target value, would that get you there?

12      A     Well, if you could do it.  But as I have

13 explained several times, that's a very hard thing to

14 do because of the RC nature of the circuitry.

15      Q     So Dr. Zech, I want to make sure I

16 understand.  Your testimony is that driving with the

17 overshot value rolled back to an originally desired

18 target value means underdriving; is that right?

19      A     It's equivalent to underdriving, yes.

20      Q     Is there anything in the Lee reference

21 that tells you that that's the case?

22      A     I don't recall.  I'll happily go through
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1 it, but Lee is very clear about what he's doing and

2 why and anyone with ordinary skill in the art would

3 be able to readily interpret and understand what

4 he's saying.

5      Q     Turn to page 28, please.

6      A     Which one, sir?

7      Q     28.

8      A     That's in the Lee?

9      Q     Yes, sir.

10      A     Okay.

11      Q     At the very bottom of this page actually

12 beginning on line 18, Lee is discussing the second

13 embodiment of the data gray level signal

14 compensation portion.  Do you see that?

15      A     Yes.

16      Q     Bottom of page 28 is going to carry over

17 to 29.  At the top of this paragraph on page 29 --

18 I'll give you a moment, you are reading --

19      A     Okay, I have read to line 9.

20      Q     Thank you, Dr. Zech.  Beginning at the end

21 of line 4, Lee is discussing the first compensated

22 gray level signal, correct?
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1      A     Yes.

2      Q     It says, "the first compensated gray level

3 signal is an overshoot compensated gray level signal

4 in case of the gray level signal of the current

5 frame greater than the gray level signal of the

6 previous frame and is an undershoot compensated gray

7 level signal in case of the gray level signal of the

8 current frame less than the gray level signal of the

9 previous frame."  Did I read that correctly?

10      A     Okay.

11      Q     Is that correct, Dr. Zech?

12      A     Yes, it is.

13      Q     So Lee tells us that the first compensated

14 gray level signal is either an overshoot or an

15 undershoot compensated gray level signal, correct?

16      A     Okay.

17      Q     That's what it says here, correct?

18      A     Okay.

19      Q     Is that right?

20      A     Yes.

21      Q     Okay.  Let's move to the next paragraph

22 beginning line 10.  Do you see that paragraph?
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1      A     Yes.

2      Q     It's talking about the second compensated

3 gray level signal, correct?

4      A     Yes, it is.

5      Q     Please read through this paragraph and

6 tell me if it ever says that the second compensated

7 gray level signal is an overshoot or an undershoot

8 compensated gray level signal.

9      A     Well, it could have been written better

10 and I certainly would not have used since he's

11 talking about -- okay, I would have called it

12 undershot rather than overshot, but it seems to

13 describe figure 12 correctly.

14      Q     Does it say that the second compensated

15 gray level signal is an overshoot or undershoot

16 compensated gray level signal?

17      A     Well, he calls it overshot.

18      Q     Does he?

19      A     Yes, he does, in line 11.

20      Q     What does he say, please tell me --

21      A     "By making an overshot value down to an

22 originally desired target value."  That's exactly
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1 what we see in figure 12.

2      Q     Isn't that overshot value the overshot

3 value as a result of the first compensated gray

4 level signal?

5      A     Oh, do you mean it's needed because of the

6 overshot?

7      Q     I'm just asking you if that's what Lee is

8 talking about.

9      A     I am trying to understand your question.

10 Yes, you need it because, as I explained before and

11 Lee honestly portrays, these driving voltages tend

12 to get out of hand and go past where you want them

13 to go.  You don't have a braking system, in other

14 words.

15      Q     You go past where you want to go as a

16 result of an overshoot compensated gray level signal

17 in the first subframe N plus, correct?

18      A     Yes, and that came from overdriving.

19      Q     In the first subframe, correct?

20      A     Yes, in the first.

21      Q     In the second frame the second compensated

22 gray level signal is applied, correct?
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1      A     Yes.

2      Q     And that second compensated gray level

3 signal takes that overshot value down to an

4 originally designed target value, correct?

5      A     Exactly as the figure shows, yes, correct.

6      Q     And does Lee say that the second

7 compensated gray level signal is underdriving?

8      A     He doesn't use those words.  In fact,

9 overdriving and underdriving are -- I don't know if

10 he uses them at all anymore.  But I explained there

11 is a direct connection between the two concepts, one

12 is the cause, the other is the effect.  Lee chose to

13 talk about the effect.  Shen chose to talk about the

14 cause.

15      Q     So where does Lee say that the second

16 compensated gray level signal is underdriving or

17 overdriving?

18      A     Well, as I said before, he uses the word

19 over -- wait a minute, let me get this straight.

20 Okay, let's start on line 10.  We are talking about

21 the second compensated gray line signal.  A

22 compensated gray line signal by making an overshot
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1 value -- he should have said undershot there in my

2 opinion, but it's neither here nor there.  But the

3 meaning is clear, especially when you look at this

4 with respect to figure 12, down to an originally

5 designed target value.  This is the key thing.

6 Getting down to that desired target value that we

7 have chosen to call T2 -- or I have chosen to call

8 it that.

9      Q     So your testimony right now is that

10 overshot value is a typo?

11      A     Well, it could be a typo.  I don't really

12 know what was in the mind of Shen.  But a more

13 accurate description would be to have said it was

14 undershot rather than overshot.

15      Q     It doesn't say that here, right?

16      A     No.  It says overshot.

17      Q     Okay.

18      A     But I think the meaning is clear with

19 reference to figure 12.

20      Q     Dr. Zech, let's take a look at this one

21 more time.

22      A     Okay.
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1      Q     I am going to look at the first half of

2 that paragraph beginning on line 10 on page 29.  Are

3 you with me?

4      A     Yes.

5      Q     Do you see beginning at the end of line 11

6 we are talking about "in case of the gray level

7 signal of the current frame greater than the gray

8 level signal of the previous frame"?  Does that

9 describe figure 12?

10      A     It strikes me that that paragraph talks

11 about just the opposite of what figure 12 shows.

12      Q     How's that?

13      A     Well, the way I read it is that you are

14 looking at a situation where you have a lower value

15 than what's needed -- or a higher value than what's

16 needed and you want to bring it down.  If you

17 reverse the figure 12 and apply the same logic,

18 you'll get the same result in terms of overshooting

19 and undershooting, only instead of overshooting

20 initially, you undershoot and now you have so do a

21 little bit of overshooting to get to the desired T2

22 level.  For the life of me, I don't know why they
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1 are describing this in these terms, but you know

2 it's what it is, I can't do anything about it.

3      Q     I am going to take a look at page 24 of

4 your declaration.  At the bottom you are showing

5 figure 12.  Do you see that?

6      A     Not yet.  Now I see it, yes.

7      Q     In figure 12 of Lee as shown in your

8 declaration, page 24, the first subframe N plus --

9      A     Right.

10      Q     -- shows an overshot value at the end of

11 that subframe, correct?

12      A     Yes, it does.

13      Q     And the second subframe shows according to

14 Lee taking that overshot value down to T2, correct?

15      A     Correct.

16      Q     And that T2 is what Lee sees, according to

17 you, is the original desired target value, correct?

18      A     Well, it's the target value.

19      Q     So in the second subframe N minus --

20      A     Yes.

21      Q     -- I believe your testimony is that you

22 have no way of knowing what the level of the voltage
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1 being applied in that second subframe is, right,

2 from this figure?

3      A     Nobody would know.  No, it's not possible.

4 Needs to be indicated.

5      Q     And on page 29 of Lee, lines 10-15, the

6 first three lines there, "the second compensated

7 gray level signal is a compensated gray level signal

8 by making an overshot value down to an originally

9 desired target value in case of the gray level

10 signal current frame greater than the gray level

11 signal of the previous frame."  Is that right?

12      A     That's what it says.

13      Q     And they don't say here in that portion

14 that the second gray level compensated signal is

15 underdrive, do they?

16      A     Well, the word underdriving does not

17 appear there, I can see that.  But anybody who

18 looked at figure 12 in the N minus cell frame, you

19 don't have to even be of ordinary skill in the art,

20 just somebody who has had enough math to know what

21 the hell they are looking at.

22      Q     Where does your declaration explain that
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1 concept?

2      A     Which concept?

3      Q     That in your view signal level in the

4 second subframe must be underdriving.

5      A     I probably don't explain it because to me

6 it's so obvious that I didn't feel it was necessary,

7 and if you had questions, I'm sure you have an

8 expert who can come and say yes, this is how it

9 works.

10      Q     So you didn't feel it was important to

11 explain that; is that right?

12      A     I didn't say it was not important.  I just

13 said it was unnecessary, in my opinion.

14      Q     Is there anything that you felt was

15 unnecessary to explain in your declaration?

16      A     No.  I said what I thought was important

17 and needed to be explained and I explained it.

18      Q     So even though you can't determine from

19 figure 12 the level of the signals that are being

20 applied, you felt it wasn't important enough to

21 explain in the declaration; is that right?

22      A     That's right.  What difference would it
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1 make if you know what the voltages were?  Wouldn't

2 make a dime's worth of difference in my opinion.  I

3 mean you want to pursue that?  Okay.  But there is

4 no mention of voltage values, curve values, other

5 than -- timing is not mentioned other than if you

6 have 60 frames per second, you have 16.7

7 milliseconds per frame to get your work done.

8 Neither patent really goes into details about the

9 actual measurements and numbers.  That's not

10 required of a patent, as I understand.

11      Q     Dr. Zech, is it correct that sitting here

12 right now you have no idea whether in the second

13 subframe N minus is performing underdriving or

14 overdriving?

15      A     I do know.  He's underdriving.

16      Q     How do you know that?

17      A     By the shape of the curve.

18      Q     Is there anything else that you know that

19 from?

20      A     I don't need to have anything else.  The

21 shape of the curve tells me all I need to know.

22      Q     Is rolling back synonymous with
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1 underdriving according to Lee?

2      A     No, I'm not going to -- I don't know what

3 -- I don't necessarily agree with that.  I would not

4 necessarily have chosen rolling back in my own

5 writing, but I don't see anything wrong with it

6 either.

7      Q     What does it mean?

8      A     Rolling back?

9      Q     Yes, sir.

10      A     Let's look at curve 12 again.  We have a

11 maximum value at the end of N plus, okay.  Rolling

12 back in this context means I screwed up or I went

13 too far or the system didn't work for me, now I have

14 got to drive that voltage down in the N minus

15 subframe to T2.  Call it rolling back, decreasing,

16 minimizing.  You know there are a lot of terms that

17 one could have used.

18      Q     So rolling back refers to the shape of the

19 curve on figure 12, is that right, in the second

20 subframe N minus?

21      A     No.  It refers to the function that's

22 performed which is decreasing the voltage from
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1 whatever value it is at the peak here down to T2.

2      Q     Which is the originally desired target

3 value?

4      A     Yes.

5      Q     And your testimony is that rolling back

6 must mean underdriving?

7      A     In the general use of the term, rolling

8 back means go to a previous condition.  That's why I

9 would not have used that term myself.

10      Q     What does it mean in Lee?

11      A     In Lee it means decreasing from the

12 maximum value of the overshoot down to the T2 level.

13      Q     So rolling back refers to a result and

14 not --

15      A     No.  It refers to a process.  The result

16 is a voltage at the T2 level.

17      Q     How do you perform the process of rolling

18 back?

19      A     Whatever signal process that you have

20 tells you how much you have overshot and tells you

21 how much you must roll back, which means decrease

22 the existing.  When you look at the end of N plus,
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1 you are looking at a voltage there, that's a maximum

2 voltage that you put on the pixel.  Not good.  You

3 don't want to be there.  You want to be at T2.  So

4 you need to apply a negative voltage to bring that

5 back down and that's what he means by rolling back.

6      Q     Applying the negative voltage means

7 underdriving?

8      A     I think so.

9      Q     But Lee doesn't say that, right?

10      A     No, he doesn't use that term.  He likes

11 overshooting and undershooting.  Right?

12      Q     He doesn't say that in the second subframe

13 N minus that it's undershooting, does he?

14      A     He doesn't use that terminology.

15      Q     Let's take a look at page 25 of your

16 declaration.

17      A     Okay.

18      Q     Sorry, you were on the right document.

19 Sorry, Dr. Zech.  Go ahead and turn the page there.

20 There you go, one page.  As I understand your

21 testimony, you are saying that overshooting and

22 undershooting are not the same thing as overdrive.
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1      A     No.  Let me say it again, please.

2 Overdriving or underdriving is a process.

3 Overshooting and undershooting is a result of that

4 process.

5      Q     Okay.

6      A     I can't tell you anything more about it

7 than that.

8      Q     Let's take a look near the top of page 25,

9 paragraph 64.

10      A     Okay.

11      Q     If you go down about a 5 lines there is a

12 beginning of a sentence "thus."

13      A     Yes.

14      Q     You say, "thus the overshoot and rollback

15 occurring respectively in the first and second

16 subframes constitute a plurality of overdriven

17 impulses within a single frame."  Is that right?

18      A     Yes, I do.

19      Q     Is it your testimony that rolling back

20 means overdriven or not?

21      A     No.  I think I have said several times now

22 that rollback and undershooting or underdriving go
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1 together, depending on what you take -- if you take

2 the definition of overdriving as both the plus and

3 the minus function, then you know if you say

4 overshoot, then it follows that you've got both the

5 increase and decrease values.  But in this context

6 we have two subframes.  We do overshooting which in

7 this case means overdriving.  We get the wrong value

8 so we got to do something about that, and the

9 inventor, Lee, chose to use the term rollback.

10      Q     He chose rollback and not underdrive,

11 right?

12      A     Yes, I guess you could say that.  But

13 regardless of the words, his figure speaks for

14 itself.

15      Q     And you say that from the shape of the

16 curve in the second subframe?

17      A     Absolutely.  That's what guys like me are

18 trained to do.

19            MR. HELGE:  Break?

20            MR. BARROW:  Fine.

21            (Off the record 12:40-12:53 p.m.)

22 BY MR. HELGE:
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1      Q     Let's go back on the record.  Dr. Zech,

2 can you please turn to page 28 of the English

3 translation of Lee.

4      A     You said 28, sir?

5      Q     Yes, sir.  There's a paragraph that begins

6 "moreover."  Do you see that paragraph?

7      A     Yes, I do.

8      Q     Do you see that this paragraph is talking

9 about the separator 450.  At the very end it says

10 "compensated gray level signal GN minus the second

11 subframe is output to the separator."  Do you see

12 that?

13      A     Yes.

14      Q     At any point in this paragraph does it

15 describe the compensated gray level signal GN minus

16 of the second subframe as either overdriven or

17 underdriven?

18      A     It does not say either way.

19      Q     Are you aware of whether Lee describes the

20 compensated gray level signal in the second subframe

21 as overdriven or underdriven anywhere in this

22 reference?
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1      A     I don't immediately recall, but if you

2 don't mind, I'd like to just take a quick look at

3 the text of this.

4      Q     Of course.

5      A     On page 29 he talks about -- starting on

6 line 10 -- he talks about the second compensated

7 gray level and again he describes it in terms of

8 compensated gray level signal by making an overshot

9 value down to an originally desired value.  Is that

10 the kind of thing you were looking for?

11      Q     Is that your answer that that is

12 describing the compensated gray level signal as

13 either overdriven or underdriven?

14      A     Oh, yes.  What else are we doing,

15 counselor, if we don't do that?  What is the whole

16 point of the exercise?  I mean if he does not do

17 that, then he's doing nothing, as it would be true

18 of Shen.  There has to be some kind of action.

19      Q     Isn't Lee in this paragraph in the line

20 you just mentioned, isn't Lee taking the overshot

21 value achieved at the end of the first subframe N

22 plus down to the originally desired target value?
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1      A     No question.  We have been discussing that

2 for the last hour.  Absolutely.

3      Q     As shown in figure 12, correct?

4      A     Absolutely.

5      Q     Okay.  And your testimony is that you know

6 in the second subframe that the voltage being

7 applied to the pixel must be underdriven based on

8 the shape of that curve; is that right?

9      A     Basically, yes.

10      Q     Is there any other reason that you know

11 that must be underdriven?

12      A     Oh, I don't know, 50, 55 years of

13 technical work, half my Ph.D. studies were in

14 mathematics.  I don't know, I like to think I know

15 something about the subject.  But I'm not sure -- I

16 don't know why we need more.  I mean we have an

17 absolute answer there in terms of that curve.

18      Q     What is the absolute answer?

19      A     The absolute answer is that the voltage is

20 being driven down.

21      Q     Of the pixel, correct?

22      A     Yes.  You see on the N negative or N plus,
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1 I forget, but that second subframe you are applying

2 a negative voltage.  The first subframe it was a

3 positive voltage.  But you could do it the other way

4 around, inversely, negative voltage in the first

5 frame and positive in the second.

6      Q     And your testimony is you know that based

7 on the shape of that curve, your experience, and

8 that's it, right?

9      A     No.  I think that the Lee specification is

10 quite helpful.

11      Q     And is that page 29 from 10-15?

12      A     I'm sure I read that and took it into

13 account.

14      Q     Is there anywhere else that you are

15 relying on Lee to guide your interpretation of

16 figure 12?

17      A     Counselor, if I needed more to guide me on

18 a matter like this, I shouldn't be in the business.

19      Q     And you don't describe in your declaration

20 that the shape of that curve based on your

21 experience means underdriving, correct?

22      A     I do not because as I explained before, I
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1 tried to focus only on what I thought were the

2 important things for the litigation.  I wasn't

3 writing a tutorial on electrical engineering or

4 optics or mathematics or anything else.  These are

5 well known and well understood curves, these are no

6 mysteries.

7      Q     Is it accurate for me to say that based on

8 the shape of that curve on figure 12 of Lee in the

9 second subframe that your testimony is there must be

10 underdriving?

11      A     Relative to that figure, yes.  I mean I

12 don't know how you go from this voltage down to the

13 lower voltage (indicating) without this underdriving

14 concept.  Remember what you have got there is a

15 negative voltage and in the first subframe you have

16 a positive one.

17      Q     You are talking about polarity inversion?

18      A     You could call it that, from positive to

19 negative, yes.

20      Q     Sir, if you are going from positive to

21 negative, why must there be underdriving in that

22 second subframe?
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1      A     Why must there be underdriving is your

2 question?

3      Q     That's right.

4      A     Let me think about that for a minute so I

5 can give you a coherent answer.  Everything in the

6 context of the Shen and Lee documents indicate to me

7 very clearly that when you do what you do in figure

8 12 in subframe 2, you are underdriving and perhaps

9 undershooting as the case may be -- I mean I have

10 nothing else to go on, I have to go on what's on the

11 paper there.

12      Q     And experience, right?

13      A     Well, experience, like I say, I have been

14 -- I'd be an awful dumb electrical engineer if I

15 couldn't look at those curves and tell you what they

16 meant, and anybody with any skill in the art, I

17 think I have defined that person as an electrical

18 engineer and physicist preferably with master's

19 degrees at least.  You know this is the simplest

20 solution to all differential equations of that class

21 and exponential.  If you take a simple electrical

22 circuit -- your expert can show you this -- with a
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1 capacitor resistor in it and you try to determine

2 the constant -- the current, you will come up with a

3 simple exponential solution with a time consonant of

4 1 over RC.

5      Q     And that background is why there must be

6 underdriving in the second subframe; is that right?

7      A     I believe so.  That's my opinion.

8 Correction.  The RC constant is not one over RC but

9 is RC.  I think.

10      Q     Doctor, based on your interpretation of

11 rollback, is there a reason why you did not include

12 it in your discussion in paragraph 52 in your table

13 that describes the patent terms and Lee's terms?

14      A     No, no particular reason.  I probably just

15 didn't get to it.  If I had thought about it, if I

16 had more time to do my declaration, I'd probably

17 have gotten them in on the second time through.

18      Q     Do you think your declaration is

19 incomplete because you didn't include that?

20      A     No, not at all.  It's not a fundamental

21 term unless I remember how many times Lee uses it,

22 and it's not many.
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1      Q     So it's your testimony that rollback is a

2 result of underdriving; is that accurate?

3      A     No, no.  It's the other way around.

4 Rollback is a process, it's a process that's

5 accomplished in the case of figure 12 by

6 underdriving.

7      Q     And that's the only way to achieve

8 rollback in figure 12?

9      A     Well, I don't know of any other method.

10 I'd gladly share it with you if I did, but I don't.

11 In the context of these patents, okay?  There are

12 other people that do other things, would look up

13 tables and what have you, which are entirely

14 different and foreign to anything we are talking

15 about here.

16      Q     Dr. Zech, also in paragraph 52 of your

17 declaration --

18      A     Yes, sir.

19      Q     -- you also do not provide any analysis of

20 what is meant by controlling the transmission rate

21 according to the '843 patent terms, correct?

22      A     Yes, I didn't really think that was
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1 necessary.  Well, that's just my opinion.

2      Q     When you say it wasn't necessary despite

3 the fact that you felt that transmission rates was

4 not a term of art?

5      A     Well, the thing was, at the time I

6 submitted this declaration, I didn't have the

7 epiphany I had a couple of months ago about it being

8 probably a typo or a mistranslation.

9      Q     So you had that epiphany after you

10 submitted the declaration?

11      A     Yes.  That's why it's not in there.  I was

12 troubled by the term, but I didn't have anything

13 intelligent to say about it.

14      Q     Is it fair to say that you didn't

15 understand it when you submitted this declaration?

16      A     No.  I know what the inventor was trying

17 to tell me, I just didn't know why that term was

18 used.

19      Q     You didn't come to that realization of

20 what you think it means now until after you had

21 submitted your declaration?

22      A     That's correct.  But we are not talking
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1 about concept, we are just talking about words.

2      Q     Dr. Zech, can you skip ahead to paragraph

3 70?

4      A     Sure.

5      Q     Specifically the last sentence of this

6 paragraph.

7      A     Okay.

8      Q     Why don't you read that to yourself a

9 moment and let me know when you have completed.

10      A     Did you say last paragraph or last

11 sentence?

12      Q     Last sentence of paragraph 70.

13      A     Thank you.  Okay.

14      Q     At the time you submitted this

15 declaration, as I understand from your testimony a

16 moment ago, you did not have the epiphany of what

17 was meant in the '843 patent by transmission rate,

18 right?

19      A     No, that's not right.  It's easy enough to

20 figure out what both of the inventors were saying

21 even when they used terms that were not a part of

22 the industry.  What I was telling you was that I
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1 couldn't for the life of me figure out why they

2 would use such a dumb term to explain what they were

3 trying to teach.  Transmission rate is totally

4 unknown to me.  I looked for it in dictionaries, on

5 the Internet, everything, and never found a single

6 example of it.  But as I said, a couple of months

7 ago, oh, I've got it, it's a mistranslation.  They

8 don't really mean transmission rates, they probably

9 mean transmission ratio or something else.  But

10 anyhow, that has no impact on anything else.  I just

11 took them at their word.  If they want to call it

12 that, it's their right.  I can work with it.

13      Q     Dr. Zech, do you know that there is a

14 burden of proof in these cases before the Patent

15 Tral and Appeal Board?

16      A     I have heard that.

17      Q     Do you know what that burden of proof is?

18      A     No.  I'm not a lawyer.

19      Q     Did you have to weigh any of this evidence

20 in reaching your conclusions?

21      A     What do you mean weigh the evidence?

22      Q     Did you have to evaluate whether any
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1 concepts were more likely than not disclosed?

2            MR. BARROW:  Objection to form.

3      A     I don't know what that question means.

4 I'm sorry, counselor.  It's too early in the day to

5 be getting brain fog, but I just am not following

6 that.  I mean what use am I to the process if I

7 don't carefully study and analyze the documentation

8 I'm given?  I don't do it from the perspective of a

9 lawyer.  I'm an engineer and scientist and I spent

10 14 years in the university system and I use what

11 they taught me there to this day.

12            MR. HELGE:  Well, with the right to

13 reserve recross, I'll hand him over to you.

14            MR. BARROW:  Can we take a short break?

15            MR. HELGE:  We can, but I put out the

16 prohibition I have already stated.

17            (Off the record 1:13-1:21 p.m.)

18        EXAMINATION BY COUNSEL FOR PETITIONER

19 BY MR. BARROW:

20      Q     Dr. Zech, I have just a few follow-up

21 questions regarding your testimony.

22      A     Yes.
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1      Q     You spoke quite a bit about this term

2 transmission rate.  Do you recall that?

3      A     Yes.

4      Q     What is your present understanding of the

5 term transmission?

6      A     Well, transmission refers to the ratio of

7 some input to some output.  For example, your car

8 has a transmission and you know you get power from

9 the drive shaft and the various gears decide how

10 it's applied.  But in this case it seems to me that

11 the term transmission rate is just a misnomer.  It

12 means basically transmission, transmitter, whatever.

13      Q     Just to clarify, so you said in your

14 opinion transmission rate essentially means

15 transmission?

16      A     Basically.  Just trying to build up the

17 concept in my opinion.  You can't match transmission

18 and rate.  I think I explained that the rate is

19 something going on per second like the frame rate

20 for example, and the frame rate may or may not have

21 something to do with the transmission, depends on

22 what the frame rate is, how much power.
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1            You know, for example, we look at all of

2 this stuff, Lee and whatever.  In my opinion, I as

3 an engineer never implement this stuff because it's

4 too expensive.  Frame memory cost a lot of money

5 back in 2003 and they are still expensive.  I would

6 have -- the easier solution was to go to 120 hertz

7 technology which people did.

8      Q     Okay.  So forgetting transmission rate for

9 a second, but we are still in the context of the

10 '843 patent --

11      A     Okay.

12      Q     -- what is your present understanding of

13 the term transmission, just transmission?

14      A     Well, that was something I knew a

15 definition of 45 and 50 years ago.  It's simply the

16 ratio of the output and input.  Now in the case of

17 an LCD.  The input is either the life value of the

18 back light unit or it's that same light after it

19 passes through the first substrate and it will be

20 greatly diminished down to about 5 percent of the

21 original value.  So either one can be the

22 denominator and the numerator, the top value, is the
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1 light output.  Then, as I said, there were

2 instruments that can measure this.

3      Q     Can you describe what transmission means

4 in the context of the pixel?

5      A     Sure.  Every pixel has to transmit light,

6 so therefore it has a transmission ratio.

7      Q     Transmission ratio, okay.

8      A     Simpler just to call it transmission, but

9 I use ratio because I have explained to you there is

10 a numerator and a denominator and by anybody's

11 logic -- you don't have to be a genius -- that's a

12 ratio.

13      Q     And your present understanding is

14 consistent with the term transmission at the time

15 you prepared your declaration?

16      A     Oh, sure.

17      Q     Is transmission the same as transmittance

18 in your opinion?

19      A     Closely related concepts.

20      Q     Sir, earlier you testified regarding your

21 alleged confusion about the term transmission rate.

22 Would it be accurate to say that this alleged
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1 confusion pertains to the word rate rather than the

2 word transmission?

3            MR. HELGE:  Objection to leading.

4      A     Let me first of all say I didn't have any

5 confusion.  I was just more than anything annoyed by

6 the study of the term and I just you know -- I'm

7 that kind of person, I'm driven, I have to know

8 everything, and you know it was no clear way to find

9 out other than calling Mr. Shen and saying what the

10 hell did you mean by this.  But I didn't do that.

11      Q     But did you understand what transmission

12 meant when you read the patent?

13      A     Oh, sure, it's pretty obvious from the

14 context of the spec what the inventor was getting

15 at.

16      Q     In your opinion what does it mean to

17 control the transmission rate?

18            MR. HELGE:  Objection to form.

19      A     To control it means to somehow modulate it

20 so that the output value for a given pixel -- and

21 this applies to all pixels -- achieves the value

22 that you are looking for.  So again, to expand that,
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1 a pixel has three subpixels, red, green, blue.  All

2 of this has to be driven in a way that the

3 brightness and the appropriate color is achieved.

4      Q     Okay.  Let's go to figure 12 of the Lee

5 translation.

6      A     Yes, I have it memorized by now.

7      Q     Just give me a moment to find it.

8      A     Sure.

9      Q     If you could put it in front of you.

10      A     Okay, will do.  What page is that?

11      Q     I think it's 600.

12      A     Okay, pops right out.

13      Q     Earlier -- correct me if I am wrong -- you

14 testified that this figure does not show specific or

15 say anything about specific voltage values; is that

16 accurate?

17            MR. HELGE:  Object to form.

18      A     Best as I can tell, yes.  It's there for

19 illustrative purposes.  Forgive me for using this

20 term but quite frequently in a situation like this I

21 refer to these things as cartoons.  No scientist or

22 engineer worth his salt would tell you that this is
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1 anything but illustrating a concept, an important

2 concept -- don't misunderstand me -- but it's an

3 illustration.

4      Q     So looking at the various subframes here

5 that you spoke about, I would like to refer your

6 attention to the dotted line in between subframe

7 plus, N plus, and N minus?

8      A     Yes.

9      Q     This appears to intersect the peak here of

10 the signal?

11      A     Yes.

12      Q     What does this peak tell you, if anything,

13 about the applied voltage?

14            MR. HELGE:  Objection.

15      A     Well, in absolute terms, nothing.  It

16 tells you about the transmission being intelligent,

17 knowledgeable people.  We know that that didn't get

18 there except that there was some voltage applied to

19 the pixel, loss, gain.  I don't think that's very

20 meaningful.  So in a lot of these figures and a lot

21 of the statements, you have to be able to work back

22 from what you are presented with, you know, the
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1 people who are supposed to be able to deal with are

2 of ordinary skill in the art.  This is a tough art

3 so the skill levels have to be pretty high.  Does

4 that answer your question, counselor?

5      Q     Yes.  Does this figure tell you anything

6 about relative voltage values?

7            MR. HELGE:  Object to form.

8      A     No, you can't take this too literally.

9 You know one could make a case I suppose that you in

10 conjunction with the specification and maybe you

11 could infer something from it.  Now speaking as an

12 engineering manager, if you came to me and told me

13 you could do that from this curve, I would throw you

14 out of my office.

15            By the way, let me add that in the

16 circuitry that's driving all this stuff that comes

17 before we get to this point, there's not an

18 unlimited rate of voltages, there's some narrow

19 range of positive to negative voltages.  But again

20 this is quite specific to the design of a given

21 product and there's hundreds and hundreds of

22 products.
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1      Q     Sorry, I didn't want to interrupt --

2      A     I'm done.

3      Q     Okay.  So you said here at this line in

4 the 29 plus and the minus 2 subframes you overshot

5 the target value.

6      A     Yes, getting too much transition.

7      Q     And then in the subframe N minus, you said

8 this is where we do this rollback, right?

9      A     Correct, we make an adjustment to get us

10 to the transmission level which we call T2 -- or I

11 call T2 in any event.  You know that's the whole

12 purpose of the patent, it's to gain some control

13 over what's going on there.  Believe me, it's far

14 more complicated than these patents reveal, the

15 overall process.  You could go nuts trying to figure

16 out everything.

17      Q     I believe before you stated that at this

18 point, this intersection, at this peak --

19      A     Yes.

20      Q     -- you mentioned you are driving the

21 voltage down.  Is that what you said?

22            MR. HELGE:  Object to form.
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1      A     Yes, you have to -- at the peak, if you

2 want to get down to T2, you have to apply a negative

3 voltage.

4      Q     So just if you could clarify this for me.

5 So this plots transmission against the frame, right?

6      A     Yes.

7      Q     Now you talked a little bit before about

8 voltage and now you are talking about voltage in the

9 context of this figure.  Can you explain to me how

10 you are getting to voltage?

11      A     Well, the transmission is determined by

12 the voltage applied to the pixel.  I may not know

13 exactly what that voltage is, but I know it's

14 positive and the duration of the given voltage pulse

15 has already been determined by the network design.

16 I don't know what else to tell you.  I mean there's

17 a direct correlation, one-to-one relationship

18 between transmission and voltage.

19      Q     So you said there was a positive voltage.

20 Are you referring to the P --

21      A     The upward curve, it looks like an

22 exponential, upward curve is positive.  You know it
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1 doesn't really matter.  This could be negative and

2 this could be positive.

3      Q     So you are saying this curve reflects

4 application of a voltage?

5      A     Of a voltage, sure.

6      Q     What's going on on the down, on the

7 rollback?

8            MR. HELGE:  Object to form.

9      A     Application of the negative voltage.

10      Q     So a positive voltage on the ramp up?

11      A     Yes, that's a good way to put it.

12      Q     And a negative voltage on the rollback?

13      A     Rollback, sure.  That's as good a term as

14 any.  See, as I have tried to make clear, because of

15 the RC nature of the circuitry involved, the pixels

16 in particular, you can't just arbitrarily say stop

17 here because a pixel will laugh at you, yeah, I'm

18 going to do what I want to do, well, within limits,

19 so you do tend to get this overshooting.  But that

20 overshooting came from overdriving and the other way

21 around you, want to do some -- you get -- well, you

22 don't get any undershooting really.  That's bringing
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1 it right in on target, but it's in the context of

2 these patents it could be called underdriving.

3      Q     Sir, I believe the term that you used

4 earlier today, you said cartoon, you said these are

5 illustrations, these are attempts to illustrate

6 what's going on.

7      A     Yes.

8      Q     The context of overshooting is we are

9 trying to get the target value, but these things

10 don't behave like we would like them to so sometimes

11 we overshoot --

12      A     Yes, we don't have precision of control

13 over where the voltages end up in value.

14      Q     Would this also occur on the rollback?

15      A     Sure.  You can see you have an exponential

16 here.  Now you have to make some better decisions

17 than you made in N plus, in N minus.  Fortunately

18 the value that you need to change is relatively

19 small.  So you know what, doesn't show it here, but

20 I bet this tail runs a little bit further than is

21 shown here.  But again, it's an illustration, it's

22 trying to make a point, trying to teach us
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1 something, and this is Lee's perception of how

2 things would go on in two subframes of a particular

3 pixel.

4      Q     One of ordinary skill in the art looking

5 at this figure and perhaps the disclosure would

6 understand that it might end up undershooting its

7 target value a little bit?

8            MR. HELGE:  Object to form.

9      A     You might.  You know that's hard to go

10 back to 2003 and figure out whether or not, but a

11 good engineer or physicist knows his math, he knows

12 what goes on with this stuff.

13      Q     Let's go back to your declaration.

14      A     Okay.

15      Q     Let's go to paragraph 64, please.

16      A     I'm there.

17      Q     I direct your attention to the middle of

18 that paragraph.  "Thus the overshoot and rollback

19 occurring respectively in the first and second

20 subframes constitute a plurality of overdriven

21 impulses within a single frame."  Do you see that?

22      A     Yes, I do.
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1      Q     This paragraph, is it addressing the

2 rollback scenario that Mr. Helge discussed with you

3 earlier?

4      A     In the main it does.

5      Q     And is this still your opinion that the

6 overshoot and rollback constitutes a plurality of

7 overdriven impulses within a single frame; is that

8 still your opinion?

9      A     Yes.

10      Q     Can we go back to the '843 patent, please?

11      A     Sure.

12      Q     I direct your attention to column 2, line

13 2.  I'll read this to into the record as well.  "In

14 order to improve that, some conventional LCD are

15 overdriven, which means applying a higher or a lower

16 data impulse to the pixel electrode to accelerate

17 the reaction speed of the liquid crystal molecules

18 so that the pixel can reach the predetermined gray

19 level in a predetermined frame period."  Do you see

20 that?

21      A     Yes.

22      Q     Do you consider this description, the term
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1 overdriven, in your analysis of the Lee patent?

2      A     I'm not sure I know what that question

3 means.  Did I consider it?  I read it, I analyzed

4 it, I think I understood it.  When I looked at Lee,

5 there were some differences in terminology, but

6 basically the novel concepts in both were clear to

7 me.  Have I answered your question?  I'm not sure

8 what point you are trying to make and what question

9 you are trying to ask.

10      Q     Is Shen providing sort of a description or

11 definition of overdriven in this sentence that I

12 read?

13            MR. HELGE:  Object to the form.

14      A     More or less.

15      Q     So what I was asking is did you consider

16 that in your analysis of overdrive.

17      A     Absolutely.

18            MR. BARROW:  No further questions.

19   FURTHER EXAMINATION BY COUNSEL FOR PATENT OWNER

20 BY MR. HELGE:

21      Q     Dr. Zech, do you agree that in figure 12

22 of the Lee reference, the second subframe N minus,
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1 there was no undershoot occurring?

2      A     No undershoot occurring.  Well, the

3 illustration in fact shows another idealization

4 showing that the N -- in fact in frame N minus 1,

5 that that negative descending exponential curve just

6 perfectly matches up to T2, probably not in this

7 universe but close enough, close approximation.

8      Q     And Lee describes that as the original

9 target value, correct?

10      A     Yes.

11            MR. HELGE:  No further questions.

12            MR. BARROW:  I have no further questions.

13            MR. HELGE:  Let's get this on the record.

14 Will Dr. Zech review and sign the transcript?

15            MR. BARROW:  Yes.

16            THE WITNESS:  I hope so.  I would be very

17 disappointed.  I have done a lot of depositions.  I

18 have always gotten the transcript to review and to

19 make corrections.  I'm not allowed to make

20 additions, though many times I wish I could have.

21            MR. HELGE:  I know that Planet Depos also

22 wants the order on the record.  So we'd like
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1 delivery on Monday.

2            MR. BARROW:  And you will provide a copy

3 to me.

4            MR. HELGE:  I would like to have these

5 three exhibits attached too because Dr. Zech has

6 marked T2 on a couple of those and we need that to

7 be a part of this record.

8            THE WITNESS:  Here you are, all three of

9 them.

10            (The deposition concluded at 1:46 p.m.)
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1 CERTIFICATE OF SHORTHAND REPORTER - NOTARY PUBLIC

2     I, Marilyn J. Feldman, Certified Reporter and

3 Notary Public within and for the District of

4 Columbia do hereby certify that RICHARD ZECH, PH.D.,

5 the witness whose deposition is hereinbefore set

6 forth, was duly sworn by me before the commencement

7 of such deposition and that such deposition was

8 taken before me and is a true record of the

9 testimony given by such witness.

10     I further certify that the adverse party was

11 was represented by counsel at the deposition.

12     I further certify that the deposition of RICHARD

13 ZECH, PH.D. occurred at the offices of Mayer Brown

14 LLP on Friday, November 13, 2015, commencing at 9:30

15 a.m. to 1:46 p.m.

16     I further certify that I am not related to any

17 of the parties to this action by blood or marriage,

18 I am not employed by or an attorney to any of the

19 parties to this action, and that I am in no way

20 interested, financially or otherwise, in the outcome

21 of this matter.
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1     IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand

2 this 16th day of November 2015.

3 My commission expires:

4 December 14, 2016

5

6

7 ________________________

8 NOTARY PUBLIC IN AND FOR

9 THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
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DRIVING CIRCUIT OF A LIQUID CRYSTAI, ¡rait unTil the frame period N+2. Such a dela¡' causes

DISPLAY PÀNEL.AND RELATED DRIVING blurring. In order to improve that, some conventional LCD
METHOD are overdriven, which means applying a higher or a lower

data impulse to the pixei electrode to accelerate the reaction
BÄCKGROLTND OF IN\BNTION s speed of the liquid crystal molecules. so that the pixel can

reach the predetermined gray level in a predetermined frame

1. Field of the Invention period. As shown by the curve C2, in fhe case of being

The invention relates to a driving circuit of a liquid crystal overdriven, although the reaction speed of the liquid crystal
display (LCD) panel and its related driving method, and molecules is fasterthanincaseof notbeingoverdriven,the
more particularly, to a driving circuit for applying over two 10 transmission rate has to wait until frame period N+1 to reach

data impulses to a pixel electrode within one frame period, T2. Thus, the requirement of reachìng T2 in the frame period

and its related driving method. N still remains unsatisfied.
2. Description of the Prior A¡t
A liquid crystal display (LCD) has advantages of light- SUMM,A.RY OF INVENTION

weight, low power consumption, and low divergence and is ts
uppli"d to vlarious portablè equipment such ás notebook Itisthereforeaprimaryobjectiveoftheclaimedinvention
cãmputers and persónal digital assistants (PDAs). ln addi- to provide a driving circuit ofan I CD panel and its relating

tion, LCD monitors an¿ iCO televisions are gaining in driving method to solve the problem mentioned above.

popularity as a substitute for traditional cathodõ ray tub" Briefly, the present invention provides a method for
(CÎff¡ -ooitors and televisions. However, an LCD does zo driving an LCD panel. The LCD panei includes a plurality
Èuu"'rom" disadvantages. Because sf 1þs limitations of of scan lines, a plurality of data lines, and a plurality of
physical characteristics, the liquid crystal molecules need to pixels. Each pixel is connected to a corresponding scan line

Èe-wisted and rearranged when changing input data. which and a corresponding data line, and each pixel includes a

can cause the images to be delayed. For satisfying the rapid liquid crystal device and a s'¡i1çhing device connected to the

switching requireirents of muliimedia equipment, impròv- 25 corresponding scan line, the corresponding data 1ine, and the

ing the résponse speed of liquid crystal ii desired. liquid crystal device. The method includes receiving con-
-Generalfu 

when-driving an LCD, a driving circuit receives tinuously a pluralify of frame data, generating a plurality of
a plurality 

-of 
f**" data and then generateì corresponding data impulses for each pixel in every frame period according

data impulses, scan voltages, ¿ad liming signals, according to the frame data and applying the data impulses to the liquid
to the frame data, in ordei to controi piiel õperation of thé :o crystal device of one of the pixels within one fiame period

LCD. Each of the frame data includes iata foi refreshing all via the data line connected to the pixel in order 1o controi the

of the pixels within a frame period; thus each of the f¡ãme transmission rate of the liquid crystal device of the pixel.

data can be regarded as inclüding a plurality ofpixel data, The present invention firrther provides a driving circuit

and each of the pixel data is for defining the gray level that for driving an LCD panel including a biur clear convefier for
a pixel is requiied to reâch within a frame period. In the ¡s receiving f¡ame data every frame period each frame data

general standard" each pixel can switch amo ng256 (28) gray comprising a plurality of pixel data and each pixel data

levels, thus each of thè pixel data is 8 bits in length. 
- corresponding to a pixel, the blur clear converter delaying

PleaserefertoFlG. l showingatimingdiagramof pixei current frame data to generate delayed frame data and

data values varying in accordance with the frames. When generating a plurality of overdriven pixel data in every

driving a pixel, the driving circuit receives a plurality of ¿o frame period for each pixel; a source driver for generating a

pixel data used for driving ihe pixel in sequence. As shown plurality of data impulses to each pixel according to the

in FIG. 1, GN, GN+1, GÑ+2 are the pixel data received in plurality of overdriven pixel data generated by the blur clear

frame perìods N, N+1, N+2, and the driving ci¡cuit deter- converter and applying the data impulses to the liquid crystal

mines the gray ievel of the pixel in the frame periods N, device of the pixel via the scan line connected to the pixel
N+1, N+2ãcðording to the values of the pixel data GN, ¿s inordertocontrolthetransmissionrateoftheliquidcrystal
GN+l, GN+2. In general, the larger the value of the pixel device; and a gate driver for applying a scan line voltage to

data is, the largei the gray level is. The driviag circuit the switch device of the pixel so that the data impulses can

generates a data impulse corresponding to a fr¡me period be appliedto the liquid crystal device of the pixel.

ãccording to the pixèl data GN,^GN+1, Ctt+2, and applies These and other objectives of the present invention will
the pulse to a pixel electrode of the corresponding pixel to so no doubt become obvious to those of ordinary skìll in the a¡t

havê the pixel be in the appropriate gray level as required after reading the foilowing detailed description of the pre-

within eaðh frame period. fer¡ed embodiment that is illustrated in the various figures

Please refer to FlG. 2 showing a timing diagram of and drawings.
different transmission rates of a pixel, varying in accordance
with the frames. Two curves Cl, C2 are meaiured when the ss BzuEF DESCRIPTION OF DR{WINGS
driving circuit changes the transmission rate from T1 to T2
beginning at frame period N. The curve Cl shows the FIG. lisatimingdiagramofthepixeldatavaluesvar"ving
transmission rate of a pixel not overdriven corresponding to in accordance with the frames according to the prior art.

the frames, and the curve C2 shows the transmission ¡atã of FlG. 2 is a tir:ring diagram of diferent transmission rates

the pixel overdriven corresponding to the frames. The U.S. 66 of the pixel varying in accordance with the f¡ames.

pubiished application No. ZOOZ¡OOSO965 is one of the ref- FIG. 3 is a block diagram ofa driving circuit and an LCD

è."r."", ofthe conventional overdriving method. There is ¿ panel according to the preseût invention.

time delay when charging liquid crysti molecules, so that FIG. 4 is a circuit diagram of the LCD panel.

they cannot twist at a predetemrined angle at a predeter- FIG. 5 is a timing diagram of pixel data values varying in
mined transmission rate. As shown by the curve C1, in the os accordance with f¡ames.

case of not being overdriven, the transmission rate cannot FIG. 6 is ¿ tim'ing diagram of the transmission rate of the
reach a predetermined level iu the frame period N but has to pixel varying in accordance with the frames.
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FIG. 7 is a block diagram of the blur clea¡ converter

according to the first ellbodirnent of the present invention.
FIG. 8 is a block diagram of the blur clear converter

according to the second embodiment of the present inven-
tion.

FIG. 9 is a timing diagram of original pixel data received
by the blur clear converter varying in accordance with the
frames.

FIG. 10 ls ¿ fimìng diagram of overdriven pixel data
generated by the blur ciear converter varying in acco¡dance
with the frames.

DETA]LED DESCzuPTION

Please ¡efer to FIG. 3 showing a block diagram of a

driving circuit 1.0 and an LCD panel 30 according to the
present invention. The driving circuit 10 is for driving the
LCD panel 30, which includes a signal controller 12, a blur
clear converter 14, a timing controller 16, a source driver 18,

and a gate driver 20. The signal controller 12 is for receiving
composite video sip.als Sc, which includes frame data and
timing data for driving the LCD panel 30, and processing the
composite video signals Sc to separate them into frame
signals G and control signals C. Subsequenlly, the blur clear
converter 14 continuously receives the control signals C and
the frame data included in the-frame signais G and generates

processed frame signals G lncluding a plurality of over-
driven data according to the frame data. The timing con-
troller 1.6 controls the source driver 18 and the gate driver 20
according to the frame signais G and the control signals C
so that the source driver 18 and the gate driver 20 generate

corresponding data line voltages and scan line voltages
according to the plurality of overdriven data included in the
frame signals G in order to drive the LCD panel 30 to
generate images corresponding to the composite video sig-
nals Sc.

Please refer to FIG. 4 showing a circuit diagram of the
LCD panel 30. The LCD panel 30 includes a plurality of
scan lines 32, a plurality ofdata lines 34, and a plurality of
pixels 36. Each pixel 36 is connected to a corresponding
scan line 32 and a corresponding data line 34, and each pixel
36 has a switching device 38 and a liquid crystal device 39

a.k.a. a pixel electrode. The switching device 38 is con-
nected to the corresponding scan line 32 and the correspond-
ing data line 34, and the source driver 18 and the gate driver
20 control the operation ofeach pixel 36 via the scan line 32
and the data line 34. To drive the LCD 30, scan voltages are

applied to the scan lines 32 to tum on the sr¡/itching devices
38, and data voltages are applied to the data lines 34 and

transmitted to the pixel electrodes 30 tluough the switching
devices 38. Therefore, when the scan voltages are applied to
the scan lines 32 to turn on the switching devices 38, the data

voltages on the data lines 34 will charge the pixel elect¡odes
39 tbrough the switch devices 38, thereby twisting the liquid
crystal molecules. When the scan voltages on the scan lines
32 are removed to tum offthe switclúng devices 38, the data

lines 34 and the pixels 36 will disconnect, and the pixel
electrodes 39 will remain charged. The scan lines 32 turn the

switching devices 38 on and off repeatedly so that the pixel
electrodes 39 can be repeatedly charged. Diferent data
voltages cause diferent twisting angles and show dillerent
transmission rates. Hence, the LCD 30 displays various
images.

Please refer to FIG. 5 showing a timing diagram of pixel
data values varying in accordance with frames. Äccording to
the present invention, when driving any pixel 36 ofthe LCD
panel 30, the driving circuit 10 generâtes a plurality ofpixel

LGD 000013
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data used for driving the pixel in sequence. As shown in FIG.
5, GN, GN(2), GN+l, GN+1(2), GN+2, GN+2(2), GN+3,
GN+3(2) are the pixel data generated in frame periods N,
N+1, N+2, N+3. The driving circuit 10 generates lwo pieces

s of pixel data for each pixel 36 in every frame period. The
driving circuit 10 drives the pixel to reach gray levels in the
frame periods N, N+1, N+2, N+3 according to the values of
the pixel data GN-GN+2Q). For instance, when the pixel
data GN, GN(2) are generated, the source driver of the

ro driving circuit 10 converts the pixel data GN, GN(2) into
two corresponding data impuises and then applies them to
the liquid crystal device 39 via the data line 32 in the ûame
period N in order to control the transmission rate of the
liquid crystal device 39. Similarly, data impulses corre-

ts sponding to the pixel data GN+l-GN+3Q) are applied
respectively to corresponding pixel electrodes 39 every half
a frame period. Same as the prior art, the larger the value of
the pixel data is, the higher the voltage ofthe corresponding
data impulse is, and the larger the gray 1eve1 value is.

20 Please refer to FIG. 6 showing a timing diagram of the
transmission rate of the pixel 36 varying in accordance with
the frames. As described above, the driving circuit 10

generates two pieces of pixel data in each frame period and

then the source driver 18 generates fwo conesponding data

25 impulses according to the two pieces of pixei data and
applies them to the pixel electrode 39 ofthe corresponding
pixel 36 in order to control the transmission rate and gray
level of the pixel electrode 39. As shown in FIG. 6, the
driving circuit 10 changes the transmission rate of the pixel

:o electrode 39 of a pixel 36 from Tl to T2 in the frame period
N+1. The pixel electrode 39 is applied with two data

impulses corresponding to the pixel data GN+l, GN+1(2) in
the frame period N+l at a time interval of half a frame
period. As shown in FIG. 6, althougir the toansmission rate

:s of the pixel electrode 39 cannot reachT2 in the first half
period n+2 of the f¡ame period N+1, in the later half period

n+3 of the frame period N+1, the pixei electrode 39 is
applied with another data impulse, so that the toansmission
rate can reach T2 in the frame period N+1 as required.

ao Therefore, bluring will not occur.
In the present embodiment, the two pieces of pixel data of

each pixel in every frame period are generated by the blur
clear converter 14. Please refer to FIG. 7 showing a block
diagram of the blur clear converter 14. The blur clear

45 converter 14 includes a muitiplier 40, a processing circuit
42, a first image memory 44, a second image memory 4é, a
fust memory controller 48, and a second memory controller
50. The multipiier 40 is for doubling the frequency of the
control signal C to generate a multiplied signal C2. The first

50 image memory 44 is controlied by the first memory con-
troller 48 to delay current pixel data Gm for a frame period
to generate delayed pixei data Gm-l according to tbe
control signal C. The processing circút 42 generates a

plurality of overdriven pixel data GN according to the
ss current pixel data Gm and the delayed pixel data Gm- 1. The

second image memory 46 stores the overdriven pixel data

GN, and the second memory controller 50 controls the
second image memory 46 to output two overdriven pixel
data GN, GN(2) to each pixel 36 within a frame period

oo according to the muftiplied signal C2 in order to have the
source driver 18 apply two data impulses to a specific pixel
36 within a frame period according to the two overdriven
pixel data GN, GN(2).

Please refer to FIG. I showing a block diagram of the blur
es clear converter 60 according to the second embodiment of

the present invention. The blur clear converter 60 functions
the same as the blur clear converter 14. which iociudes a
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multiplier ó2, a first image memory 66, a second image
memory 68, a third image memory 70, a memory controller
64, a processing circuit 74, and a comparing circuit 72. The
multiplier 62 is for doubling the frequency of the cont¡ol
signal C to generate a multiplied signal C2. The fust image s

memory 66 is for receiving and temporarily storing a
plurality of pixei data G. The second image memory 68
delays the plurality of pixel data G for a frame period to
generate delayed pixel data Gm-1 . The third image memory
70 delays the pixel data Gm-1 for a frame period to generate 10

delayed pixel data Gm-2. Thus the pixel data Gm-2 lags the
pixel data Gm-1 for a frame period and so does the pixel
data Gm-l with respect to the pixel d¿ta Gm. The memory
controller 64 controls the second image memory 68 and the
third image memory 70 to output two overdriven pixel data ts
in each frame period according to the multiplied signai C2.
The processing circuit 74 generates two pieces ofoverdriven
pixei data GNl, GN-1(2) for each pixel 36 in every frame
period according to the pixel data Gm-1, Gm-2. The
comparing circuit 72 compares the pixel data Gm-1 with the zo

pixel data Gm-2 to determine the values of the overdriven
pixel data GN-i, GN-1(2).

Please refer to FIG. 9 showing a timing diagram of
original pixel data received by the blur clear converter 60
varying in accordance with the frames, and FIG. 10 showing 2s

a timing diagram ofoverdriven pixel data generated by the
blur clear converter 60 varying in accordance with the
frames. As shown in FIG. 9, the original pixel data received
by the blur clear converter 60 in the frame periods N and
N+l are respectiveiy Gm and Gm+l, with a difference Diff :o
between each other. The blur clear converter 60 generates
the two overdriven pixel data GN+1, GN+1(2) with a
diference ÀG between each other according to the original
pixel data Gm, Gm+1. The difference ÀG is determined by
the comparing ctrcÛit 72 in FiG. I for driving the pixels 36 :s
according to diference conditions. The diference AG is
determined according to the diference Dif between the
original pixel data Gm and Gm+1. For instance, when the
difference Diff is less than a specific value, the comparing
ci:cuit 72 deterrnines the difference ÀG as 0, that is equating a0

tle overdriven pixel data GN+1 to the overdriven pixel data
GN+1(2). Or when the difference Diff is larger than a

specific value, the comparing circuit 72 modulates the
diference ÀG to drive the LCD panel 30 properly.

h contrast to the prior ârt, the present invention discloses 45

a driving ci¡cuit and relating driving method to generate two
pieces of pixel data in each frame period for every pixel on
an LCD panel and then to generâte two data impulses
according to the two pieces of pixel data and to apply them
to each pixel within a frame period in order to change the s0

transmission rate of a pixel electrode. Thus, each of the
pixels of the LCD panel is applied of a plurality of data
impulses within a frame period, so that liquid crystal mol-
ecules of the pixels can twist to reach a predetermined gray
level within a frame period, and blurring will not occur. 55

Those skiiled in the art will readily observe that numerous
modifications and aiterations of the device and method may
be made while retaining the teachings of the invention.
Accordingly, the above disclosure should be construed as
iimited only by the metes and bounds of the appended 60

claims.

The invention ciaimed is:
1. A driving circuit for driving an LCD panel, the LCD

panel comprising: 65

a plurality o.f scan lines;
a plurality ofdata lines: and

LGD 000014
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a plurality of pixels, each pixel being connected to a

corresponding scan line and a corresponding data line,
and each pixel comprising a liquid crystal device and a
switching device connected to the corresponding scan
line, the corresponding data 1ine, and the liquid crystal
device,

the driving circuit comprising:
a blur clear converter for receiving frame data every frame

period, eâch frame data comprising a plurality of pixel
data and each pixei data corresponding to a pixel, the
blur clear converter delaying cunent frame data to
generate delayed frame data and generating a plurality
of overdriven pixel data withìn every frame period for
each pixel;

a source driver for generating a pluraiity of data impulses
to each pixel according to the plurality of overdriven
pixel data generated by the blur clear converter and
applying the data impulses to the liquid crystai device
of the pixel via the scan line con¡ected to the pixel
within one frame period in order to control kansmis-
sion rate of the liquid crystal device; and

a gate driver for applying a scan line voltage to the switch
device of the pixei so that the data impulses can be
applied to the liquid crystal device of the pixel.

2. The driving circuit of claim L wherein the blur ciear
converter further comprises :

a multiplier formultiplying a frequency of a control sipal
to genemte a multiplied signal;

a fust image memory for delaying the pixel data for a

frame period;
a processing circuit for generating the plurality of over-

driven pixel data according to the pixel data and the
pixel data delayed by the first image memory;

a second image memory for storing the overdriven pixel
data;

a memory controller for controlling the second image
memory according to the multiplied signal to output the
plurality of overdriven pixel data to any pixel so that
the source driver generates the data impuises to each
pixel lvith'in one frame period according to the over-
driven pixel data output by the second image memory.

3. The driving circuit of claim 1 wherein the blur clear
converter further comprises:

a multiplier for multiplying a frequency of a control signal
to generate a multiplied signal;

a first image memory for receiving and temporarily stor-
ing the pixel data;

a second irnage memory for delaying the pixel data stored
and output by the fust image memory for a frame
period;

a third image memory for delaying the pixel data stored
and output by the second image memory for a frame
period;

a memory controller for controlling the second image
memory and the third image memory according to the
mulriplied signal;

a processing circuit for generating the plurality of over-
driven pixel data according to the pixel data delayed
and output by the second image memory and the third
image memory; and

a comparing circuit for comparing the pixel data delayed
by the second image memory with the pixel data
delayed by the third image memory in order to deter-
mine data values ofthe overdriven pixel data generated
by the processing circuit.
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4. A method for driving J,rO"rU crysta1 display (LCD) comparing current ûame data and corresponding delayed
panel, the LCD panel comprising: data to determine voltage vaiues of the data impulses

a plurality of scan lines; when generating the data impulses.
a plurality of data lines; and 6. The method of claim 5 wherein the data impulses are
a plurality of pixels, each pixel being connected to a s a first data impulse and a second data impuise appiied to the

corresponding scan line and a corresponding data line, liquid crystai device of the pixel in sequence within the
and each pixel comprising a liquid crystal device and a frame period.
switching device connected to the coresponding scan 7. The method of claim 6 further comprising:
line, the corresponding dâtå line, and the liquid crystal determining a difference between the fust data impulse
device' and 10 *¿ ,¡" i*""¿ data impulse according to the current

the method comprising: frame data and the corråsponding dehled frame data.
receiving continuously a piurality of frame data;

8. The method of claim 4 further comprising:generatmg a pluralrty ol culta lmpulses lor e¿ìcn plxel- withinãvery f,zmeperiod u""o.åiog to the frameãata; applyTg a scan line voltage to the switch device of the

and " ,, pixel via the scan line connected to the pixel in order to

applying the data impulses to the liquid crystal device of þv9 ute^aa-ta impulses be applied to the liquid crystal
' 
ão" o? t¡" pixels within one ûamè period via the data device of the pixe1.

line connected to the pixel in orderto control a trans- 9. The method of claim 4 wherein each frame data

missionrateof theliquidcrystaldeviceofthepixel. comprises a plurality of pixel data, and each pixel data

5. The method of ciaim 4 fr¡¡ther çomFrising: 29 coffesponds to a pixel'
delaying the frame data to generate a plurality of corre-

sponding delayed frame data; and * * * + t
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4ìã r,ììôlqqì ElìåãÌ= rlì"ìEì A*se- È4¿14 'lA E^l 4ì-J9 rJìolÉl ¡+"Jqì sÌ^} dãË Ëq*r+.

t 44, "lrj g^l "Jilel åsl"J S.È^l ðÌ+el e,¿lì"Jg ^ìÈÈ.J 2zN$ ,t¡4 IÍAì'Jå ôì+õÌq "ld sÉìl'J
e) A\4 ìlEÈEl = Ê11 E¿ìì.JE Al7-ìj-Èt-zl "Jqq= A+ql= I Èalì ^ìlL s¿ìì"Jej :få^lqì= -sËl+E
+5!å +ðJ+ +. F Èaì ^ìÈ 

g¿tì.JE +F^lql= +grl fãg-e Ele +ãõÌl-Éd,'44 g^l 'o}¡lE F
€+ +€^l slÈ ËÈ €^Jå 7ìì¡ È + 9lEt.
-¡'rrç11&^;r:. - tr¿

+

Ë.
9.

I

B
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+48f.E S+i

ä++ 1

r{olel zJlã dÈ àåE+Ë.ì ¡ì*q= õ}^} llsg 4ìã ElôlEl ,¿¿lì"Jå zlqË F 7lì "lâ9 ;.Je- EzìloJ9

Ë ÈÈõÌf , ol{ Ezìl"JE elã tlÈçl €¡l s¿ll"Jel ¡lã llÈe+E ul-n9l u}¿} 94ñ= !E= trì+E+
5å åÈü Èä€ Zlã rlìölElË ÉqàÌ= riìôlËl zlã ìlã -H.a+;

*71 sÈl+E !Ë= ÐEl+E +Få ådì È49 4ìã qì"]Ëlå ¡ì*+ôÌ^Jzl ÈzJg ¡ìã tlôlE'ìÒìì rll*àÌ=
qloluj {$-9..ç Èä6}q Þ}^} ìl.Þ.Ë Éqð}= ElojEl EÉlÒlÈl+;

+^Ì 4lEË È.rlzl-s--a *Ë6Ì= 7lìôÌE F¿fôlq+; 4

*zl a¡l4l-pË dÊ6Ì= trÏ+q x¡o]= r+Ð4, d'zl sL^J dãË aÊ6ÌÊ ¿rzì zì"lE ¿Ì.Jti ãÈqÒì j1
:lÈ'Ì= E++el rl"lE ?+s-Ìr+, ^J7l ¡löìtr r+slr+ À]zl rlolEì ¿Ìslqì 9¿l Ë4¡Ìel €qql €CEq,+4 +
7ì tì"]= ¿Ì.J¡Ì ^Jzì sìölEl 4.Jqì ÈAEq 9.1= ¡9ãaz¡5 7Ì4= qìtrq4 êEììË Èlì€€ r++E õl-à

= 
gÈ16l= a4 =J g^l qì.3

g .sÈJõl= 5.ÞÌd Èä 7l*g ,+= s4ä g^l äÌ.ì.

älS z

¡1rr]9ì *q^ì, àrzl r-lo1El Al4lls È4+=,
ol.{ geìlôJE A\ã llãÈtri = €7ì v¿lì"J9 A\â [Etzl "Jq9= U +.ìì= ¡ì1 ^lÈ 

gzìlot'1¡,t¡¡ 94;
F +åå ãõì ¡ìì1 ÈAg ¡lã EììôlEìÉ ÉeõÌiú, +71 7ìì1 ^ìÈ 

Í¿ìÔJôÌ +"ùõl= ¡ìì2 
^'lÈ- 

e-¿lìoJoìl^ì=

^*71 sEl+tr€ ãlg +s|ikssE Ele +Få 5õü ¡ì2 -H-ag ¡ìã rrìôjqË Éq6i= ag 5asË àÌ=

tElà. Èa zìäå z*E E4 E^l +;1.

ä+* 3

4ì16*qì *q^ì, åzl rllo¡r] Al4 dã ÈA+=,
ôlA s¿ll"Jel ¡ìã llEÈr+ 49 €¡l .'¿lg9 Alz ùìtzl gqq= U +"Ì= 

^ì11 
-À'lÈ g¿loJÒìì^'l= Strl

+E +€lå ãõl ^ll3 -H_ã€ 4lã rlìôlEË ãqðÌn, à17ì d1 ^ìË s¿lì"J.Ì +õ¡È'Ì= lì2 ^ls s4ì"J.1ì.Àl

= ^J7l Èrl+EÐ ã¡å qEâsËE g +Få 5õìl tì4 H4Ð ¡ìã Eì.ìÉìË ãeãÌ= aå 5asÉ àÌ=

tÞ+* ÈA zlËå *= "+ä E^l +rl.

ä++ 4

7ìì1È*ql qq^ì, àrzl u'lolEl ¡ìã 41.ã È4+= Ëìg +^Ì'J¿lå.1*¿Ì9 ¿Izl È4€ 4ìã rJìÖìqÉ àl7l
rllolel cÇol4+qì ¡ìì¿:õL= aå 5ägç- 6Ì= ãiÞ+àl È-4 7läå r*=.+4 g^l ãÌrl.

ä++ 5

ll4.J.ìl 91"ì^ì, àrzl r¡lo¡El A\4 ìlã È4+=,

¡ì1 ^lÈ 
ir¿lì"J +5'^lqì= 7)ìã Eì"lElE 7lq "; +qå 9.¿ ¡lt ìlôì ìlãË Ëq¿l¡., ¡ìì2 r'lu 5¿Ì"J

+E^lqì= zìã rìÒìËlE 7l+ "j sqg g.J ¡12 7ììq {sÉ É461= ¿trË¿l;

^J7l 4ì1 ^-lÈ 
g.¿l"J +å^1, àt7ì aEÉ¿lË+q 1ìì1 ¡Iôl daz¡ ";qq= a+ql tlìôìEl 2lã à¿Ë+Eì

¡ììãq= flz! úzlì.JE alã EJìôlËìË:l{a}J, *71 ^\2 
ÀìÈ trqì"J +E^ì, dzl €:l ,'¿,il'JE 4lã eloì

ElË ã4="'l= ,ì11 Eìì5.4;

*z\ all9l 412 ^ìÈ 
g.¿lì.J +5^l , *71 A.eÉ¿lË+q ¡ì12 ¡lq daz¡ o;4q= u +olì old s¿ìì"Jel 4l

a rllolEå ãqàl= tl2 Elì84; 4

à71 41 ^l'r s¿lg +ã^1.ìì=, ^J7l rlìÒlÉì 4ìã d.q àåË+el €zÌ v¿1"J9 4ìã rlìolqË ¡ìì**r,
ùzl alz Etì.84Ë+E ôìd EAì"JE Zlã rllolel$ ¡l*ÈöÌ È4€ ¡ìã rìlôlËlË ÉqõÌ-jr., ^J7l ¡ì2 ^ìÈ
u¿ll"J î*.¡lqì=, àl7l 411 EììEqË+el €¡ìì g¿l"Jej 4ìã ElìôlEl= ,Ì**'l , *71 ^\2 

qì-eale-7e¡ o1

-2-
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al =z¡"JE zìã EtìolË.ìË ¡l*ÈJoÌ È4€ 4lã rllolrJ$ ãeõÌ= dzl r¡lo1Ël E¡+oltsl+.ll ã4ãlÈ r,lìol

4 alz ìls. È+l7l

Ë E.J6Ì= 4å €Asç- õl-= 5iElàI È4 7ìåå '*='-q4 g^ì älzl.

ä+* 6

¡ìlãJ.Ì 9l.l^1, $zl r{ol:.,l Alz ìlã eä+= ärl- +^} o}¿lå "ì+õ}9 àrzl ÈrJ€ 2ìã rlolel$ Nrzl

rììôìËl E4Ò14+.ll ¡lÈtðÌ= 4å åãge. õÌ= FÞ+^J -Éä 7lãg r+= qä -s.^l ,J;1.

d?* z

¡Ì66Ì"ìl glôl^l, àzl r¡lo1êt Al4 âlë. È4+=,

n{alì EzìloJ +å^l 714Z}€ (n-2)daìì ¡r¿lgE 7ììã tll"lEìË ã4à}i1, (n+r)daÌ g¿l"J +å^l (n+1)d

al g¿lì"Jel ¡ìã EììôjElË 4ãLã'ÌEq, (n+2)Ðal s¿lì.J +€'^l 7ì4â€ (n+l)d¡Ì =Éìì"Jel /ìã c¡¡o1EË Ë
qðÌ= 

"ìì1 
4ì84;

nÈal g¿ììoJ +ã:^Ì 4la r¡Ì"1EìË Ãl+ÈÌ-r., (n+1)daf g¿lì"J +5^ì zlx,l"J€ ndal 9¿lì'J9 Aì= 't¡o1r¡
Ë 

=4¿Ì4, 
(n+2)HaN s¿lì"J +F^l 717-l'J€ ¡flaN Eeìl"Jel 4ìã r'lìôlElË É4õ',1= ¡12 EììE¿l;

nÈ.4ìì :'¿ïôJ +E^l 7ìxì*€ (n-1)ÈzN E_*Ì"J9 4ìA r¡ì"iElË €.qãÏ-j1, (n+1)ÈaÌ uÉììÔJ +F^l 7ì4ã}g
(n-l)Èat g¿lì"J 4lã r'ììôlElÉ ã4Ëlq, (n+2)d¡Ì v¿lì"J fE¡l (n+2)daìì rqì"JE 7ììã qìôlqË 4+õ'l

= 4ì3 qlEq;

¿r71 ¡11 qì;<l 7ìì3 qì-É4E zlã rìôlel zlË'i ++å rììq6Ì= uEË¿ì; ";

ndall 9¿tì"J +E^l ^J7l ,ì11 4 ¡ll3'ìl5.4Ë+El 4ì*9= 4lã r¡Ìo¡ElË 4ì*ÈÒ} -H-4€ 4ìã qlÒlElË É
qãÌj1, (n+r)daÌ s¿lì"J +5Àl *71 Al2 4 ¡ì3 qlEr-lË+El ¡ìl*q= Uìã tììolËìË 7ìì*ÈoL-B-AS Zlã
rllolelg ãqãÌq, (n+2)daìì sÉll.J +5^l C7l ¡Ì1 'l ¡ì12 Eìls4Ë+Ëì ,ìì+q= 4lã SìôlEìË ¡l+ÈòÌ
È4€ ¡ìã rìolelå ã4õl= Eììôlq 4lã dã È+zl

Ë _sd.ÈÌ= rl9 +a-q_É ðl= ãsÌàl È4 7låå r*= E4 -s.^l *'{l.

ä+* 8

¡lzãJqì 9lq^1, àzl ¡ìr Ul;(ì ¡ìs qì84.ìì 4*9= 4ìã qìôìEìE 4,} ñ:tÌ+= ¡lì1 +++É 4"J91,
àl7l ¡l1 L14 tì3 Eìì-E-4e.+Eì Éqq= zlã rììôlËlE É4 +rl+= ^ù7ì ¡11 +rl+eì 2Èl+ôJ Å12 +t++
.J'lå €äoE- è'Ì= FÞl^ù H4 7lå9 ?*= "+ã -S.^l ãrl.

ä++ e

lì5ã"! E= ¡17ãJ.lì gl"l^J, ^Jzl "ìlE4= if ¿lôJ Eìls¿lsl aå 5äpç- àl-= 5.õ+à! -H-a 7ìäå,1= Eä
s.^l *rì.

ä+* 10

rlôlËì 4ìã 
^lã 

àåË+Él õÌ+ tl-EE zìã EJIôìEIË ¡rì*ÈoÌ qa .*^l E-Eqì ËqãÌ= qrj E^ì "ùrl
el +F âilql 9lq^ì,
ql"lpl Zìã tls â-^Ë+Ël ¡ì¿iE= Þ+^J 4lÈ.9 Zìã rflole] s¿lì.Jå 4qË F 4 olà9 lÈ o¿lìoJg

-É ËõJ6}jt, ôlA s¿ll"Jel Zìã tlscl d¡Ì ir¿ll"Jel 2lã ìlãe+el ul,laì rlÉÌ gÈì+E E'= Èq+tr +
5g åõìl È49 Zlã rllojel$ àzl '-lä s.^l .E-.ãql ËqÈÌq "+49 +Ê +ËË -z+õla|| rllolEl AI4

ìls -È_a+

Ë _sÈJÈÌ= FéÌå È4 7lÈ.g '*= Eâ È^l 'J7lcl +F ãÈil.

äÍË rr

Ãìì10.J.ìì 94¡1, ^]zl cllo¡El A14 dÈ Èä+=,
ol{ :rzìl"JE Zìã ìlÈ-H-E} = €¡ì g¿Ì"JE 4ìã ll-e.z} "Jq9= U +.1ì= ¡ì1 ^lÈ 

s¿lìÔJqì^l= -qÈl+

-J-
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= ++å 5.òìl ¡ìì1 HA€ 4lã rìôlElË ã{õlja, àÌ71 ,ìì1 ^Jti 
s¿l"Jqì +"Jãl= rìì2 ^ìq 

rr4oJqì,ì=
¡*zl ç-4fE€ ãlå +sã.¡ôËE Ele +E|.å €lÈl 7ì12 -H-ãg 2ìã rÌolËlË Éqõl-= rÀ+ +4 ÔE ðÌ=

ãÍ* rz

1ì106}ql q"l^1, àlzl 'lìôìËl zlã 11ã -H-a+=,

Òìd gqì"JE ¡ìã CãHr+ 49 €zl s.¿lì"Jel A1z:4e-71 "Jeq= 4+.Ì= ¡Ì1 ^JÈ "¿ll"Joìl^ì= ÈÉl

+s +åå €;ðÌ ,ìlS -H-rJ€ 4ìã rl"lqË ã4àÌj], àI7l lì1 ^lÈ s¿lì"J"ìì +õJãÌ= 7ì12 ^'ìÈ 
ggìoJôìl^l

= àl7l Èq+sg *å +E*qËE È +Eg FÈÌ 44 l¿4g 4ìã rlìôìElË Éqàì-= 4+ +4 sE õÌ=

€ÞlàI È4 7lãå ,*= .1""r g^l ä.iì9 +t. ãIiì.

ãf* rs

¡ìì10õ.lql 9lq^1, gzl r{olEì À14 ìlÈ È4+= Èlg ñ^} *,}4å.1+ð}€ àrzl -H-A€ Zlã rììôlElÉ à}zì

alä -E^l Eåql 4*ðÌ= aå +äsË ãl= ãõlâ t-4 zläå i*= "14 È^ì +il.cl +5. ã-¡1.

ä+È 14

¡ìì13õJôll 91"ì^1, å7ì Eìì"ìr] Al4 tlã È4+=,

41 ìÈ s¿lì"J +5^lÒlì= 4ã rlìoìel9 7l+ 4 ++g çl.J rìì1 4lq 4lsË ã4ãl:1, *\2 ^jÈ- 
g¿lló;

+F^ìql= A4 rl"ìEìel 7l+'l +5å 9ìÈ ll2 7ììôl lls.Ë ãq6Ì= aEË¿l;

^J7l ¡ì11 lÈ u¿ìl"J +E^1, +71 ¿trÉ¿lË+El 4l ¡Ìl ìlãzÌ "Jqq= a+qì r,ìì"ìq ¡ìã à-^Ë+El

4*q= È¡lì ¡¡¿l"Jq 4ìã rtìoìEìÉ zlälõÌil , *7\ A,l2 ^lÈ 
v¿lì"J +5^1, ^}zl €¡ìl g¿lì"Jeì ?ìã rìôl

Eìå Éq6l-= 411 qìE.4;

^J7l 41 Eì ì12 ^l.H- 
S.¿llÒJ +E^ì, à71 ¿trË¿ìÉ+El ¡ì2 ¡ìôì daz¡ gqq= u +"1ì "ld s¿ì"Jel 2l

a rlìolEìå ãqd-= ^ll2 "lìs¡l;4
àl7l lì1 ^ìÈ s¿lì"J +t^1.ìì=, àrzl u¡lolE Alz ds. à^Ë+4 €zlì s¿l"Jel 4lã EììôlEÉ ¡ì*È1,
*71 ì¡2 EììE-4Ë.+Eì Òld g¿ll.Jcl ¡ìã rllolrl$ ¡ì*+ôl -H-4€ 4lã SlolÉlË ÉqÈÌn, *71 A'12 ^lt)
s¿ÌÒJ +å^lql=, à17ì ¡11 4lE4Ë+el È¡ìl o¿l"Jg 2ìã rìqEìÉ 7ìl*Èi1, à71 ;ì12 oììe4=-9e¡ o¡

ãl sdì.JE Zìã rìólElË rìì*ÈoÌ -H-49 414 SìÒìElË ËeãÌ= àzl r¡lolEl E¿+ôìts1+ql É4ðÌ= tlìôì

El Al4 tla È*lzì

ä+Ë 15

¡110ãJql glq^1, àzl rìolEì zìã ìlã È4+= ârl- ñ^Ì où¿l "l+"Ìq à71 ÈrJ€ zìã r¡lolel$ rlzl

"ìA -s.^l -E-Ë.ìì 7ìì*õÌ= 49 5ägç- ã'l= FõÌ^J e-'d zlãå 'z*= "-l?d s^l ^ùilq +E ã,l.

ä:Ê* ro

¡ì1sÈJóìì 9lôj^1, *zl r1olFÅ Alz 
^lã 

-H_ã+=,

nHal s¿ll.J +F^l 7lz-ì"J€ (n-2)dzlì s¿,ll"JE 4l= r1olElË 
=q;|I, 

(n+l)HNl s¿lì"J +F^l 1¡+r)Ð
atì E¿ÌôJ9 2ìã Elìoleì$,zlâàl-q, (n+2)daì r¿l"J +5^l zlx'ìã}€ (n+1)dalì s¿l"JE 4ìã tlÖlElË ã
qðl= ¡ìì1 oììE.¿l;

n{a! EzìloJ +t^l 4lã rllÒlËlË xìã}ã};1, (n+r)dzÌ g¿lôJ +5.^ì zl4âÐ nÐ¡ì r¿ll"JE Zlã Eìì'lE

É Éq¿Ì4, (n+2)Hzlì geìì"J +5'^l 714ãÌ€ n{aN gzlì"Jel 2lã rì.lrìÉ Éqõ}= ¡ì2 Eìls¡-l;

¡{al 9zìì"J +å^l 7ìzl"Jg (n-l)dalì F4l"Jq 4ìã rloìqË Éq6}-¡:., (n+1)Ð4 g¿l"J +5^l ?14ä}9

(n-r)Èal :f ¿lôJ 4ìã ElìôlElË ãqðÌq, (n+2)Ðaì s¿iloJ Íã¡l (n+2)daÌ ,'Éìì"Jel ¡ìã rìóiEìË 4ãtõl

= 
¡ì3 !ìlE.4;

^]7ì rì11 LI.ZI 7ìì3 Bìs-a1g llã rìôlEl 7l+ q +qå 4lôlàI= AEå¿l; q

_À_+
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'1{aN 
sdl"J +€'^l +71 ¡ì11 .l d3 uìì.E.¿l-Ç-+Eì 4l+q= Zìã ElloìElË ¡l*"Jô} È4€ Zìã tìl"lElË ã

qÈÌn, (n+l)Èal :r¿llg +t^l ,*71 Ì,12 4 7ì13 ElìB¿ìÈ+El ¡ìl*q= Alv rllolrl$ -1ìì*ÈoÌ -H-,J€ 2ìã
rllolulg ãqãÏq, (n+2)ÐaÌì EeìlôJ f$,rì ^J7l zlìt "ì 412 "ììE¿lË+E 4l*q= À14 tìôìEìË lì*ÈöÌ
È4€ Aìã EllolElË ãqõl= r¡lolel z{ã tls È{}zl

É .g..Jõ.Ì= âå qae-ç. àl= FÞlà -H-a 7lãå 4= ala E^ì ã}7ìE +5 ãi;ì.

'dl* rz

¡ì116õJôìì 9lòl^1, å71 ¡11 'ììzì ¡ls qls¿lql xl"Jq= 4ì= r¡¡"1r19 xl^J +51+= ¡11 +rÌ+Ë 4,"191,
c7l 4ì1 ql'(ì rìì3 ulìE4ç-+Ël ÉqE= 2ìa r¡¡"1ËìE ãe +fÌ+= *zl ¡lr ñ++el 2HÌ+ôJ 

^12 
+r++

"J aå €'äos ãÌ= €:e+^J -H_rJ 7läå r*= EA s.¡l ãÌrìel +F "Jiì.

'dfÈ ts

¡ì14õJ E= 4ì16ÈJ.l 9ÌqÀì, ^J7l 'ìì84= E4oJ qì5-¿ì.J 4å 54sË õl= 5Èlàl Êrd 7låå r*= "l
A E^l â7lE +€' ãlil.

'dT* Ls

r++sl 4.ìE ¿Ì"J4, *zI nloì5a ¿Ìqjql ê€q"ì -ú7t6Ï= EÌ+E SlôlËl Ë+"Jr+, '*71 Alô1tr 4t "l rll

.ìEl E.J.ìì $;! Selalql €q"ì €^d94 r+r+ àÌ7ì Ìì"lE ¿Ì"J q t{olel a}Ql4l €aqq :9ã àx}É
Tlzl= EtìÉq^ eÌgoe ÈÌ€g r++E ëlàË -c.õJãÌ= aq4 s.^ì +rìei +ã ÈùBql 9À"1^1,

(a) àlzl ZìÒìtr r+ôJ.tì +^l {ãË Ë.zÌ49-E- *ËõÌ= Ê7ìl;

(b) el+el EìlôìEl 4lã 4lë àåe.+E ¡l*q= ãl+el ÞÌ+ gÉll"Jg 4qÉ + zl olàlE ^lÈ 
if flìÔJÒË

eÈãÌ= Ê7ìì;

(c) È¡ìl s¿ì"J9 4lã ìl-c.zl "Jq€"ìl rÌ4 €zìì s¿l"JE lìã 4l.Ee+ ôld saì"JE zlã 4lÃË Èlniõl=

Êull;

(d) ^J7j Èzì(c)41^l ol{ :f eìl"JE zlã ll.Þ'-Ë_+ €¡Ì g¿,ìì"Jel aìã d-s.z}.=.r}-r lìãq= z+"ìì= 7ìì1

^ìÈ sÉìì"Jeì +E^1.ìì= gulì=. +5.å +õJ6Ìq 411 ElöìÉì +€. a*g c^dõ}i1, àl7l ¡Ì1 .ìle g¿lìÔJ

"ìl +õJõÌ= ¡12 ^ìÈ 
s.¿tl"Jcl +€^l.tì=å71 gÈ.1+E€ *g +.s.*e-É.q E++ +Fg +ãJãLq 4ì2 rlol

E +F A*å CCàÌË Êzlì;

(e) c.zl Ê41(c)41¡J ôld ,'¿lì"Jeì 4lã âlãzÌ €ztl u¿loJ9 lìã âlã-Ë-q zl+r.4¿9= A+ql= àl7l
7ì11 ^lÈ 

s¿tì"Jeì +5^lql= Èulfe +5å +ãJõlq tì3 EììôlËì +å a"Jå ^JlàÌ.r, àIzl ^ìì2 ^lÈ F
¿tì"Jej +F^lql= à17ì Èq+EÐ ilå +sãlsËE g +ãg +ðJðl-q ;ìì4 qÒlEì +F d*å CdÈÌ=
Ê41;

(f) ^Jzl ÉJ4l(d)e+ ^J7l 'Jzl(e)4Ì^l ¡JtrJ€ 411 uN:l zììa qìôlEì +5 d*å ¿tzl Eìì"lEl ?+oJqì ãlÉ6Ì=
Êzl

Ë E.+ãlq, E49 åÊ +EË J.+sÌõl= â9 549-e àÌ= FÞlàl È4 7låå 'z*= E'c S^l äÌ'lei
= É Bl,È.1

I ô ô È.

älÈ zo

¡ì1sãùql *q^1, à71 Êul(c)41^ì ôla s¿ll"Jeì 4ìã dc.ç-l €zÌ g¿I"JE zìã lls.g ¿zìzÌ FÈaÌ4¡.
4rg= a+qì= FlÈ4€ 7)lã 4lãÉ EÌôl'Ìì.õÌ.u, âzl u¡"Ìqì^g zìã àlãqì El*ãÌ= E'ìloìE +F d
*å ^Jzl qì"lEì Ë+"Jqì *ËãÌ= ÈzìË trl -EoJõì-= âå qag-e àÌ= FÞ+à -H-rd 7l;g r*= Eî sÀl

ãLiìE +F ÈJÈ.

ä?B zr

4119"ùql il"ì^1, àzl ÈÈJ9 ^l 
È g.¿lìgÒl 27ll'J A+.ìì=,

^Jzì dqÌ*.Ì 9 rìõÌ= 
^l 

g s¿lìoJ g a {41 .rl e r ¿ìlÔJ ôìn,
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<16>

<15>

<17>
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à71 +û+ql çlzlðÌ= ^ìÌr 
oell"Je F {{ -rlÈ ¡f.¿lì"J.J A€. 5Asç- ã}Ë ãÞ+à} Èa 7ìãå r*= 

"-l

A E^l *,rlel +5 "*8.

ã ¡i/ .¡?

g"d.ej '#"*tl* N6

*8"e¡ q-.4

*gal tdÊ*. 4ã N 3 #Òþe! *ql4#
B È€e .14 g^l "J-"leÌ oìel +5' ãÌrl .; ÈJBqì ++ 4e-ç., ÈEl ^J4l6lzl= FÞl^J +€^l Þ+Èeì Ë
g Ëàå ¡ìì¡õÌ7ì 9È E4 È.^l *'leÌ "lE +F äl:l '; ËJHql +áJ 4olrÌ.
uJql4ge-LCD= F zl$.,.¡o1óì¡ +"Jqq *= q'JC +dåå r*= "14 Ëë"ìì dll(electric rield)Ë t
716lj1 ôl dzlìE ìl7lË aê;Ì4 zl*"1ì Fqq= qE *g ãä.JsË¿! gãl-= sl* dÈå È= E^l +
7l"lq. oì¿ì+LCD= +rì71 ¿slÈ å4 fì-J€ q4Ë¿lìol ãql^l rilg49l l-oe¡j, ol fol-rlE EIE I
çl;<làEl(Thin Film Transistor: TFT)É å9ã lzle- "l+Èl= TFT LCDTI +É Ôl€-qi1 9lEl.

4=.ìì= TFT LCDTÌ ?+Ëlel 4:gz¡o1 ãirì+"J ôÌq¿Ì g¿lìÈlãel q4Ë¿lìol ¿rzle.'J4 ^Ì+€"Ì I'Ì¿Ì

FÞlàå Í€ËJ €,czl ã71ã;lÀl qîEl. fE4, ãdE TFT LCD= åÊ 4szÌ v47ì qìËql €ÈÌàlå +Ë
ð.17ì qÊq= Ê-d"ì glHEÌ.

ôl¿ìÈ +Ê+Ë Ë4å 7ÌCõÌ71 9ìðìl ãÉl"lì= OCB(Optically Compensated Band) E-EË ^Ì*6I¡"1, 
,J+A

^J "-14(FLC; Ferro-electric Liquid crystal) ËAg ^Ì+ðJ TFT LcDÉ ^I+È19ÉÌ'
f¿ìLÌ, "le+ êg OcB -É=+ FLc= ^Ì+ãl7l 9ðlì^.1= ã¿ìì9 rrr LcD fìgôì +ã€ Èl+qoÏ àÌ= Ë4ldq
9tEl.

*gól al#:zxþ alx z¡94 o¡u¡

olqì e È89 zlÈ4 r+¡l= öì¿lÈ ã4ìel Ë41d9 Èìê6Ì71 9È 4e-È., + g€el q4e slài tlg ¡-

äå E¿Ì ãgàI +€^l slHE ËÊ €àå 7ììZ+ EEÌà È-4 7\äå 4= '14 s.^l "ù'lå 'ìì*ãÌ= aol
trt.

s+ e ÈEq EÌÉ å4€ àzlðJ EÞ+ã ÈA 7läå '*= E4 S^l ãl"lE +E +,1É ¡ì*ãl= 4"lEÌ

EÈ e Èqel ÉlË €4* ^ùzì"J ãsl* -Ë-4 7lã€ r*=.+4 S.^l ,Jzlel +5 ÈùBå rìì*ãl= 4ol+

*gs¿ i'4 H ä*&

¿rzlÈ ts ÈEE +zìå ê€ãÌ7ì 9lðJ Èl'+el q4"ìl E+É 5sÌàl ÈzJ 7I++ r+= Eä s^l "Jzl=,

rllolrl !lã lls. àÀÉ+El ¡l*E= sÌà ìlÈel Zlã rìôlEl u¿ll"Jå 4q5. F ,l qàq 
^lÈ s.¿lôJs

e BãJ¿Ì:2, ôìd s¿lì"JE Zlã tl¿cÌ €zl sÉll"Jcl 4ìã llëe+el ulL4l rl-eÌ sHl+s s1= Ðtrì+E +
*g åÈÌ È4€ 4lã ElìôlElË É4ÈÌ= r.lìolEl ¡lã 4lã !.4+;

àl7l gtsì+s IÉ= ÈEl+E +Fg 5'ðìl È4€ 4lã rlìôlEìÉ ¡ìì¿l+ÒÌ àl7l È4€ /ìã Ell.ìËlqì qlåãt=
rllolel {$e=. Èãõ}q Þ}àt ìjãÉ ãqã}= rl"lËl =e¡o¡49'
+^Ì 4lså èx|4 o_q +ËõÏ= ¡lôìE É¡+ojul*; 9

+71 +^l llãÉ ag6l= trl+g zìôìtr ¿lôJr+, àzl c+à dÈË dÊ="Ì4 ^Jul zlÔ1tr Ë+Ùr+ ê€q"l jú

:ÌãÌ= El+q EìolËl 4oJr+, ^ù71 zlôlË ¿loJ4 àzl rllôlEl ¿l-ÒJqì slÈlì Ë¿ì¿ÀlôJ "¿Eql e494 rl.+ *
zl 71lo1e rl.J4 *zl r¡lolel alol4l €ä9q 9ìE:91aàz}Ë z|:lþ ufleflå €Eìls ÈÌg€ q+E õlà
Ë sÊãl= "+4 s^l rÌ'Jå sÈÈ}q "lËq¿lcÌ.
IE.È å71È e ÈqE E+É +zlå è€ãÌ71 €lÈ õÌLÌel 5äqì EÌÉ EEIà} HA 'läå ?*='lZd s^l "J
:ìel +F,Jil=, rllölEì 4ìã dÈ à^Ë+Él slt dsq 4ìã tjìoìElË ¡ìãLÈoÌ'ì,J S^ì E-Eql Éq6Ì

= EA s.^l +,ìE +5' ãÌrìql 9.1.ôì^'1,

<lg>

<19>

<20>

<2)>

-41-

<23>

<24>

<25>

<26>
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<33>

<29>

<30>

<31>

<32>

<34>

<35>

<37>

<38>

<39>

<40>

===-o1 
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rìÒìÉì 4ìã ìls. àÀÉ+El ¡l*51= Elå dÈq Zìã tllôlÉl ¡r¿ll"Jå zlqE F 7ìl olàÌel 
^JÈ 

g.¿lìoJs

= gaJal.r, ôld s¿lì"Jg 4lã tlÈçl €4l s¿ll";E zìã dãe+E ullql 4¿Ì gÈl+tr E= Ètrì+tr +
åå €Èl -H-49 Zìã rìì"1ËlË '*zl "lâ g,rl -EEôìì ãqõlq 'lãE å8. +ËÉ -ir.+Èló|= L'llôlEl Zlã
dã È4+É _EõJðÌq .ì+qãlr+.

rË.È ^J7l+ e *qgl E r+= +4å èËãÌrl 9l'J ãÌ+E qaql IIlÉ åsl-^J Êe 7lãå ,*= "-ì4 s^ì
ãÈzl9 +5- "JBe, EÌ+E Xloìtr 4tr+, à71 ¡]"1tr ¿lÐql ê€qol -rzÌ¿Ì= 4+q rlì"1Ëì ¿l"Jtl, àI

zl ¡1o1e ¿Ï.J H rtÌ.lEì 4"J"ìì clòlì ã¿lrlôJ €qql €¡d5ì4 r+r+ å7ì zloltr ¿l.J "l rlì"lEl ¿Ì.Jqì €
Aq"ì ¿çlã ax¡g 7Ìzl= EììEqå4"J-Ò-É Èìg€ trl+E slâÉ -s.oJõ.Ì= q4 s^l "JilE +€' ÈJBqì

9l"l^'1,

(a) ^Jzì ìl"lE ¿Ì"J"Ì +^I ìlãË Ë'ilzl_s__Ç_ ãË;l-3 Ê4ì;

(b) el+el rìôlEì zlã 4lÈ àÀÉ+El ¡l*q= ðl+cl õl^ù s¿l"Jå 44s + zÌ ol^.lE 
^'lÈ 

ir¿ìôJgÉ

ÈðJ¿Ìå Êzì;

(c) dzl e.4ì'JE A14.!ì¿-zl ";q€"ìl nÌ¡-l €;lì s¿ll"JE Zlã 4lÈe+ "ìd salgeì Zìã dÈÉ Èìir.ðÌ=

Ê41;

(d) ^J7l Êzjì(c)qì^l "ld s4l.Jeì zlã âlã-H-EÌ Qzt ueìì"Jel ¡ìã ìls7Ì.ar+jl tlrq= a+ql= ^J7l
ÈÈóJ 

^l_s_ 
sÉÌ"J ã dHÌ+.Ì glzlÈÈ= ^lÈ gqì"Jq +ã^ìql= s4+E +Få +"Jõlq rìì1 ElìoìEì +

5l dgå crdãÌit, ^*zl ËÈÈ ^lÈ s¿lôJ ã +qi+qì +ì'lËi= ^lq e.4ôJE +5^ì.Ì=^J7l gÈl+E

€ ãlå +.E.ãlgËE Elå +59 +õùõ.lq rììz r1¡"1Ël +F d*å c^dãÌts ÊzJì;

(e) c.zì Ê4ì(c)4ì^l ol{ seìl"JE zìã 4lsz} Ë¡Ì v¿l"Jel 4ìã ìl-q.Èr+ z}E}-I 4rq= u +ôÌ= à}71

ËàJt ^lÈ- s¿l"J ã dÌÌ+qì +lrlãl= ^lÈ s¿lôJel +F^1.ìì= Ècìie +59 +"Ùãlq ¡13 EllÖlE +
å dså,,j.!a|-L, ^Jzl å"JÈ ^'lÈ 

u¿l"J ã +qÌ+.ìì +lilãl= ^lÈ 
s¿l"JE +5^lqì= à71 Ètr1+=

g ãlå +-c¿tseq g +5å +ËJãÌq :ìì4 rlolEl +t dÈå.^J^J¿ÏE Ê2ì;

(f) *71 Ê41(c)çÌ àzl Ê4ì(d)"Ì^l C^d€ ,ì1 'ì^ì al¿'lolËl +5. d9å ^Jzl tllqEì Ë+Ð"ì *ËðÏ=
È41Ë s*ðÌq, qâcl +B +ÉË J.+õl+EÌ.

"l¿l+ €El^J -Èã ?ìäå r*= .lrd g^l 'J:le+ olel +ã älzl "i ulB.ìl elàÌÊ, "+4 .s'^ì ãÈ7lE tÈlàI
s€^ì 6Ìqsì ,'.Aìgå 

^lËt+È 27ì19 ^lÈ 
s¿tì"Jg ôì+6Ìq ôld g¿lì"J9 Zl= dãÈr+ = €¡ìl s4l"J

E 4lã daz¡ geq= u +ql= ì Ðaì ^lÈ s.¿lgE ++^lqì= s4+E +€å +ð8+ + F daÌ ^lÈ
s¿tì"JE +E^1"ìl= +E,l +És-É qe +5.õ'l1rÉrl, Eã s^ì +ÌìE 5€àl +ë^l ÞlH Ëg €àå
¡lz g + 9lEÌ.

!É+, ^lË.Jql 27lE ^-lÈ 
sBìì"Jg ôì+õ'Ìq oìd s¿Ì"Jel 4ìã ìls.Èr+ 49 €zl s¿ìl"JE AIZ 43!-71

"Jqq= A+qì= â È¡Ì ^lÈ s¿l"JE +å^lqì= Ètrìftr +59 +õ8+ * F Èal ,rle E¿lì"Jel +F

^lÒlì= Es,l +Ésç. g +t'àl!"ç.¿l .-4ã s.^l "J.,lel 5€à +€^l ÈlÈ ËÈ €àå ;ììZãJ + 9.lEl.

r¿lg, åàel zl¿lå zlwf zlzl e ÈEg +olõ].7ìì è^lðJ î 9lE'+ è^ìelql ÐðÌ 'g€ãl-71-Ë. ÛÉ1.

'JlÌ4se LCD= +^Ì llãÉ dg-õt= El+E ¡ì'1tr Ë+Ðrl Òi ¡loìE ¿ÌÔJÔil jf:ÌãÌq ë'Jqq Ell'ìËl d
Èå dÊàÌ= rlìôlEl ¿ÌôJå s.ãJÈE+. rEðJ LCD= ôlå ZìolÉ ¿Ì"J4 rïôlEl ¿ÌJqì 9¿tl Ë¿l¿rloJ €9ql
€,ìdqq ?+?+ Alôjtr ¿ÌÐ 4 rì"lEì ¿ÌÐr+,r+ìã àzlË F4 €Aq= õù¿3 €ElE r++E ÞÌàË sÊël
r+.

LCDqI^l 4 ÞÌà= "44å +d"ÌE- 71^l= 4'l^lEl +, aìa zqì^lElÉ -sg€È + 9l=rìì, "l¿l+ LCDqI^l

el 4 õlàE F7h9Ë= 5. 1t+ âEl.

Ë t-qì É^ìÈ ulçÌ â.1, .14 S.^l "J,ìE 4 Þ+â= rilolel elol(tm)¡l ¡loltr eÌÔJ(Sn)q| z4z¡ àå d+r+
ìlÒìE d+ôl 9e9= TFT(10)çÌ TFT9I E¿lÐ d+tl *åd*(vcom) ^Ìolql Èêq= 44 Arìì^lËl(cl)e+
TFTeI E¿l"J d+"ìl ÈeqË àEzl-ul Zrì^lEl(Cst)É -S..J-J+.

E 1qì^1, ¡ìôlE ¿ioJ(sn)9] zlôìE g dãzÏ oJzÌ9q TFT(10)7Ì Ê gqB, rlìolËl ¿Ì"Jql :L;LÐ tìÔlÉl

d*(vd)ôl rFrÉ åðl 4 Þl-à d=(Ë^lõÌzl gå).ìì .Jzf€¿}. r¿lÈ, õlà d+ql sl7Ìq= sÌà dg(v
p)¡l *€ dg.(vcom)gì zlol4l aNBaÌ= dulTï "4ä(ç l"il^l= åzÌ4oE E4 ¡'ì^lEjË. Lf4qg+)qì

<3ó>

<41>

<42>

<43>
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<44>

<45>

<46>

<4',7>

<49>

<50>

<51>

<49>
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.Jzl9"l ol dzìeì 4l7lol ql+àl-= Fr+€Ë 4ol F+51Ë+ Ètrf. "lol, õlà dg'(vp)e 1g¿lÔJ +.J +
zlqoloÞ õÌ=Erì, 51qì^l 4tr.elxl 4fìì^lEl(cs¡)E Þ+à a+ql .J7Ì€ elà d*(vp)å +zlàl-71 qdl ea
zl 0Ë 

^Ì+grÌ.
òJÐ, E"J€. "l'J^J +Aå€. z,lzl ulË"ì, EAg ÈJõ.Èqì lJÌ¿Ììidå"1 trÌË å^d"l 9lEÌ. ã, d*"1 .Jzl

€ql l¡lÉÌ olâeì HJ6J.47Ì ÈËÌÈ *dås ItÌ¿Ì¡ Ðõl-f ol"ìl EÌË+ Eâ ,ltl^lElel 4tl^ìÉJå ãl(olõL'ì

"d zlvÌ¡ìÊ¿)E ÈãÌ/l €rl. .JÈ r¡'rzÌ åq= +¿5"J'l"J ZfÌ^lËl"ll aõlÉ *Ë.J 9, rnrz¡ -a-s à
EìlÉ g=Elì, Q=CVÒIEÈ al"J Zq¡,,.1e3:z| Èãì-È.lrj.lì A4= s+à'J*(Vp)s !Ë+ Èð'l¡l €ÉÌ.

r.g¿ì Þ+ôlE BE(Normally white mode) TN(twisted Nematics) LCDË eìÉ 59, r]àAì *Éq= 4à A*
ol 0v?] ã+"ìì= e4zJ Ëzlzl 7l+qì rcãJÈ ÈJðJgË Elgqq 9j.ooË "+4 zrlì^lÉJå=c(0v)=srA/d7l

grl. q7l^1, "'= qì4 BzlzÌ zl¿"ìì €ã8È BJõ*gÉ È11g€ Z+ ã, EA Ëzlzï 49 '*'¡.4 +zì+'ù
6J.9É Èìlgg a+q +dåå,+4.14, Ae+ d= 7+7J LcD Tlsel Ê44 zì* ^Ì"lel 44Ë ì+4'dr+. Ë
å4(ruil black)å +€õi7l 9È d"J.l 5V¿+ ÈÌÈ Erd.ìl 5V7I "J7Ìq= ä+'+4 Èzlzl zl*'ì fzì'J È}

a¡eç- uìì99EË E4 Zflì^lEJ¿ts c(5v)=ett A/d7l €rÌ. rN 5-=.ìì ^Ì+q= ErJel a+qì= e tt- e-r;, 
0

oì -ç. "4ã41 Ð7Ìq= slà d"J"l E"Ìêfå "-14 Zqlr1e¡:z| El Arl¡ì €tr}.

n dal Eql"J.tì,ìl Ë Èqå "J=71 gal r¡'rzl ãd^lzoÌ ÈÌ= dÈÌ=*e c(Sv)x5voìEÌ. r¿lLÌ, ulE- { v
¿tì"JoJ n-l Èal u¿lì.Jqì^l Ë slÒlE(Vn-1= 0v)9tr1:il 7ÏâËlE TFT9I ËJg ^l¿ F.Jqì=.-l4ol "14 *Ê-
alzl {olps "ìrJ zfìl^lrlå= c(Ov)z} gE}. tr}¿}^1, å Ëqå trJËzl 91rN n dalì s¿Ì.Jql^l 5vel r{ol

El d*(Vd)g ôJ7lõÌEìË+Ë 4¡1 =|ò"Ì ãdq= aÈÌ*e c(0v)x5v7l 9-r., c(Ov) , ç15v¡olEË q4qì è
4 ãËq= gl-à d"J(Vp)g 5Vôìl * lrì:ìZì 9= Þlà d"J(eì= 

=Ôl 
3.5V)Ôl qlzÌ9"1 È 94"1 +Ëqzì

g=4. EãJ, trlå o¿ìì"J"J n+1 Hzt s.4ôJql^ì å åqå +€õÌ7ì çìðl riìôlEl aÈ(Vd)å 5V_ç. Al7Ì+ u
+"1ì= aq4"Ìì ãdq= dã}¿Èg c(3.5v)x5v7l q.'., aE Ea.ìì *Ëq= d.J(vp)€ 3.sveÌ 5v 

^Ìô17Ì I
tr}. ole+ rJe r+rdå qå"1ÈlÈ a+ q s¿tì.J +.tì slà d*(vp)öl 96Ì= dsql s.Èõl-ìl €El.

+ "lË 4lãq Ðêql^l èBãÌE,.Jel9 slà.ìì .J7lq=cã(Þ+àa*)7Ìqe 4ìäql^ì +e 4ìã-Ê.(E=

+g zìãql^l *e ¡lãË) Èt+l= ã*, €¡rì s¿fl"JE Ìlã= ôla g¿rì"JE 4ìãE €õÌå *zì 4Ë41 uÌ

Ë. +lãÌ= zlãql EgàÌzl *6Ìi1, q seìl"J"l u r+€ +cìoþ ulËÀ gàl-= ¿lãoìì ËgàÌzì $Q. u|¡lzl-xl

=., €ìì s¿tì"JE ÈÌàel Frlåg öjd s¿ll"Jej ÈÌà9 F4åE €ðJg Èol 4 ,'¿ìl"JE U r+€ +ql.Ì g
ð1.= Fr+-gå Èå + 9lrl.
àJÐ, n-1 5f¿lì"Jôj Ë. Èq"ln =, 

EÌâ d*(vp)ôl svol_r., n i¿.¿lloJ.lì^l å Èqg +€ÈÌ7ì çlùÌ svE rJì

olel {gol oJ7}9gE}.]1 ã}8, E4 Z¡ìì¡lË4=C(bV)ôll,E E}àqì= ç15y)x5V4ì È1ì'}à}= d¿}*"1 ãd
ql ol4ì ü+É+ "+4q glà d$(vp)* svzÌ 9c+.

olçÌ â"1, E4ql è1ì *Ëq= E-là d*(vp)e €¡l g¿ll.J"ll *Éq= r¡lolel {$$"J o}ul¿} "ld g¿lì

"JE ÞÌà A*(vp)"ì Eòlì^'ìË A4€4.
E 2= ã¿ìeì +*Èù4sÉ .Jzl9È z+el r,lì.jEl d"J 4 Þ+à d*å 'leÌ.ì= EÈóÌtrÌ.

E 2qì Ë^ì+ Èïe+ ¿"ì, ãeìqì= ol{ Ezll"Jcl Þ+à d*(vp)å -r.¿ì61-7ì 9+;r, +s. s}à d*(vw)"Ì ðÌ"}

ÈÌ= rìÖìEl dg.(Vd)€. pìì g¿ìóJplul slzf¿Ì9trÌ. ûl¿Ì^J, ë¡ìì ErJqì "J7iq= ÞÌò d*(vp)9 *^l ^JE
aJ ulcl âul, oìd oz¡.Jel sÌà d.J.ìì r]ì€õl-=.4â Zqì^l-EJå.ìì el4 q.E Èl-à d* ÈtrÌ *Zì E= +
zìì gq. IIÌ4^ì, H o¿lÈ"1 zì-J +.ììo| ul-Ç.à +s Þ+à a*qì -Egè'Ìzì gtrl.

E 3g ôle+ ãg ã4q +E ÈJBql lIÌË Erd s^l â;19 Fr+Êå'ì-E+.1Ë .EEôIEÌ.

É 341 s,rl* uÌçl ?.1, ã¿lql= *^l ëBðJ ÈÌe+ ãôl ë¡l sÌà d"J"l qE sÌà dgl ÈEÌ *¡l 9zl
qìËqì E'dcl åE}^lftol ruzìl"J "1,"1ì.J a+"ìlE 9 o¿lÈol 4È +qìo| ul=-à +g F+å"1ì EÊ61-¡l

€tr}.

e È4E è^lql= €¡l s¿l"Jel sl-c- lls(sn)Ë "ìa .'¿1"J9 4c. llÈ(sn-1)e+ ÈljilõLq rlå¡l èå ¿
â 4lg(Sn )Ë d^d.J +, ÈxJ€ Èl-àl lls(Sn'rg 4;]aal .Jz}Èrl. q7ì^1, gl-^} dE(Sn)= olpÉ:
+E uJ¿l"J ã+qì= rll.lq A*å 9"1¿l'Ì, qrl"J +å "J¿lE U+ql= rloìEl d*å ¡ìq6Ì7ì 9õÌq

<53>

<54>
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<5ó>

<55>

<57>

<63>

<66>

<67>

<ó8>

<69>

<70>

===õ1 
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oìãl5lg zlã llãË ^Ì€-àÌEË èrÌ e+à"ìì ç17Ì9= d*E È4+ zlã ìlãei -H-äå FÈl^l "ìÉ"ldcÌ
4aìì, €¡lì s¿l.Jcl sÌàI cs(4ìã âìÈ E= q1o1e.l!$)zl. ôld g¿lì"Jel éÌâ llseÌ F'JõIE -H-rJg õJ

õlzì ?+=El.

ËaÌ, d¡l if ¿lôJeì sl-à 4lë(zìã 4lÈ E= rtl"lEl dg:)7Ì oìd í.¿lìôJ9,, Alv dã(rll"lEl d"J)ÈEl t'
e u +ql= €¡Ì9 2ìa dã(rllqq d*) -È-ÉÏ q Þe Èa€ zlã 4lÈ(tlÔlËl d"J)= ãq4n, ë¡l f
¿ll"JE ¡ìã 418(Eììqq dÈ})71 old s¿rl"Jel /ìã lls(rloìEl d*)È4*g a+.ìl= ërÌE 4ìã 4l-q.

(rlìölE d.J) ÈËÌ trl *g -H-4€ 4ìã àlg.(rìôlEl d"J)Ë Ë4dË}. olulì, Èâôl Òl+qxl=;JEÈ È¡ìì
q A14 dã(rlôlEì A*)ç+ ôld g¿l"JE 4lã tl.É(rlôlq A*)ç+9 7Ì"1ì ËìÉlìàJEl.

4zl, riìôlEl Zìã ll-ã àåË+el .Jzl9= Zlã 4lã.ã'J+ ÈìE"Jå-H-4ãlq !-4€ Ììã l1ãË ++Éï.
ô14, È4Ezl 9+= LÌ"lzl ÈìE= ÈÌôlfl^€tr}. +, rlì"l:gì Alz 4iã à¿-ç-+el nuìtr9 zìõ ìls.7l +àl
98, nultr9 4lã {-Éã ÈF ultr(m)"Jg q+ð}q -H-4€ zìã dãå +Èr+. Ô14ì, mÈlEÈnultr9 zl

4 âl-Ë.ãqì^ì LSB(Least Sienificanr Bir)ql.^l+El i(i=1, 2, n-1)7lel ÈlÉ(bits)É ¡ìei.J
,-l4xl "lcl. Ç, mul É3 (n-i)ul e ol¡1.

ôìõÌôìì^l= E ÈÈE è^lqìql [+Ë sl.ìE a'J -Èa ÈJBå zl+4ge-'gqðJEl.

E 4= .-lA S.^l zJrlE d*-+dg¿el +4ìË <ÌÊàÌAì E.'J€(modeling){ sgo14.

E 4ql^ì, 7ÌË+g Elà d*ôlq, ¡ìË +e +ã Þ+à d* vql^ìel +dg( "(')r+ aì4ôl 7l+qì ndðJ+

ÈJ-õùs.q Èìlgg a+ +, Eäoì H9 Fr+ o}õùr+ +4+ 4+el -,?dg:')gl Èìå +E+dtr}.

E 4.Ì^l=, "(w) l"'E AEl]i,| =, ", /u. å 3"1¿+ 7lAõÌ9J., VthçÌ ,tnaxÉ 47J 1V, 4VË 7Ì4ÈÌ98+.

€zl¡ì, VtheÌ Vmax= ,+rf Ê slol= 'f Ë åq(E'Ë:z Sltìl)ql dì*ãÌ= ëÌà A'Jå'lElÈEÌ.

àEalzl zrì^lEì9 zrl^ì-ÉJå(oì6Ìqì^l= ôì-= r,-E4,Zl 4fl^lÊå ¿Ì 'JtrÌ.)7Ì '14 zqì^ìtJ¿q f¿úa
(cst) çÌ +Elr. ðl-r., LcD 7ìsel Hoj 4 zl$ i'¡o19 44Ê r+rl Ae+ dË+ ãlÈ, åEE4 Zfìì^lÊå Cst

= 
EÌåel f'f¿l re. 'lEÌÈ + 9lE+.

*44 t
Cst = (cl) = 1/g (e rr + 2"t ) Ald = 5/3 u'A/d 

= 5/3 C0

4zl¡1, C0='rA/dôlEl.

Ë 4Ë.+EJ , e(w) ¡EL = 
ÉÏ+E f44 z-a "14È + 9lEl.

*wàl 2

e(w) ¡eL = 1/3(2v + 1)

LCD9 ã zrìì^ìrl¿ c(v)= .14 zftì^lÉJ¿e+ åEelzl 4rìì^lÊàel õJôìI,É, LcDel arìì^lÊå= c(v)=

ìol¿l t "; 2-Ê.+El trÌåg +Þ14 3-ÔÉ LIEÌÊ + iltrÌ.

¿rrtl'S"t 2

c(v) = cl + Cst = "(') A/d + 5/3 co = rl32'l + l)co + 5/3 c0

= 2/3(V+3)C0

slàqj .J7lq= dõÌ.È Q= H=q-E.Ë, El-$E +.f4 471 ^¡ÊÈtr}.

*ç1"4 a

<58>

<59>

<60>

<ó1>

<62>

<64>

<65>
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<7 l>

</J>

<76>

<77>

<J4>

<75>

===ö 10-07836s7

Q=C(Vn)Vn=C(Vf)Vf

€zì¡ì, vn€. €¡tì r:¿llÒJql ?lz|$ u¡lolq a.J(Hld +å^lE a+.ìì='lolel d*9 êqll})å.+El.ìle,
c(vn-r)E Òld s¿ll9(n-1 s¿ìì"J)eì e+à d.J.rl qlåàt= 7li4^lÉJåå LÌ4qlq, c(vf )= ÈzÌ g¿l"J(n E

¿ll"J)E èrrì e+å A*(vf )qì Eìì+ãÌ= 4fìl^lÉJ^É 'ÌEl{l-}.
+ëÌ^l 3 q +õÌ¿l 4-Ë.+Ël ElgE +q4 ¡zÌ ss.€ + 9lÉ1.

ådrp.À¡ Ë.

C(Vn-1)Vn = C(Vf)Vf =2/SC'ln-r + 3)Vn = 2/3(Vf+3)Vf

El¿Ì^1, èrì slò d9 vr= EÌåE +ot¿l 6oË L+ElÈ + 9.lEl

*#4 ç

-3 9-r-4V-(ú'-_r +3),.f: 2

9lg +'+¿l 6ôs+El €+ðj g f giF"l, è¡ìì slà d*vf= €¡l u¿lì"Joìì oJTlg rl"lËl d*(vn)¡l "l
d s¿lì.J.1ì 9l7l€ slà d*(vn-l).ìì elÈlì^ì a4gÉÌ.

ÈÐ, n s¿ìì"J.1ì^ì pÌà d*ol .+E d"J(Vn)oìl ÉÊãÌE+ õÌ71 9lÈlì tzÌq= tìôjEì Ag-å Vn'¿Ìl ¿lÊ,

vn È î4¿l 5Ë+q E.låE +CÈ47Ë '-1E,]."å + 9lDl.

+Êl-"tl ry

(Vn-l+3)Vn'=(Vn+3)Vn

"l-4¡1, vn E EÌå9 î4¿l se. 4F+"å + 9Ìtri

<78>

<79>

<80>

*#¿l s

<81>

<82>

<83>

<84>

<85>

<86>

<87>

<88>

<89>

"lel ¿ol, flzl] seìlöJE +-s.4à d*(vn)¡l old F¿lì"Jeì slà â*(vn-l)å ji¿JõÌq ^J7l +q4 B"Ì

Eõìl +ðìì;<l= rjìôlE d9(Vn')9 Ðzl¿lÈ, 4*e. Èl-= Elà d*vnqì uie ËÊÊ + 9lEÌ.

çlE +qÌ4 Be 5.4q1 Ë^lÈ ËÈ 4 q9 /È zlzàog-+El +E€ ¿loì4, "JÌÌ4sl LcDql^l 4+9= Eìì

Òìq a"J vn E rlå9 fq.¿l g-e ,ÌE}'å + 9lEÌ.

¿tifl'Àl ã

lT.*'l: ll.-l-t-f(l I.-l -l V*_rl)

q7l^1, Èî r= LcDq 5Æql EÈìì a4€q. *+ f= 7ìe4-e.-Ê. ElåE ^JAg'*=EÏ.

+, lvnla+ lrn-1lol Ag. U+ôlì f=0ôì qq, lvnl"l lr'n-Ll Èq = A+ f= 0 -Ë-trÌ åf,
lvnld lvn- r I ¡_rl zle ,A * r= o Ì-El zÌtr¡.

Éì.+g e ÈÈE è^lqì.ìl ElË rilolel {$ "Jz}*Hå ëE+tr}.

Ë 5= e ÈEE i4Ë rìl"lEì A* .JzÌ*Bå Lirl'ìì= s.EoìEÌ.

Ë 541 Ë,rl¿J ¡Ìcl +ol, e È€E ,ìì1 ë^lelql^l= ë4 
=.¿lì";el 

+E Þlà î"J¡l .jd gal'Jel sÌà d
*(rì.lE d.J)å n¿JðÌÒì -È_Ag rl"ìEì A* Vn'å ÐzlõÌq, sÌà d"J(Vp)Òì tsÌ-s +s. d*"I -EÊãÌ.E

+ +EÌ.

=, 
ts ÈEE itì1 è^lelqì^l=€¡ìl e¿l"Jel +-s. d*4 "ld e.z¡"JE ëlà d*ol 4e ä*, €zlì g¿ìl<90>
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<92>

<91>

<93>

<102>

<103>

===-ol 
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"JE +.s A"J -H-tr| rl *ig d*(E'= trl *e d"J)å -H-rJ€ rlìÒìE d*sÉ^l qlzl;Ìq I d¡lì v4"Jqì

^l ÈÌ-ç_ +s a* ¿ìlgqì EÊõÌË+ + + "l+E sÉÌ"J"tì^.1= +-s. d*å qlolul {$-qe'Jz}Èc}. ole}

ãôì õJôËÀl E4E €.Ë-+Ëå 7ldË + 9lE+.

"lqì, È4€ slôjEì 3*(dõl-*)e old sdì"JE e+à d"J.ìì E4 eaq= EA 7l'lì^leJ¿Ë¡.¿ì4q ê
4+EÌ. +, Eg È"J9 ola r4"Jq õ1,à d* ¿llgg -!.461-q ,Jõ}"*(Q)å *Ë.JsÊtrd a d4ì g¿lÔJ

ôìl^ì ÈlE_ +s. agl ¿IÈoìl EÊalE+ .J4.

s.69 e ÈBel Ãìì1 è^ìclql 4Ë+ Lìl.lq A*å "JzÌÈ ãf9 .ì,J s^l *,leì Fr+åå qqq= ËÊ.1
r+. Ë 6òÌ El1+ Èle+ ã"1, E ÈBel dì1 ë^lelqì ir+-É.B H4g tlìôlEì d*å Ð71õÌ71 qìËql, €¡lì s
¿ìì.J"ìl^l ÈLsi +.9 Fr+å.ìì ç.ÊÈrÌ.

oJ'J, e gBE rìì2 è^ìqlôìl^l= +s. A*Èq ErJ +e ¡-49 d'J Vn å slà d"JsÉ ÔJ7ÌðJr+. ôleÌ

ãôl +t6LÈ ã+qì= Ë 7ql Ë^lÈ Èle+ ã.ì el"J9 åÊ. ^l¿E E r/2 olaql^l=F¡l-å"Ì q-gxl-H-EÌ

zlrìì q'Ì r q+qì^ì= q-s.rlÈtr} r+ËÈl-¡ì 9oì(overcompensate) r¿f4'J F4Ê"1 +s F!+€r+ Aoia
EÌ.

EÌ+"ìl= e ÈEE ê^lqìqì EÌË aìä E^l äl;^lÉ ëÈÈtrÌ.

E Be B gqq è^lqìqì IIÌË E"J E^l "ùilË +4'Ì= EE-ÒÉ, B gBE ë^lqìql ltlË Eâg^l"J"l

= 
q4Él +5' 'JBå ^Ì++El.

Ë Bôìì Ë^léJ Eie+ äol, e ÈÈE ë^lqìqì T4Ë E"d g^l ,}iì= eìâ s^l äLzl 'ìÈ(100), lìoìE E¿Ì
olËì+(200), rlìolrì Ë¿+olEl+(s00) 'l Etìôlq Zìã 4lã È4+(400)É s.J.Jr+.

ErJ Ë^l äÌiì 'lË(r00).ìì= zìôlE g llÈÉ dÊãÌ71 çlðJ EÌ+eì zlôìE ¿ÌÐ(si, s2, s3, ..., sn)Ôl €

^jq"ì 9lsq, -H-4€ r{ole-l {$$ dÊ'ò}71 9l.J rllolEl ¿}"J(Dl, D2, ..., Dm)Ôì ë.^dE"ì 9J.E}.2ìô1tr

4"J:4 rlìoìq ¿Ì.J.ìl EÈl Ë¿lrIÒJ €qe 44 ÞlàË ôl+q, 4 Þlà= /ìolE E'Jn+ tlì"lEì ¿Ìflql 44
2lôlE d+ 4 à^ d+.ì €äg=EE EdzlåEl(110)e+EE EÐzlåEl(110)E E¿ììSl a?oÌ €aq=
s+à 4'ìì ^l 

El (C I )çl ¿c.q zl a q 
^ì 

Eì (cst )Ë -E ÊéJEÌ.

zlôlE s¿ÌÒìts1+(200)= ¡ìôlE ¿ÌôJql È;Ì4e-e.7ìlolE e a"Jå Ð7ÌãÌq, zlolE g a*"1 Ð7Ì€ ¡l
ole rìÐ4ì ¡lolE d+ôl €Aq= TFTÉ Êg^lZlr+.

qlôlË.1 Zìã 4lÈ Èã+(400)= EìôlE Alz dã à2-(qìË 5Ê, :re.¡lq ¡ìlq7l)É+E'ì nuìE9 EìôlËl 4ìã
4lÈ(Gn)Ë +àlÈ +, *^l €"d* ulgl âol mÈlE9 flu]l szìl"Jg EìôlËl ¡ìã 

"¿ç¡-'ulEg 
ôìd s4l"J

9 rlol:-l Ala dÈË -¿4;¡$ uzd€ muìE9 r¡lolQ zllã lls(Gn )å ãqÈEÌ.

"lrll, 4lã lls Èâ+= åÊs 9Ë(stand-alone) +994- ã;ììÊ fË 9-2, .r¡19 4ELILCD 5.Eql å
'*g +Ë 9lEÌ.

rlìôlEl E¿1014+(300)= rtìôlE zlã llÈ È4+(400)Ë+E +419 ÈzJ4 Al4 llã(Gn')Ë Èì"¿ A144.
*(rì"lel d.J)ge. Hi+q 44 qìqq Ë+"Jqì "JzÌ*cÌ.
Ë e= e *B"rl lIlg r¡lolel /lã ll-tr -Ê-rJ+E ,ìì1 ë^lqìå èBàl-71 çìÈJ ËÊôlr+.

E 94ì s...1a3 ÈÌç+ êoÌ, e ÈE"lì EÌÉ EllolËl Ì-rd^lÃ ts4+(400), + ÞlàL ll-q. È4 ÞìË(DCC; Dynamic

capacitance compensation)q ¡l 1 ë^l eì= g¿l"J qìE¿l (410), AEÉ¿l(controller)(420), "i sì Ôl E1 Al4
tlã È+i7l(430)Ë -E6JàÌq, rìolEl 4ìã 

^l-g. 
à-^Ë+El R(red), G(sreen), B(blue) 44qì ql"J nultr9

4ìã ìl.a(Gn)Ë +ìl="ì-q -È4€ Zlã tlã(Gn')Ë ËqåJq. r¡Ì¿Ìì, rllolel Zlã ll.É È4+(430)É +ì19

= Al4 4ls= ã (3xn)ul=ojq. €zì¡1, tr}ÈxÌ= ElôlEì 2lã llã à.-ç.+El (3xn)È1tr9 Zla tlãzÌ
€l^l"lì sìÒlEì ¿lã llë s4+(430)qì "J7tqË+ -J + !1r., nulEq R, G, B 2lã 4l-ã 44.1 f,zf{ee.
ôJ7iqË+ È + 9lrÌ.

Ë 9"1ì^-1, ,r¿l"J Ejls¿l(410)= -Éãg 7ììã ìlãel HIEË AäãÌ=Elì,'ìolEl 4lã llg. àå-q+El +ìlq
Ë R(red), G(ereen), B(blue)4] 4l'J nuìE9 2ìã àiã ãqì^ì mÈlE'Jå "Jq6Ìi1, ÔlË R, G, B'ìl qlåËl

= àa q=¿ll¿ôtì 4"ùãlq, oJ s¿l"J zl€+ rlolel 7¡1¿ {ã È+}71(430)É ãq"J4. +, s¿l"J 4lE4
(410)= €;l .g¿1"J9 mul= Zlã lls(Gn)Ë +dõÌi1, olA 94"Jeì mÈle A14 ììã(Gn-l)Ë ÉqÈJEl'

<94>

<95>

<96>

<9',7>

<98>

<99>

<1 00>

<l0l>
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<1 05>

<10ó>

<107>

<108>

<1 09>

<l l0>

<1 ll>

<112>

<113>

<114>

<l l5>

<116>

<l l7>

<118>

<119>

< 120>

===õ1 
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EììÒìEì zìã tlE È+l7l(430)= rìôlEl 4ìã d.o. à¿Ë+Eì +d9= nËlÉ ãqì^ì, È49 z"lzl 9+iú ÈÌ

ôlrìåq= €4 r¿lìôJ(Gn)9 (n-m)ÈlEel, È49 9ìÈìl +ll9= d¡ì s¿ll"J(Gn)9 mulEeÌ, s¿lôJ 4ìE-¿l

(410)qì 9¿l zl€g old e.z¡"J(Gn-1)9 mulEË +llÈ +, È:lì g ol{ gzìlÔJg m Èl== rt¿l.J È4Ð
zlã 4lÈ(Gn')Ë c^dàJúÌ.

¿rzl* g+^J àls !-ã õl-ç-É 5õlq qAE +B ^lzJå I =¿ll"J .ìË 9-É + 9l-ú, ôis qlðìl LCD qì-Jel

å5. =F4àE 
Èl+E xla| fl¿rol+ ¿EËÈàa9 eÆ(Stroboscopic motion) €*å Sd ;ìl¡.J +

oì rl

rÉìLÌ, LcD 'ìì.J"I^l "ùE ã!â ^l¿ol *oì-e.ÌË Ëg €^*"1 €d.ì +ãq"l ËÊ ÈâôlL+ 7Lãl 4¿19
å¿ìÊ(blurring) ÈàI* gdðì gJ,'g += 91tr1.

qÉì+€-Ê-^ì¿ôl E}E ãlàl ^l¿, elÉ €öì 40ms!-4,8d *oi4qlEËÈ €åol €dõl +ã9= ol+Ë
õ-Ì7ìç+ ¿öl èBäJEl.

LCD ElÊå 7ÌËa¿l^l åzloÌ= ^14€å "J¿ììÉ àl-= 5sÌàÌ +Ëå èeåJq.

Ë roe "JHÌ40J LcD slÊE ËÈ €àlg è8617ì çlÈ Etrôìr+.

Ë 10ql .E^ì.J HleÌ â"1, rI4€9 åq aq7Ïr-cl plE¿t9 ãÌ+ql^ì *+ge. +4'J qì (n-1)d4l gÉììoJ

qì^l= 94 ä¿lË +;<lãl-'1, nÈaÌ r:Éll"J.ìì^l Èq aE ^i4€E A €qg 4 r¿lÊg(background) ä¿l4l

^-j 
gqr¿ÌÊE(foresround) A¿lË ¡l*oÌ ¡Ï+ìZl qn, gq ä¿l ^Ì4€el B €qg gôìr¿Ìe- rrl-ç-

szl94, 94 ä¿ì ^Ì4ëq c €qe Eq:.É+eeql¡l 4 rr-l-Ê=-ç. ÈÌ4ll 9E+.

rl¿Ìl ndzÌ E¿Ì"J 5'oJ B €qe zì+ Ë4å LIEÌ,-ììI qlul"J, A, B €qe s+.lsçlgq"l e'Jgq ile
EË ël¿4å'I4lrllì $El.

:. uÌå E¿ll"JôJ (n+r){aN gqì"J.ììE ^Jzì.J ndzl sEìì"Jr} t.Jõ}Zì ^}4€el B €Eg,qàôl Èe}õ}4
t+_!. rqlç. +;{lõÌq, ^Ì4€E A' q B'e slôìEe+ Èqoj eËJqôì glsEË q^4å +4ulll €El.

trJôJ ++zÌ7ÌLCD ÞlÊE d *å -r.äðl^l eqH ôl¿lòJ B4Ì €q(4, c)(A ,c')e + Ë¡ì7Ì slzl $zluJ,
slÊåqì +zlol= Ë-ll7l 9lsÊ *,elzf9 Ëe å4ôì= ålìË 44 zl4l €r+. 

=, 
B, B', B", ... €9ol

"J"Ìq + jlag qrì"ìl Zì+ olulzlz| sll, uialzlxlËA, A', A', ... €qË'J +ìil.ìl f4qq olulxlz|

94, c, c', c", ... €EÉ ulalzlxlolrJ.

LCD rlgôl É 119 (a)ì¿J 1 u¿ìì"JLììÉ Hi*Ètrlf Ì+ 4, ^Ì4€E 4 +È A, B, CÉ "J461= "JEql F

^l-q= 4g (b)+ êEl.

++¡Ì9 Ë9 16ms 4Eel +Eç. ÈÞ+6}= 4e +^làÌzì *õ.ljl qú*å .J¿lÈÌ¡ì 9ÉÏ.

ç l1E (b)qì^l èd +e"l è¡lË. Ëql v471= *B.juÌ. "là4s-Ê=A €qe å Èqol, C €qe Ë
Eloleuï 9"ìot"J ÞlÈ*qì^l å¿l€(brurring)gi= zJBÈ 

^Ì4€ol "J4oì 94luìuJ E 11ôìl^'l ËÀl+ Hì-eÌ

zJol, A €qql^l= "ìL rJË 4"1 F¡4-91, c gq.ìì^J= 4rl7ì +ì8.Ìl 5.ÊõÌzì *.J4. ôl g+Ë ãôl7i
9lõtì^l= .ÌaE *B +Ë7Ì q+ ,srll"Ì *cl.
eìË Ëôì, 5% 4ËE -ô:Ì= õì*.JÉÏj1 ólE, el49 +B-^l+g 4ì4 r e.z¡"J(frane)9 1/10ôl qqot ðJ

:*l. 
=,60frame/secôlÊ, 

r.ozmsill9l, 30frame/secolÊ 3.33ms .ì.1ì E"J.l *Ê¿i€'Ì Þ+Ê^J"ììl å¿l€ol
fl= d€+ ÞÌÈg sl¿lÊ + 91trÌ.

f¿ìLÌ, -E-= 4lã etìÈ(sray revel) ^Ìôlqì^'l "leÌì !ùì-É ^l¿ qlql +BËl= üìpÌ9(Nematics) Qlzjg È¡l
ulzlÈ€ ¿relolEÌ.

r4B "l6lqì^l= õÌ^J llãeì -È,39 ãÈll ËÈ"1 s,= LcD ÞlÈå +€õl7l 9ðJ elË è€+Et. qÉ 9lÈ1ì

^l E 12qì E^lõJ ÈÌe+ ê"j, ;ÌuÌ9 aÌ^J e.e¡"Jå F zNel .!Ègzl"JsË ++"ì ++"JË1.

_E 12= E g€el è^lql.ìl lIl¿l .qlj. E¿lì"Jå ol*.J rìôlEì d*g qlzÏ* ä*9 E4 .E.^l ãL,ì.el Fr+g
å LÌE}ql= EÊôlEÌ.

Ë 12ôtì Ë^lt ÈÌe+ ãol, ôld =_z¡oJel 7lìã âlã3|Él = €rìl o¿lìoJcl Alz Ùs.tl .Jeq= rå += +õJ

òJ ElàÈ :z¿lì"J ã I È¡l ,!eueìlôJtrilqì¡l= g4+E +Få +"À61¡., F {aÌl ^JÈir¿lôJ(n)qìÀl= *
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<124>

<125>

<126>

<12'l>

<l 28>

<129>

<i30>

<131>

<132>
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7l sÈl+E€ ãlå g4 îlõl'= +.s*qË Ë"1'l3l +Få îõBãJtr}.

oìelÈJ ÉJ4g gÈl+trË €Èìl "l4ol *Ë-ÈÌ= ^l¿5"J 
gJqÈlÐ'å'Jå "JõìËÌj], úlzl "i"J9 ** +ç.zl-

+ãJõl ìui€. a Ae.ãrl-Ë Èå + 9.iôl +4ÒìÈ €à9 zÌ¿rzÌ4zlsÈ;l¡l "J^l€EÌ. "l"ll 9uìî.s"ìã

= *+ €¡l g¿ll"Jel zlã alÈr+ rl¡ if Éìì"Jel 4ìã ¿lì9.ìl el=àì-= +f.ìrÌ.
¿rzlal 5. 12öì^l= ol{ geìl"JE zìã tlãçl €¡l u¿ìì"J9 zìã ììãs+E ÈlJÉ 5õì €¡ìl u¿l"Jsl zìã
daz¡q r4_r.iìã.q=u+.ìì=4 Ð4^'l!-s.¿ìl"Jol^l=gÈl+tr+Fg+édãll,FÈalì ^ìÈ s¿ll

"Jotì^l= +ÈãlsË trtÊ(down) +åãl= âå :r "Jdle_ è4ã|s,s+, r qE 7låðÌ+.

ã, old E¿iloJq Zlã 4lÈ-H-Él zl9 €zìl =¿lì"Jq 
llã âls.zÌ "Jqq= 49"ìì= â Èal 

^ì-E- 
s¿lì"J'ìì^l

= Èq+Ë +Få +ãJàl-r., F Èaü ls ,r¿I";qìl= +sãlsË î(up) 7F¿l-EÉ.4 .+4 S.^l ãzìE
5'sl^J +€^l È/8ð.Ì= õlÊel Ëe €àlg ¡l¡Ë + 9.1.LÌ.

ç r3a rìzl E 13b= E ÈBql rÌ= rì"ìEl A14 ìls sä+E ¡ì2 è^lqìå ÆBàÌ71 +ì6J ËEsË^1, Ë
13aE tr {aN^lÈ sÉìl.Jql q= qìolel {ã als. !-rJ+ËèBà}71 çld ËEôlr, E 13b= F d¡Ì rlq
.'aì"Jql EÌ* rìôìêt Al4 tlq È4+Ë èEãL7j 9l+ ËEÒ1trI.

E 13a rl4 ç. t3bôìì E^l+ Èle+ êol, E Èqql tÌ= ullolel È{{ã È4+(400), + Þ}}J âls. Ê4 q
Ë(DCC; Dynamic Capacitance Compensation)q A\2 è^l qì= ðJà7ì (4r0), g¿l'J oììg?-l +(420), AE=¿l
(430), rìô14 zlz tls È€|zl(442) ") Ë471(450)Ë.s.ÈJàÌ4, dzj;J E 1itÌ ã+q= î89 = èBå
c +ÈJEÌ.

sql"J qìs4+(420)= 41 g¿ìì"J qlsE Ø22)e+ ,ì12 s¿,ll"J ElìE.¿l (424)= -s.+ãÌq, ÐsË¿ì(430)Ë+El
4l*q= ¡Ìôldã(write/read)4ì ul¿l *czl(410)Ë+El ¡l*q= 4lã 4lscl 4ãl q ôìd g¿ìl"Jcl ¡lã
4lã= EììôìÉl AI4llÃ B+l7l(442)ql ãqàl= FzÌå ì"JãÌ¡'Ì, €rlì g¿l'Jel ¡ìã àlÃe+ oì"ì 4â€
ôld g¿tl"JE 2ìã ìlãË EllôlEl ¡lã 4ls. È+l7l(442)"1ì ã4õÌ= Fzlå +ðJðJ+.

ÈÉl ÀJ.ììõì=, ,Ì1 ÞììË4Ø22)= d daÌ ^lÈ s¿lìg +E^l flËËq(+:o)e.9e1 ¿Ìol= lLg(rvrire)zÌ "J

q€.ìì 4r+ ildzì(¿ro)E+Eì ¡ìãlq= ëzl e¿ll"Jg 4ìã dã(G")É xllraln, F Hal ^le E¿lì"J +F

^l ¿trÉ¿l(430)Ë+El 4g 4lè(r"ud)7þ "Jq€"ì ûl¡+ 7147ùq €:ìl 9¿l"Jel ìlã 4lÈ(G")= tìÒlEl 4l

ã àl-q. È+Ì7ì(442).Ìl ãqäJ4.

¡12 qìE.4G24)= â ÈaÌ ^lÈ szìì"J +F^l Atråq(430).É+Eì 4g dg(read)7Ì ÒJ4€ql wl¿l zlzì¿t
g ôlA s.aì"Jel 7)lã ìlã(G"-r)Ë rlol:'ì Al4 4lã ÈqÌzl(442)ôlì ãqõ'ljl, F Èzl ^'ìÈ s¿ìloJ +*^l A

ËÉ¿l(430)Ë+El ¿lE ìlÈ(read)zÌ "Jq€"il t¡Ì¡l zl8"J9 oìd =e¡"Jel Aìã âlã(G"-l)Ë r¡lolQ zllã 4l

EìlôlEì 2lã àlã È€l7l(442)= ¿trÉ¿l(430)Ë+Eì ¡ìl*q= s¿ì"J +xì^lã(431)ôÌ q¡+ .J^d7l(410)É+

Eì ¡l¿Lq= €7ìl .'¿ìl"Jel Zìã ìlÃ(c")el-ir¿lì"J 4ls¡l+(420)É+El ¡ì*q= €4 Edì.Jel Zìã d.a'(G")

(] " )É Ë¿l7l (450)ôìì ãq àJE+

-Ë-4 ^Jrìõì=, AEÉ¿ì(430)-Ê.+El 4ì*q= g¿lìÔJ äzììl-ã.(431)7Ì 4 daÌ ^ltr s¿loJoì¿l ¡llrq= a+
ql=.Jì71(410)Ë+Ël ¡l*q= €4ì g¿ì"Jd, Àl4llã(G,)Ë ¡l*È1, .'eìì"J qlB¡l+(420)el;ll2 g¿lì

"J qlB4G2ÐÈ+El rll*q= "ld g¿l'Jq zlã âls(G"-i)Ë 4ì+Èol 4 Èaì ìÈ s¿l"Jq È'ZJg zlã
(]

+l.c( - "- )É Ë¿ì71(450)ql ãq-JÉ1.

E.õJ AEÉ¿l(430)_ç.+El 4l+9= o4l"J +xlâls.(431)71 F Èalì rJe 9ilì.J.ì¿l 4ã51= ã+ql= ¡11

ir4oJ qì5.¡-1G22)E-+E] ll+E= €¡Ì s¿ìl"J9', A14 ìl.ã.(G")Ë ¡l*È1, ^Ì2 
ir¿lìôJ 4ì84(424)Ë+E'l

¡ìì*g= ol{ E¿ì"JE Uìã llã(G-Ì)Ë 4*Èô}F Èzl ^'ìÈ 
if ¿ll"J.el Èrjg 4lã 4l-s.( -- j= eq

7l (4b0)qì ã4.JEÌ.
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oìåqì^l ë€+ Èle+ A"l, e È8.ìì ûlË rlìoìEl Zlã 11.Ë Èâ+E ;ì12 è^lqìqì^l= €:ìl r¿ìl"Jel Zlã
dã(G")e+ g¿ll"J "lls¿lP(¿zo)ç.+¿l ã4q= ol{ ¡reìlóJel ¡lã âlã(G-ì)7} ÉqgÈ, I Èal ^lÈ- s

¿lloJ(n-)4ì¡13 Ë 13a4ì E^l+ ÈÌel aôl ^ìì1 
H4g 4lã âlã( 

G'- 
)Ë ãqõlf , + {aN.rle s¿,ìì"J(n

)"ìì^l= -5. 13botl E^lòJ Èle+ +ol A12 È4g 7ìlã c¿t 
G- 

)É ËqeÌ4. ôìûl ;ì11 È4€ 4lã llã=
Ëztl g¿]ì"Jel Aìã daz¡ "1d saì"JE 4lã âlãËtrÌ = U +.Ì= sÈì+E H'ZJg 4lã ìlsolrl, €¡ü s
¿llgeì zìã dazl "¡d sz¡"Jeì zìã àlã-H-r+ ¿Ìg zd+"Ì= ÈcJî'= ÈrJg 4lã 4lsoìr+.

r1'J 42 È4€ ìlã tlã= €41 o¿lì99 A14¡Jr4 0l{:LzloJol 4ìã 4l-s.ÈE}= ä+.I=gÈ+tr€
ãÌå ?l¿lE gãl= qs#9-a- Q-$,rlz È49 4ìã 4lã"ìr, €¡ll E¿lìoJ9l, À14 dazl "14 g¿ll"Jel ¡l
ã àls.Èr+ zle u+qì= g¿lcl gãl-= +El.tsË g^l¿ È4€ 4ìã àlÈolEl.

e +Eel ¡12 ë^leì.ìì^l èB+ ÈÌe+ A"l, F 4E gE E.J t.J re"l qÌ+qq ãqq= Èlg +^l- oÌ

¿lg oì+ðÌ= DVDq TV -) 71-+ €^J dã.el 4+, -1:Éã9 oofietd/sec olzì"J r qì+g 3Ofrane/secÒìrÌ

rÊl¡rg g¿llôJE Èã q+Ë $J¿àI= dÈ, e ÈBql^j= Í.¿ì"J ìls(frame sienal)Ë AEå¿17Ì t'ììÔiEl

4lã dã È*Ìzì"ìl 4ì*ðÌ.r., à}71 r,ìì"lE.l Al4ll.ã H+l7l= aEÉ¿lÉ+El ¡l*q= if ¿l"J lls.lì Elr+

4 daü lÈ- s¿tì"J:f5"ll ElË ÈA€ Zlã EìôlqÉ, E= F daì ¡ls ir¿lì"J +Fqì uÌÉ Èã9 Zìã

4"lqÉ .+r+ ã4*vl.
ÈÐ, =z¡'J "iì-E-E.ìì 7ì+ãÌ= åzle 4+^d(+) g¿¡"J, ã d dzl '!u vql"Jqì^l"J+ãJàJr+' +, sÌÈ
ol È14= ä¿.ìì= ,"¿ìì.J ojì84"ìì 7l+.ìl+n, rì"1¿l 4lã 4lÈ È{}zl4l¡l= a Ð4 4ìã EllÔlqË ãq
ã1j1, q+ ^lÈ e.¿l"J.lì^l= s¿lôJ Eì-E-4"ì zlÉ9 ãIrl ?+sq, qì"lEì ¡ìã ììã H€zl4ì¡ì F daì ¡'l

ts uql"Jeì Alã rlìôlEìË ÉqÈÌq, q j1Ì4å Hl+ÈEÌ.

oì*9 e *BE ¡ìì2 è^lql.ìì^"1= ãÌ+E ëì4l g¿loJå F zì9 ^'lij e.¿ilôJ-g-g rl$aJa|;., 
^ìBãJg a

È4 le s¿ì"Jr+ F È¡Ì ^.1È 
s4ì"Jel +5^l ôld s¿lì"J¡l €zlì g¿ìì"Jel zlã 4lsË ul:l¡Ì€ ËElà

E4 Fzlg f"JõÌ= ag €EðÌ*-s-LÌ, ÀìËÈðÌ= ^ìÈ s¿Ì"J9 3z! ol¿og e¿lõlqs e g€el .c,<l

= 4.ìLlzl= gg a"lq. qìË E"l, ¡zlsl ^'ìÈ s.¿l"J-ôÉ eë.È U +"ìì A {aN ^1È e.¿llÔJå ðl-L}el

^lÈ s¿ììoJsÉ, F ÈaÌçÌ ¡-Ï Èalì ^lÈ s¿Ì"Jå EÌ= ÈÌLlE tr'ìÈ .s.¿lÔJ ÒË Ôl+Ê +E 9l+.

E 14a qxl E 14cE E ÈBcì tri€ rlìojEì zìã ll-ë. È4+q rì13 è^lqlÉ èBãÌ71 çl+ EÊÒlEÌ.

s r4a rlzì E 14cgl E^l+ ÈÌeÌ âôì, e ÈÈql 4Ë rìôìEì -H-4ìls È4+(400), ã slàÌ 41.È Èã õì

Ë(DCC; Dynarnic Capacitance Compensation)E ¡Ì3 è^ì eì= È*ìzl (¿to), rr¿ìì "J Eììs4+(420), AtrÉ¿ì
(430), rìôìEì Alã ¿lg Èelzl Ø44) 9 +q7l(450)Ë -+.ÊÌõÌ4, àzìÈ Ë 114 ãq9= tË9 :z ëBå
cqõJEÌ.

¡¡¿1loJ uìl-E-aì+(420)= ¡11 r¿ll.J 4ì.E4(A)(426), Ãì12 s¿l'J qìs4ß)Q27), 7ìì3 9¿ll"J qì84(C)(428)Ë

Eç+àÌq, aEËeì(430)el ;Ìôìql elðìl .J^J7ì(410)Ë+El €¡Ì o¿ll"JE zìã llãË ¡ììã.È01 c-7ì g¿ll0J

EììE¿ì(426)(42ÒØ28)+ qL àÌLlqì 7lqÈÌ.'., *zl Ë¡Ì s¿ì"JE AIz'Jazl zlå€"ìl :ú+¿l zl+ E+ol
+ãÀq;(l 9+= 27ììE s¿llôJ Êì.E4ql 7lzl*fl. Al4 dãË rìlôlË'ì zlã dã ÈlÌ71(444)qì ã4ðJtr}.

ÊÉÌ àl¡ìì6ì=, Ë 14a41 Ë^l.J ÈÏe+ +Ò1, Al2 s¿ll"J Eìls4 @2Ðql €zìl s¿lì"Jsi ì14 4ls(G")7Ì 7l+€

ôìì r.l¿l ¡ìì1 e.¿lloJ qìe¿l(¿zo)= 714+4 2¡:¿l"J oldel zlã ìlã(G"-z)Ë r¡lolel /lã dã Èl+7ì(444)qì

ãq6Ìjl, rÌ3 ir.¿l"J "lì84(428)= 7lz],ùg 19e1fl oldE 4ìã ìlã(G"-l)Ë rllolel /lã 
^lã 

È++71(44

4)qì ãqÈ4.
ôlûÌì 4 s¿lôJ Elì5.49 zlã.t.Z| +ãJ^l ôj€-€ î *= A-ùìzl3OHzSl a+ql=: ã4Fui iõJ^l Ôì€-

q= +rÌ+= 60Hzôljil., 4 g¿ìì.; "ìlE4E 4ä! t4 +-4,+7160Hz"J A+qì= r ãqã+ î-.tì= tZOttz

ol r]

ôì*"Ì^l èÈÈ ÈÌe+ ¿ô1, 1ã* gE +eÌ:r¿ll'J +71 "Jzlõl= Èri +^Ì'J4å q+àÌ= A+q €* d
ë.E 4+, 1ã€.gsq +Ë 2ÈllÈ õl-r], 1s¿,ìl"Jå q;ìlãLq 24e71 ;ã'4qE+ ðJEl. qlÉ Éq
60frame/secoJ Z*, oÌ v¿l"Jå q¡lõ'Lq 1ã'À 1209ËË.CrdóJ + l2OHzÊ LCD 4gå +5äJÉÏ.
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ólûtì9 g¿tl"J qìE¿l= ã szÌe +^JàJ + 9l=Elì, ¡ìì1 EllE¿l(426)qì= Èrl .rell"J"Ì^'l gqq= slà ìlã
Ë 60Hz-ç- 71+ãlr, xÌ2 ElìE¿ì(427)ql= 1f ¿ìì"J ola.ìl 7ì+g sl'àl 

^!az¡ 
z¡ãFqI, ¡13 Elì84(428)ôlì=

2o¿ìì"J old.ì 7l+g El}J. tl_c.zÌ 4äÈqq 9.1Ë1.

¿EË¿l(430)= fl{ :reìlojôìì^l 7ì12 "lì5.4(427)e+ 4ì3 Elì-E.4(428)-ç-+El 120H2(1u¿lì'J"ìì F Ð)Ë 9'lôiå
q r.lìôìEl Alz, ìlã Ð{}7ì(444)"ìì Ë4ã}ir, tr}å s¿ìì.J"ìì= "J4q= d-ãÉ xÌ3 Eì.E-¿l(428)7}

Èol=oì4, UtrÉ¿l(430)= ¡11 .f ¡ì2 qlE4(426)(427)È+q sl-àl dãÉ glqÉq tìulE ¡lã 11.q. ÈìÌ
7l(44Ðql ãqãJ+. "l¿lql %Ì4_oe :tì1, ¡12, :ì13 Elì84(426)(427)(428)71äii4-e-Ë 7ì5- q Éq å4å
+ðJðJE+. q7l^1, B+È'ìì5-¿ì= Ë¡14 zìlÈ-e--ç. ËÈ€ ql.E4.J +.E. tir., =¡14 

zìÊ-e-e. ËãJ€ oìlE

¿lôJ +E 9.lEÌ.

oÌàoì^l €4õJ Èlç+ äol, ;luÌ9 .'¿l"Jg ËÊðJ F 4el ^lÈ 
u¿lì"Jã 4 d'l ^'lÈE¿lì";1n';"1521, e.

E F daì ^lÈsÉììg(n)ol=zle+ ++ð14 rìóìEì zlã {s. È+}71(444)qì "J4q= zlã lì-s.= €z]] g¿ll

"Jel 4lã tlë(q)s+ Òld g¿lì"JE 7ìlã tlã(G-1)Ë *'Jãlr+.

E+É+ì aeËeì(+so)s_ge1 ã4q= u¿l"J +7ì 
^lÈ(431)oÌ 

"l¿Ì *zl+ F zìã 1lÈ(G", G*,) ã qe õÌ

LÌË ÉqãJ4 A4õÌ= â9 rJì"1Ëì Zìã ds. È+!71Ø44)el ?+ ÈÀlã Òì- *.ììLl 
=iÒlå 

+ 914.

qì€ Ë.1, ulìolel zìã ìlã È*lzlÉ ã=C(+) ^lÈ s¿l"J+ EììôlEì zlã da È4}zlel++C(-) ^ìs'r
gl"J+ Eìì"lq /lã llg. È+Ì7Ìe- È5. +r.Jõlq sÉlì"J AÉ dEË +ÒÌÉ€ "ìv AË-a É4ÈtxlË ê461
i1 r 5ä ZËË Itl¿Ì _H_rJ 4lããÌg Éqéì-= Ë}4å ol*åJ + 9l+.

rÉoJ ôìe+= qlqlE= "JdìË^ì, €Eq qlÒlEì Ulã tlã ÈÐzlË +^d6lzl 9+r,6ÌLÌel tìÒlEl ¡ìã dã
ÈQlzlqì¡ì + È4ãÌå å^lql ãqÈlq ¿rzl =4å s¿lì"J dãqì q¿l dÈ4sË,-ìlÈLl= où4å.ì*È
+Ë *sq, ¿tzlÈ F Ë*4eì €ÈJ ¡*49 .ì*Ê +ç qlrl.

àzl"ll^ì=e *BE ÈÌ+zl.Jë^lqlË *ããLq èÈãÏ9,(lsÌ, ðìlt} 7lå ÈoÞeì +Êg'JS4=6Ì7lcl €.

eã+89ì.ì 717ìl€ e *EE ^Ì^J'l €qse.+El 4"ì'Ïzl 9+= Bçl L}].ìì^'l e ÈEå El"JÈÌzì +ä q
HU ^lA + 9.1åå "lÈìlg + çl€ â"14.

*ds/ âs'4

"ì^J ë€.J ÈÌeÌ Aol, g ÈBqì ElÉl .j4 s^l äÈrlel Fsl-^J s.€^l àlLlE s¿l.Jå ^ìÈg+ 2zl$ ,t¡e
s¿ì"Jå ol+àlq "lA seìì"JE ¿lã tlÈÈq e €41 .'¿lì"JE Alã Ùè'-tl "Jqq= U +"iì= 4 Èzlì ¡l

', uzìì"Jel +F^lôÌ= 94+E +t.å +ãJ+ :F F Èal ^lÈ 
ir¿ìì"JE +€^ìôÌ= q-Ezì ìães- r¡3
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IABSTRACT]

The present invention discloses a liquid crystal display device having a moving

picfure compensation function, and driving device and method thereof.

According to the present invention, a data grey level signal compensation

portion divides a grey level data frame of a picture signal supplied from a data grey

of a liquid crystal display can be removed.

IREPRESENTATTVE FIGURE]

FIG.4

level signal source into at least two sub frames, and ouþuts a compensated grey level

data through an overshoot or undershoot driving according to comparing a grey level

signal of a previous frame and a grey level signal of a current frame, and a data driver

portion is supplied with the compensated grey level data through the overshoot or

10 undershoot driving, converts the compensated grey level data into a data voltage

corresponding to the compensated grey level data, and ouþuts a picture signal to a data

line of a liquid crystal panel.

As a result, using two sub frames which one frame is time-divided into in

displaying a moving picture, in case that a grey level signal of a current frame greater

1b than a grey level signal of a previous frame is input, an overshoot driving is conducted

in a first sub frame and then a down driving to a target value level is conducted in a

second sub frame, and thus a screen dragging phenomenon in realizing a moving picture

1

20
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5

IREPRESENTATTVE WORD(S)I

Liuiqid crystal, response speed, ftame, sub frame, division, retina, grey, memory

I SPECIFICATION ]

I BRIEF EXPLANATION OF FIGURES ]

FIG. 1 is a view showing an equivalent circuit of each pixel of a liquid crystal

display device.

FIG. 2 is a view showing a data voltage and a pixel voltage applied in the prior

art driving method.

FIG. 3 is a viewing showing a transmittance of a liquid crystal display device

10 according to the prior art method.

FIG. 4 is a view modeling a relation of voltage to dielectric constant of a liquid

crystal display device.

FIG. 5 is a view showing a method of applying a data voltage according to an

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 6 is a view showing a transmittance of a liquid crystal display device in

case of applying a data voltage according to an embodiment of the present invention.

15

2
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FIG. 7 is a view showing a transmittance of a liquid crystal display device in

case of applying a data voltage according to another embodiment of the present

invention.

FIG. 8 is a view showing a liquid crystal display device according to an

5 embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 9 is a view for explaining a frst embodiment of a data grey level signal

compensation portion according to the present invention.

FIG. 10 is a view for explaining a general LCD screen dragging phenomenon.

FIG. 11 is a view for explaining a screen dragging phenomenon with a moving

10 quadrangle

FIG. 12 is a view showing a transmittance of a liquid crystal display device in

case of applying a data voltage using a sub frame according to an embodiment of the

present invention.

FIGs. 13a and 13b are view for explaining a second embodiment of a data grey

15 level signal compensation portion according to the present invention.

FIGs. l3a to 14c are view for explaining a third embodiment of a data grey

level signal compensation portion according to the present invention.

IDETAILED DESCRIPTION OF TTIE INVENTION]

J
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IOBJECT OF TF{E INVENTIONI

ITECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION AND PRIORARI OF THE FMLD]

The present invention relates to a liquid crystal display device, and driving

device and method thereof, and in more detailed, to a liquid crystal display device, and

5 driving device and method thereof to remove a dragging phenomenon of a screen in

realizing a moving picture.

Generally, an LCD are a display device obtaining a desired picture signal by

applying an electric field to a liquid crystal material, which is injected between two

substrates and has an anisotropic dielectric constant, adjusting intensity ofthe electric

10 field to adjust amount of light transmitting the substrates. The LCD is a representative

one among flat panel type displays that are easy to carry, and among the LCDs, a TFT

LCD that uses a thin film transistor (TFT) as a switching element is mostly used.

Recently, since the TFT LCD is used as not only a display device of a computer

but also a display device of a television widely, a demand for realizing moving pictures

15 increases. However, the prior TFT LCD had disadvantage of diffrculty in realizing

moving pictures because the response speed of the LCD is slow

4
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To improve the problem of the response speed, a TFT LCD using an OCB

(Optically Compensated Band) mode, or a ferro-electric liquid crystal (FLC) material

was used.

However, there was a problem of changing a structure of the prior TFT LCD

5 panel in order to use the OCB mode or FLC.

I TECHNICAL SUBJECT TO BE ACHIEVED BY INVENTION ]

The technical subject of the present invention is to solve the above prior

problem, and an object of the present invention is to provide a liquid crystal display

device having a moving picture compensation function that removes a picture dragging

10 phenomenon in realizing moving picture through picture signal compensation.

Moreover, another object of the present invention is provide a driving device of

the liquid crystal display device having the moving picture compensation function.

Moreover, yet another object of the present invention is provide a driving

method of the liquid crystal display device having the moving picfure compensation

15 function.

I CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF TTTE INVENTION ]

A liquid crystal display device having a moving picture compensation function

according to one characteristic to achieve the aforementioned object of the present

invention includes,

5
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a data grey level signal compensation portion that divides a grey level data

frame of a picture signal supplied from a data grey level signal source into at least two

sub frames, and outputs a compensated grey level data through an overshoot or

undershoot driving according to comparing a grey level signal of a previous frame and a

5 grey level signal of a current frame;

a data driver portion that is supplied with the compensated grey level data

through the overshoot or undershoot driving, converts the compensated grey level data

into a data voltage corresponding to the compensated grey level data, and outputs a

picfure signal;

10 a gate driver portion that supplies scanning signals sequentially; and

a liquid crystal display panel that includes a plurality of gate lines transferring

the scanning signals, a plurality of data lines transfening the picture signals, and

isolated from and crossing the gate lines, and a plurality of pixels formed at regions

surrounded by the gate lines, the data lines and each having a switching element

15 connected to the gate line and the data line, and arranged in a matrix form.

A driving device of a liquid crystal display device having a moving picture

compensation function according to one characteristic to achieve the aforementioned

another object of the present invention, the driving device supplied from a data grey

level signal source with a grey level data of a picture signal and outputting the grey

6
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5

level data to a liquid crystal display module, wherein the driving device includes,

a data grey level signal compensation portion that divides a grey level data

frame of a picture signal supplied from a data grey level signal source into at least two

sub frames, and outputs to the liquid crystal display panel a compensated grey level data

through an overshoot or undershoot driving according to comparing a grey level signal

of a previous frame and a grey level signal of a current frame, thereby making a

response speed of liquid crystal high.

A method of driving a liquid crystal display device having a moving picture

compensation function according to one characteristic to achieve the aforementioned yet

10 another object of the present invention, the device including a plurality of gate lines, a

plurality of data lines insulated from and crossing the gate lines, and a plurality of pixels

formed at regions surrounded by the gate lines and the data lines, each having a

switching element connected to the gate line and the data line, and arranged in a matrix

form, the method includes,

15 (a) a step of supplying scanning signals to the gate lines sequentially;

(b) a step of dividing one picture frame supplied from an external data grey

level signal source into at least two sub frames;

(c) a step of comparing a grey level signal of a current frame and a grey level

signal of a previous frame according to a grey level signal of a current frame being

7
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input;

(d) a step of, in case that a grey level signal ofa current frame is check gteater

than a grey level of a previous frame in the step (c), conducting an overshoot driving

and generating a first data driving voltage when driving a sub frame located at a frst

5 half portion out of the divided sub frames, and conducting a down driving to a target

value from the overshot value and generating a second driving voltage when driving a

sub frame located at a second half portion out of the divided sub frames;

(e) a step of in case that a grey level signal of a current frame is check less

than a grey level of a previous frame in the step (c), conducting an undershoot driving

10 and generating a third data driving voltage when driving a sub frame located at a flrst

half portion out of the divided sub frames, and conducting an up driving to a target

value from the undershot value and generating a fourth driving voltage when driving a

sub frame located at a second half portion out of the divided sub frames; and

(f) a step of supplying the first to fourth driving voltages generated in the steps

15 (c) and (d) to the data line, thereby making a response speed of liquid crystal high

According to the liquid crystal display device, and the driving device and

method thereof using two sub frames which one frame is time-divided into in

displaying a moving picture, in case that a grey level signal of a current frame greater

than a grey level signal of a previous frame is input, an overshoot driving is conducted

8
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in a first sub frame and then a down driving to a target value level is conducted in a

second sub frame, and thus a screen dragging phenomenon in realizing a moving picture

of a liquid crystal display can be removed.

Moreover, using the time-divided two sub frames, in case that a grey level

5 signal of a current frame less than a grey level signal of a previous frame is input, an

undershoot driving is conducted in a first sub frame and then an up driving to a target

value level is conducted in a second sub frame, and thus a screen dragging phenomenon

in realizing a moving picture of a liquid crystal display can be removed.

An embodiment is explained such that one of ordinary skill in the art can easily

10 embody the present invention.

Generally, an LCD includes a plurality of gate lines transferring scan signals

and data lines crossing the gate lines and transferring data voltages. Moreover, the LCD

includes a plurality of pixels in a matrix form that are each formed in a region

surroudned by the gate and data lines, and are each connected to the gate and data lines

15 through a switching element.

In the LCD, each pixel is modelled with a capacitor having a liquid crystal as a

dielectric i.e., a liquid crystal capacitor, and an equivalent circuit of each pixel in the

LCD is as shown in FIG 1

As shown in FIG. 1, each pixel of the liquid crystal display device includes a

9
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5

TFT 10, a source electrode and a gate electrode of which are connected to a data line

Dm and a gate line Sn, respectively, a liquid crystal capacitor Cl connected between a

drain electrode of the TFT and a common voltage Vcom, and a storage capacitor Cst

connected to the drain electrode of the TFT

In FIG 1, when a gate on signal is applied to the gate line Sn and the TFT 10 is

turned on, a data voltage Vd supplied to the data line is applied to each pixel electrode

(not shown) through the TFT. Then, an electric field, which corresponds to a difference

between a pixel voltage Vp applied to the pixel electrode and the common voltage

Vcom, is applied to the liquid crystal (equivalently shown as the liquid crystal capacitor

10 in FIG. 1), and light transmits the liquid crystal with transmittance coffesponding to

intensity of the electric field. In this regard, the pixel voltage Vp should be maintained

during one frame, and in FIG. 1, the storage capacitor Cst is auxiliarily used to maintain

the pixel voltage Vp applied to the pixel electrode.

Meanwhile, since the liquid crystal has an anisotropic dielectric constant, there

15 is property of different dielectric constants according to directions of the liquid crystal.

In other words, when a liquid crystal director changes according to application of

voltage, dielectric constant changes accordingly, and thus a capacitance value of the

liquid crystal capacitor (hereinafter, a liquid crystal capacitance) also changes. Charges

are supplied to the liquid crystal capacitance during a period the TFT is turned on and

LGD 000554
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5

then the TFT is in off state, and because of Q : "CV", when the liquid crystal

capacitance changes, the pixel voltage Vp also changes.

In a normally white mode TN (Twisted Nematics) LCD as an example, when a

pixel voltage applied to a pixel is 0V, since liquid crystal molecules are arranged along a

direction parallel with a substrate, a liquid crystal capacitance is C(OV): eIA./D. The

e I indicates a dielectric constant when the liquid crystal molecules are arranged along

the direction parallel with the substrate i.e., when the liquid crystal molecules are

arranged along a direction perpendicular to direction of light, and the A and d indicate

aî area of a substrate of the LCD, and a distance between substrates of the LCD,

respectively. Assuming that a voltage to realize a full black is 5V when 5V is applied to

the liquid crystal, since the liquid crystal molecules are arranged along a direction

perpendicular to the substrate, a liquid crystal capacitance is C(5V) : e ll A/D. Because

of er- e ll > 0 in a liquid crystal used in a TN mode, the higher the pixel voltage

applied to the liquid crystal is, further the liquid crystal capacitance increases.

To make a full black in a nth frame, a quantity of charge that the TFT should

charge is C(5V)*5V. However, assuming that a full white (Vn-l : 0V) is in a (n-l)th

frame of the immediately previous frame, the liquid crystal capacitance becomes C(OV)

during a time the TFT is turned on because the liquid crystal does not make a response

until the time the TFT is turned on. Thus, even though the data voltage Vd of 5V is

10

15
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tr

applied in the ,rú frame in order to make a full black, an actual quantity of charge

charged in the pixel becomes C(0V)*5V, and because of C(OV) < C(5V), the actual

pixel voltage Vp supplied to the liquid crystal becomes below 5V (e.g., 3.5V), and thus

a full black is not made. Moreover, in case that the data voltage Vd of 5V is applied in a

(n+l)th frame of a next frame in order to make a full black, a quantity of charge charged

in the liquid crystal becomes C(3.5V)*5Y and the voltage Vp supplied to the liquid

crystal finally becomes between 3.5V and 5V. This process being repeated, the pixel

voltage Vp finally reaches a desired voltage after several frames.

In other words, this being explained in view of grey level, in case that a signal

10 (pixel voltage) applied to a certain pixel changes from a low grey level to a high grey

level (or from a high grey level to a low grey level), since a grey level of a current frame

is influenced by a grey level of a previous frame, a desired grey level is not reached

immediately, and the desired grey level is reached only after several frames. Likewise, a

transmittance of pixel of a current frame is influenced by a transmittance of pixel of a

15 previous frame, and thus a desired transmittance can be obtained after several frames

Meanwhile, assuming That a full black is in a (n-l)tn frame i.e., the pixel

voltage Vp is 5V, and the data voltage of 5V is applied in a nth frame in order to make a

full black, since the liquid crystal capacitance is C(5V), a quantity of charge of

C(5V)*5V is charged in the pixel, and accordingly, the pixel voltage Vp of the liquid
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5

crystal becomes 5V

Like this, the pixel voltage Vp actually applied to the liquid crystal is

determined by not only the data voltage applied in the current frame but also the pixel

voltage Vp of the previous frame.

FIG. 2 is a view showing a data voltage and a pixel voltage applied according

to the prior art driving method.

As shown in FIG. 2, the prior art did not consider the pixel voltage Vp of the

previous frame and applied the data voltage Vd corresponding to a target pixel voltage

Vw every frame. Thus, as explained above, the pixel voltage Vp actually applied to the

10 liquid crystal becomes lower or higher than the target pixel voltage because of the liquid

crystal capacitance corresponding to the pixel voltage of the previous frame. Thus, the

target pixel voltage is reached only after several frames.

FIG. 3 is a view showing a transmittance of the liquid crystal display device

according to the prior art driving method.

15 As shown in FIG. 3, as explained above, in the prior art, since the actual pixel

voltage is lower than the target pixel voltage, even in case that a response time of liquid

crystal is within 1 frame, a target transmittance is reached only after several frames

The embodiment of the present invention compares a picture signal Sn of a

current frame with a picture signal Sn-l of a previous frame and generates a
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compensation signal Sn'as follows, and then applies the compensated picture signal Sn'

to each pixel. The picture sigual Sn means adata voltage in case of an analog driving

mode, and in case of a digital driving mode, since a binary-coded grey signal should be

used to control a data voltage, a compensation of a voltage applied to an actual pixel is

5 made through a compensation of a grey level sigral.

First, when a picture signal (grey level signal or data voltage) of a current

frame is equal to a picture signal of a previous frame, a compensation is not made

Second, when a picture signal (grey level signal or data voltage) of a current

frame is higher than a grey level signal (data voltage) of a previous frame, a

10 compensated grey level signal (data voltage) higher than the current grey level signal

(data voltage) is output, and when a grey level signal (data voltage) of a current frame is

lower than a grey level signal (data voltage) of a previous frame, a compensated grey

level signal (data voltage) lower than the current grey level signal (data voltage) is

output. In this regard, an extent of compensation is proportional to a difference between

15 the current grey level (data voltage) and the grey level (data voltage) of the previous

frame.

Third, a compensated grey level signal is obtained by compensating partial

bit(s) among a grey level signal applied from a data grey level signal source. In this

regard, other bits not compensated bypass. In other words, when a n-bit grey level
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signal is received from the data grey level signal source, the compensated grey level

signal is obtained using only partial bits (m bits) among the grey level of n bits. In this

regard, the m bits are the rest except i (i : o'I",2,..., n-1) bits from LSB (Least

Significant Bit) among the grey level signal of the n bits. In other words, the m bits are

5 (n-i) bits.

Hereinafter, a compensation method of a data voltage according to the

embodiment of the present invention is schematically explained.

FIG. 4 is a view simply modeling a relation of voltage to dielectric constant of

a liquid crystal display.

10 In FIG 4, a horizontal axis is a pixel voltage, and a vertical axis indicates a

ratio ofa dielectric constant e(v) at a specific pixel voltage v to a dielectric eI constant

when liquid crystal is arranged along a direction parallel with a substrate i.e., liquid

crystal is perpendicular to transmission direction of light.

In FIG. 4, it is assumed that a ma,rimum of e(v)/ er i.e., e ll /er is 3, and Vth

15 and Vmax are 1V and 4Y, respectively. The Vth and Vmax indicates pixel voltages

corresponding to full white and fulI black (or otherwise), respectively

Assuming that a capacitance of the storage capacitor (hereinafter, referred to as

a storage capacitance) is equal to an average of the liquid crystal capacitance <Cst>, and

an area of the substrate of the LCD and a distance between the substrates of the LCD
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are A and d, respectively, the storage capacitance Cst can be expressed by a following

math formula 1:

Cst : <Cl> : Il3(e ll + 2e r )A ld: 513 e -L A/d : 513C0,

V/here C0: eIA/d.

5 From FIG. 4, e(v)ler can be expressed by a following math formula 2:

e(v)/eI =l/3(2Y+l).

Since a total capacitance C(V) of the LCD is the sum of the liquid crystal

capacitance and the storage capacitance, the capacitance C(V) of the LCD can be

expressed by a following math formula 3:

10 C(V) : Cl + Cst: e(v)A/d + 5/3C0 : ll3(2V+l)C0 + 5/3C0 = 2l3N+3)C0.

Since a quantity of charge Q applied to the pixel is preserved, a following math

formula is established:

Q: C(vn)Vn: CffÐVf,

where Vn indicates a data voltage (an absolute value of a data voltage in case

15 of an inverse driving method) to be applied in a current frame, C(Vn-1) indicates a

capacitance corresponding to a pixel voltage of a previous frame ((n-l)th frame), and

C(VÐ indicates a capacitance corresponding to an actual pixel voltage (VÐ of a current

frame (n'h frame).

A following math formula 5 is induced from the math formula 3 and the math
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formula 4:

formula 6:

*.t"-,
-3 $'r

C(Vn-1)Vn: C(VÐVf : 213(Yn-r + 3)/Vn:2/3(Vf + 3)Vf.

Thus, the actual pixel voltage Vf can be expressed by a following math

¡* I "Í' -3)
5

,'

As clearly known from the above math formula 6, the actual pixel voltage Vf is

determined by the data voltage Vn applied in the current frame and the pixel voltage

Vn-l applied in the previous frame.

Meanwhile, assuming that a data voltage, which is applied in the nth frame in

order that the pixel voltage reach the target voltage Vn, is Vn', Vn' can be expressed by

a following math formula 7 from the math formula 5:

V(n-1 +3)Vn': (Vn +3)Vn.

Thus, Vn'can be expressed by a following math formula 8:

þat -_ . - !_,tu 1,.-_ r -_-,_. 1.--- -¡-. !,ly1r't:.-_, r --.
tr. 1..r+3 

' " - 't- f---r-r"*l r't

Like this, when the data voltage Vn' obtained by the formula 8 is applied

considering the target pixel voltage Vn of the current frame and the pixel voltage Vn-1

of the previous frame, the pixel voltage Vn as a target can be immediately reached.

The math formula 8 is a formula induced from the drawing of FIG. 4 and some

basic assumptions, and a data voltage Vn' applicable to a general LCD can be expressed

10

15
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5

in a following math formula 9

lVr'l : lvnl + (lvnl - lVn-11),

where the function f is determined by a property of an LCD. The function f

basically has a following property.

In other words, f = <cgtt in case that lVnl and lVn-11 are the same, f is over 0 in

case that lVnl is greater than lVn-11, and f is below 0 in case that lVnl is less than lVn-11.

A method of applying a data voltage according to the embodiment of the

present invention is explained as below

FIG. 5 is a view showing a method of applying a data voltage according to the

10 embodiment of the present invention.

As shown in FIG. 5, in a first embodiment of the present invention, by applying

a compensated data voltage Vn' considering a target pixel voltage of a current frame and

a pixel voltage (data voltage) of a previous frame, a pixel voltage immediately reaches a

target voltage.

15 In other words, in the first embodiment of the present invention, in case that

the target voltage of the current frame is different from the pixel voltage of the previous

frame, a voltage higher (or a voltage lower) than the target voltage of the current frame

is applied as a compensated data voltage so that a target voltage level is immediately

reached in a first frame, and then the target voltage is applied as the data voltage in a
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next frame. By doing so, response speed of liquid crystal can be improved.

In this regard, the compensated data voltage (quantity of charge) is determined

considering a liquid crystal capacitance determined by the pixel voltage of the previous

frame. In other words, the present invention supplies the quantity of charge Q

S considering the pixel voltage level of the previous frame, and thus the target voltage is

immediately reached in the fust frame.

FIG. 6 is a view showing a transmittance of a liquid crystal display device in

case of application of a data voltage according to the first embodiment of the present

invention. As shown in FIG 6, according to the first embodiment of the present

10 invention since the compensated data voltage is applied, a target transmittance is

immediately reached in the first frame.

Meanwhile, in a second embodiment of the present invention, a compensated

voltage Vn' that is a little higher than a target voltage is applied as a pixel voltage.

When driving so, as shown in FIG 7, a transmittance is below a target value before

15 abott 1.12 of a response time of liquid crystal and is overcompensated after then, and

thus an average transmittance becomes the same as the target transmittance

A liquid crystal display device according to the embodiment of the present

invention is explained as below,

FIG. 8 is a view showing a liquid crystal display device according to the
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embodiment of the present invention, which uses a digital driving method.

As shown in FIG. 8, the liquid crystal display device according to the

embodiment of the present invention includes a liquid crystal display device panel 10, a

gate driver portion 200, a data driver portion 300, and a data grey level signal

5 compensation portion 400.

In the liquid crystal display device panel 100, a plurality of gate lines 51, 52,

53, ..., Sn to transfer gate on signals are formed, and data lines D1, D2,'.., Dm to

transfer compensated data voltages are formed. Regions surrounded by the gate lines

and the data lines each form a pixel, and each pixel includes a thin film transistor 110, a

10 gate electrode and a source electrode of which are connected to the gate line and the

data line, respectively, and a pixel capacitor Cl and a storage capacitor Cst that are

connected to a drain electrode ofthe thin film transistor 110.

The gate driver portion 200 applies gate on voltages to the gate lines

sequentially, and thus turns on the TFT the gate electrode of which is connected to the

15 gate line which the gate on voltage is applied to

The data grey level signal compensation portion 400 receives a data grey level

signal Gn of n bits from adata grey level signal source (e.g., graphic controller), and

then ouþuts a data grey level signal Gn' of m bits compensated considering a data grey

level signal of m bits of a current frame and a data grey level signal of m bits of a
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previous frame, as explained above.

In this regard, the grey level signal compensation portion may exist as a stand-

alone unit, or may be integrated into a graphic card or LCD module

The data driver portion 300 changes the compensated grey level signal Gn',

S which is received from the data grey level signal compensation portion 400, into the

corresponding grey level voltage (data voltage) and applies the voltage to the data line.

FIG. 9 is a view showing a first embodiment of a data grey level signal

compensation portion according to the present invention.

As shown in FIG. 9, a first embodiment of a data grey level signal

10 compensation portion 400 according to the present invention i.e., a picture signal

compensation circuit (DCC: Dynamic Capacitance Compensation) includes a frame

memory 4I0, a controller 420, and a data grey level signal converter 430, and receives a

grey level signal of n bits for each of R(red), G(green), and B(blue) and a compensated

grey level signal Gn'. Thus, the grey level signals, which the data grey level signal

15 compensation portion 430 receives, are totally 3*n bits. One of ordinary skill in the art

can let grey level signals of (3*n) bits simultaneously applied from the data grey level

signal source to the data grey level signal compensation portion 430, or let R, G and B

grey level signals sequentially applied.

ln FIG. 9, the frame memory 410 determines bits of the grey level to be
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compensated, has m bits among the grey level signals of the n bits for R (red), G (green),

and B (blue), which are received from the data grey level signal soutce, input thereto,

stores the m bits in predetermined addresses corresponding to R, G and B, and outputs

the m bits to the data grey level converter 430 after one frame delay. In other words, the

S frame memory 410 receives a m-bit grey level signal (Gn) of a current frame, and

outputs a m-bit grey level signal (Bn-1) of a previous frame.

The data grey level converter 430 receives (n-m) bits of the current frame (Gn)

not passing through compensation and bypassing, and n bits of the current frame (Gn)

being received for compensation, among n bits being received from the data grey level

t0 signal source, and m bits of the previous frame (Gn-1) delayed by the frame memory

410, and then generates a compensated grey level signal considering the m bits of the

current frame and the previous frame.

A response time of a liquid crystal can be reduced to less than one frame

through the picture signal compensation circuit, and thus phenomenon of reduction of

15 dynamic contrast ratio of an LCD panel and a stroboscopic motion phenomenon can be

completely removed.

However, despite retina after image time shortened at the LCD panel, a

dragging phenomenon is still observed, and the dragging phenomenon and a blurring

phenomenon at an edge cannot be completely removed.
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The reason that the dragging phenomenon is stil1 observed even though such

the response time is much shorter than the retina after image time e.g., 40ms is

explained as follows

Realization of a moving picture is explained with a quadrangle moving across

5 an LCD screen as an example.

FIG. 10 is a view for explaining a general dragging phenomenon of an LCD

screen.

10

15

As shown in FIG 10, when a quadrangular black color moves from a left side

to a right side on a LCD screen, a black color is maintained in a (n-l)th frame, but in a

nth frame, a region A of the black color quadrangle changes from a background color

into a foreground color, a region B of the black color quadrangle is maintained as the

foreground, and a region C ofthe black color quadrangle changes from the foreground

into the background.

Thus, during the nth frame, the region B still appears black while the regions A

and B appear grey because white and black are mixed.

Even in a (n+1)th frame of a next frame, identical to the nth frame, the

quadrangular region B'is still maintained without change of color, and the quadrangular

regions A' and C' appear grey because white and black are mixed.

If an observer focuses on one point of the LCD screen, the changed regions (4,
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CXA', C') do not a big problem, but when there is an moving object on a screen,

observer's eyes follow the moving object. ln other words, the regions B, B', 8",

continue to become image at a fixed position of a retina, and likewise, the regions A, A,

A', ... are fixed at a position and become image, and the regions C, C' , C" , ... are also

5 the same.

When the LCD panel responds within one frame like FIG. 11(a), lights

projected on a retina recognizing the parts A, B and C of the quadrangle are the same as

(b).

The observer's eyes does not detect a thing changing at a speed of

10 approximately 16ms, and recognizes an average value.

Asolid line inFIG 11(b) is aresponse felt inthe eyes. Ideally, if the Aregion

were to become a full black and the region C were to become a full white, a clear

quadrangle without bluning would be perceived on the screen, but as shown in FIG. 11,

light transmits somewhat at the region A, and a maximum brightness cannot be reached

15 at the region C. To reduce this error, a response speed of liquid crystal needs to be faster.

For example, when 5Yo enor is allowable, a response time of liquid crystal

needs to be about 10/1 of one frame. In other words, only if the liquid crystal responds

within 1.67ms at 60 frame/sec or within 3.33ms at 30 frame/sec, a clear screen without

bluning can be recognized.
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However, a nematics liquid crystal responding within such the fast time among

all grey levels is not developed currently

Hereinafter, an example of realizing an LCD screen without dragging through a

picture signal compensation is explained. To do this, as shown in FIG. 12, operation is

5 conducted with one picture frame divided into fwo sub frames.

FIG. 12 is aview showing atransmittance of a liquid crystal display device in

case of applying a data voltage using a sub frame according to the embodiment of the

present invention.

As shown in FIG. 12, in case that a grey level signal of a current frame greater

10 than a grey level signal of a previous frame is input, an overshoot driving is conducted

in a first sub frame n* out of the divided picture frame, and a driving with the overshot

value rolled back to an originally desired target value is conducted in a second sub

frame n-

Through the overshoot of this mode, a quantity of light lost during a time a

15 liquid crystal responds is recovered, and an effect can be obtained as if a response time

of liquid crystal was infinitely fast and thus an edge of a moving image is clearly

recognized. In this regard, the value for the overshoot is a function depending on a gtey

level of a current frame and a grey level of a previous frame.

It is explained in the above FIG. 12 that in case that the grey level of the
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5

10

15

current frame is checked greater through comparing the grey level of the previous frame

with the grey level of the current frame, the overshoot driving is conducted in the first

sub frame, and the down driving to the target value is conducted in the second sub frame,

but the reverse is possible

In other words, in case that the grey level signal of the current frame less than

the grey level signal of the previous frame is input, an undershoot driving is conducted

in the first sub frame, and an up driving to a target value is conducted in the second sub

frame, and thus a screen dragging phenomenon occurring in realizing a moving picture

of a liquid crystal display device can be removed.

FIGs. 13a and i3b are views for explaining a second embodiment of a data

grey level signal compensation portion according to the present invention, FIG. 13a is a

view for explaining the data grey level signal compensation portion according to a first

sub frame, and FIG. 13b is a view for explaining the data grey level signal compensation

portion according to a second sub frame.

As shown in FIGs. 13a and 13b, a second embodiment of a data compensation

signal compensation portion 400 i.e., a picture signal compensation circuit (DCC

Dynamic Capacitance Compensation) includes a synthesizer 4I0, a frame memory

portion 420, a controller 430, a data grey level signal converter 442 and a separator 450,

and explanations of parts overlapping with the above FIG. 11 are omitted.
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The frame memory portion 420 includes a first frame memory 422 and a

second frame memory 424, and, according to control signals (write/read) supplied from

the controller 430, conducts an operation ofstoring a grey level signal supplied from the

synthesizer 410 and outputting a grey level signal of a previous frame to the dala grey

5 level signal converter 442, or an operation of ouþutting a grey level signal of a current

frame and a grey level signal of a previous frame already stored to the data grey level

signal converter 442

In more detail, the first memory 422 stores a grey level signal Gn of a current

frame supplied from the synthesizer 410 according to a write signal being input from the

10 controller 430 when driving the first sub frame, and outputs the grey level signal Gn of

the current frame already stored to the data grey level signal converter 442 accordingto

a read signal being input from the controller 430 when driving the second sub frame.

The second memory 424 outputs a grey level signal Gn-1 of a previous frame

already stored to the data grey level signal converter 442 according to a read signal

1b being input from the controller 430 when driving the first sub frame, and outputs a grey

level signal Gn-1 of a previous frame already stored to the data grey level signal

converter 442 according to a read signal being input from the controller 430 when

driving the second sub frame

The data grey level signal converter 442 is, according to a frame detection
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signal 431 supplied from the controller 430, supplied with the grey level signal Gn of

the current frame from the synthesizer 4\0 and the grey level signal Gn of the current

frame or the grey level signal Gn-1 of the previous frame from the frame memory

portion 420, and ouþuts a first compensated grey level signal Gn*' or a second

5 compensated grey level signal Gn-'to the separator 450.

In more detail, in case that the frame detection signal 431 supplied from the

controller 430 is checked as a first sub frame, the grey level signal Gn of the current

frame is supplied from the synthesizer 410 and the grey level signal Gn-1 of the

previous frame is supplied from the second frame memory 424 of the frame memory

10 portion 420, and the compensated grey level signal Gn*'of the first sub frame is output

to the separator 450

Moreover, in case that the frame detection signal 431 supplied from the

controller 430 is checked as the second sub frame, the grey level signal Gn of the

current frame is supplied from the first frame memory and the grey level signal Gn-1 of

15 the previous frame is supplied from the second frame memory 424, and the

compensated grey level signal Gn-' of the second sub frame is output to the separator

450

As explained above, in the second embodiment of the data gtey level signal

compensation portion according to the present invention, when the grey level signal Gn
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of the cunent frame and the grey level signal Gn-1 of the previous frame output from

the frame memory portion 420 enter, the first compensated grey level signal Gn*' is

output in the first sub frame (+) as shown in FIG. l3a, and the second compensated grey

level sigrral Gn-' is ouþut in the second sub frame (-) as shown in FIG 13b. In this

5 regard, the first compensated grey level signal is an overshoot compensated grey level

signal in case of the grey level signal of the current frame greater than the grey level

signal of the previous frame, and is an undershoot compensated grey level signal in case

of the grey level signal of the current frame less than the grey level signal of the

previous frame.

10 Moreover, the second compensated grey level signal is a compensated grey

level signal by making an overshot value down to an originally desired target value in

case of the grey level signal of the current frame greater than the grey level signal of the

previous frame, and is a compensated grey level signal by making up to an originally

desired target value in case of the grey level signal of the current frame less than the

15 grey level signal of the previous frame.

Therefore, the controller supplies a signal notiffing whether a program

changes or not, a frame signal in the present invention to the data grey level signal

converter, and the data grey level signal converter ouþuts, in accordance with the frame

signal supplied from the controller, a compensated grey level data according to the first
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sub frame driving, or a compensated grey level data according to the second sub frame

driving.

Meanwhile, an operation of writing on the frame memory is conducted only in

a positive polarity (+) frame i.e., the first sub frame. In other words, at the moment a

b screen changes, it is wrote on the frame memory and the data grey level signal converter

outputs a first grey level data, and in a next sub frame, it is not wrote on the frame

memory and the data grey level signal converter outputs a grey level data of a second

sub frame, and this process is repeated.

It is explained in the above second embodiment that one picfure frame is time-

10 divided into two sub frames, and when driving the time-divided first sub frame and

second sub frame, the grey level signals of the previous frame and the current frame are

compared and a moving picture compensation operation is conducted, and time-dividing

into even 3 or more sub frames is not beyond the gist of the present invention. For

example, in case of dividing into 3 sub frames, a first sub frame may be used as one sub

15 frame, and second and third sub frames may be used as the other sub frame

FIGs. 14a to 14c are views for explaining a third embodiment of a grey level

signal compensation portion according to the present invention.

As shown in FIGs. l4ato 14c,a third embodiment of adata grey level signal

compensation portion 400 according to the present invention i.e., a picture signal
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5

compensation circuit (DCC: Dynamic Capacitance Compensation) includes a

synthesizer 410, a frame memory portion 420, a controller 430, a data grey level signal

converter 444, and a separator 450, and explanations of parts overlapping with the

above FIG. 11 are omitted.

The frame memory portion 420 includes a first frame memory (A) 426, a

second frame memory (B) 427, and a third frame memory (C) 428, and, by control of

the controller 430, is supplied with a grey level signal of a current frame from the

synthesizer 410 and writes the grey level signal on one of the frame memories 426,427

and 428, and outputs grey level signals akeady stored in the two frame memories, which

10 are not conducting a writing operation according to the writing of the grey level signal

of the current frame, to the data grey level signal converter 444.

In more detail, as shown in FIG. 14a, according to the grey level signal Gn of

the current frame being wrote on the second frame memory 427, the first frame memory

426 outputs a $ey level signal Gn-2 already stored of 2 frames before to the data grey

15 level signal converter 444, and the third frame memory 428 outputs a grey level signal

Gn-1 of I frame before to the data grey level signal converter 444

In this regard, in case that a frequency, which can be used in conducting a

storing operation of each frame memory, is 30H2, a frequency used in conducting an

output operation of it is 60H2, and in case that a frequency of a storing operation of each
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frame memory is 60H2, a frequency of an output operation of it is 120Hz.

As explained above, in case of a computer picture signal using a progressive

scanning mode in which a number of field and a number of frame per I second are

equal to each other, a number of field per 1 second is made twice, and 1 frame is made

5 duplicated so that 2 fîelds are ouþut. For example, in case of 60 frame/sec, every frame

is duplicated to generate 120 fields per 1 second, and then the LCD panel is driven at

120T{z'

The frame memory in this case can be configured totally with 3 frame

memories, a picture signal input in the current frame is wrote on the first frame memory

10 426 at 60Ítz, a picture signal wrote 1 frame before is stored in the secondmemory 427,

and a picture signal wrote 2 frames before is stored in the third memory 428.

The controller 430 reads at I20Hz from the second memory 427 and the third

memory 428 and ouþuts to the data grey level signal converter 444 inthe current frame,

and in a next frame, the third memory 428 receives a signal being input, and the

15 controller 430 reads a picture signal from the first and second memories 426 and 427

and outputs the picture signal to the data grey level signal converter 444.In this manner,

the first, second and third memories 426, 427 and 428 conduct writing and output

operations sequentially. ln this regard, the classified memories may be memories

partitioned in physical concept, or memories partitioned in logical concept.
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5

As explained above, regardless of the first sub frame n* or the second sub

frame n- out of two sub frames which one frame is divided into, the grey level signal

input to the data grey level signal converter 444 is equal to the grey level signal Gn or

the current frame or the grey level signal Gn-1 of the previous frame.

Thus, determining which one of the two grey level signals Gn and Gn-l is

output according to the frame detection signal output from the controller 430 enters any

step among steps of the data grey level signal converter 444.

For example, used can be a method of configuring a data grey level signal

converter with a data grey level signal converter for a positive polarity (+) sub frame

10 and a data grey level signal converter for a negative polarity (-) sub frame separately,

receiving a frame detection signal, determining which path to ouþut, and outputting a

compensation grey level value along a specific path.

Moreover, as the contrary example, used can be a method of not configuring a

separate data grey level signal converter, simultaneously outputting two compensation

1b values from one data grey level signal converter and exporting the outputs selectively

according to the frame signal, and a mixture method of the above two methods can be

used.

Even though explanations are made above with reference to the desirable

embodiments of the present invention, it can be understood that a skilled person in the
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art can variously modifu and alter the present invention within a range not departing

from the thought and region of the present invention recited in the below range of

claims

IEFFECT OF THE INVENTION]

As explained above, according to the present invention, using two sub frames

which one frame is time-divided into in displaying a moving picture, in case that a gtey

level signal of a current frame greater than a grey level signal of a previous frame is

input, an overshoot driving is conducted in a frst sub frame and then a down driving to

a target value level is conducted in a second sub frame, and thus a screen dragging

10 phenomenon in realizing a moving picture of a liquid crystal display can be removed.

Moreover, using the time-divided two sub frames, in case that a grey level

signal of a current frame less than a grey level signal of a previous frame is input, an

undershoot driving is conducted in a first sub frame and then an up driving to a target

value level is conducted in a second sub frame, and thus a screen dragging phenomenon

15 in realizing a moving picture of a liquid crystal display can be removed.
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10

15

IRANGE OF CLAIMS]

lcLArM 1l

A liquid crystal display device having a moving picture compensation function,

the device comprising:

a data grey level signal compensation portion that divides a grey level data

frame of a picture signal supplied from a data grey level signal source into at least two

sub frames, and outputs a compensated grey level data through an overshoot or

undershoot driving according to comparing a grey level signal of a previous frame and a

grey level signal of a current frame;

a data driver portion that is supplied with the compensated grey level data

through the overshoot or undershoot driving, converts the compensated grey level data

into a data voltage corresponding to the compensated grey level data, and outputs a

picture signal;

a gate driver portion that supplies scanning signals sequentially; and

a liquid crystal display panel that includes a plurality of gate lines transferring

the scanning signals, a plurality of data lines transferring the picture signals, and

isolated from and crossing the gate lines, and a plurality of pixels formed at regions

surrounded by the gate lines, the data lines and each having a switching element

connected to the gate line and the data line, and arranged in a matrix form.
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lClaim2)

The device according to claim 1, wherein in case that a grey level signal of a

current frame greater than a grey level signal of a previous frame is input, the data grey

b level signal compensation portion outputs a first compensated grey level data through an

overshoot driving in a sub frame located at a first half portion out of the divided picture

frame, and outputs a second compensated grey level data through a down driving to a

target value from the overshot value in a sub frame located at a second half portion out

of the divided picture frame.

10

[Claim 3]

The device according to claim 1, wherein in case that a grey level signal of a

current frame less than a grey level signal of a previous frame is input, the data grey

level signal compensation portion outputs a third compensated grey level data through

15 an undershoot driving in a sub frame located at a first half portion out of the divided

picture frame, and outputs a fourth compensated grey level data through an up driving

to a target value from the downshot value in a sub frame located at a second half portion

out of the divided picture frame
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fClaim 4]

The device according to claim 1, wherein the data grey level signal

compensation portion supplies the compensated grey level data to the data driver

portion using an interlaced scanning method.

5

[Claim 5]

The device according to clakn 4, wherein the data grey level signal

compensation portion includes

a controller that outputs a first control signal for writing and reading of a grey

10 level data when driving the first sub frame, and outputs a second control signal for

writing and reading of a grey level data when driving the second sub frame;

a first memory that stores a grey level data of a current frame supplied from a

data g¡ey level source, in case that the first control signal is input from the controller,

when driving the first sub frame, and outputs the grey level data of the current frame

15 when driving the second sub frame;

a second memory that outputs a grey level data of a previous frame, in case

that the second control signal is input from the controller, when driving the first sub

frame and the second sub frame; and

a data grey level signal converter that, when driving the first sub frame, is
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supplied with ä grey level data of a current frame from the data grey level signal source,

is supplied with a grey level data of a previous frame from the second frame memory,

and outputs a compensated grey level data, and, when driving the second sub frame, is

supplied with a grey level data of a current frame from the first frame memory is

5 supplied with a grey level data of a previous frame from the second frame memory and

outputs a compensated grey level data to the data driver portion.

[Claim 6]

The device according to claim 1, wherein the data grey leve1 signal

10 compensation portion supplies the compensated grey level data to the data driver

portion using a progressive scanning method.

15

fClaim 7]

The device according to claim 6, wherein the data grey level signal

compensation portion includes:

a first memory that outputs a grey level data of a (n-2)th frame already stored

when driving a n'h frame, stores a grey level data of a (n+1)th frame when driving a

(n+l)th frame, and outputs a grey level data of a (n+l)th frame already stored when

driving a (n+2)th frame;
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a second memory that stores a grey level data when driving a nth frame, outputs

a grey level data of a nth frame already stored when driving a (n+l)th frame, and outputs

a grey level data of a nth frame already stored when driving a (n+2)th frame;

a third memory that outputs a grey level data of a (n-l)th frame already stored

when driving a nth frame, outputs a grey level data of a (n-l)th frame already stored

when driving a (n+1)th frame, and stores a gl:ey level data of a (n+2)th frame already

stored when driving a (n+2)th frame;

a controller that controls writing and reading of grey level data of the first to

third memories; and

a data grey level signal converter that, when driving a nth frame, is supplied

with grey level data from the first and third memories and outputs a compensated grey

level data, and, when driving a (n+1)th frame, is supplied with grey level data from the

second and thifd memories and ouþuts a compensated grey level data, and, when

driving a (n+2)th frame, is supplied with grey level data from the first and second

memories and outputs a compensated grey level data.

[Claim 8]

The device according to claim 6, wherein a storing frequency of grey level data

stored in the first to third memories is stored as a first frequency, and an output

10

15
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frequency of grey level data output from the first to third memories is a second

frequency that is twice of the first frequency

[Claim 9]

The device according to claim 5 or 7, wherein the memory is a frame memory

[Claim 10]

A driving device of a liquid crystal display device having a moving picture

compensation function, the driving device supplied from a data grey level signal source

10 with a grey level data of a picture signal and outputting the grey level data to a liquid

crystal display module, the driving device comprising

a data grey level signal compensation portion that divides a gtey level data

frame of a picture signal supplied from a data grey level signal source into at least two

sub frames, and outputs to the liquid crystal display panel a compensated grey level data

15 through an overshoot or undershoot driving according to comparing a grey level signal

of a previous frame and a grey level signal of a current frame, thereby making a

response speed of liquid crystal high.

[Claim 11]
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The driving device according to claim 10, wherein in case that a grey level

signai of a current frame greater than a grey level signal of a previous frame is input, the

data grey level signal compensation portion outputs a first compensated grey level data

through an overshoot driving in a sub frame located at a first half portion out of the

S divided picture frame, and ouþuts a second compensated grey level data through a

down driving to a target value from the overshot value in a sub frame located at a

second half portion out of the divided picture frame.

[Claim 12]

10 The driving device according to claim 10, wherein in case that a grey level

signal of a current frame less than a grey level signal of a previous frame is input, the

data grey level signal compensation portion outputs a third compensated grey level data

through an undershoot driving in a sub frame located at a first half portion out of the

divided picture frame, and outputs a fourth compensated grey level data through an up

15 driving to a target value from the downshot value in a sub frame located at a second half

portion out of the divided picture frame

[Claim 13]

The driving device according to claim 10, wherein the data grey level signal
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compensation portion supplies the compensated grey level data to the data driver

portion using an interlaced scanning method.

[Claim 14]

The driving device according to claim 13, wherein the data grey level signal

compensation portion includes

a controller that outputs a first control signal for writing and reading of a grey

level data when driving the fîrst sub frame, and ouþuts a second control signal for

writing and reading of a grey level data when driving the second sub frame;

10 a fîrst memory that stores a grey level data of a current frame supplied from a

data grey level source, in case that the fìrst control signal is input from the controller,

when driving the first sub frame, and outputs the grey level data of the current frame

when driving the second sub frame;

a second memory that outputs a grey level data of a previous frame, in case

lb that the second control signal is input from the controller, when driving the first sub

frame and the second sub frame; and

a data grey level signal converter that, when driving the flirst sub frame, is

supplied with a grey level data of a current frame from the data grey level signal source,

is supplied with a grey level data of a previous frame from the second frame memory,
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and ouþuts a compensated grey level data, and, when driving the second sub frame, is

supplied with a grey level data of a cunent frame from the first frame memory is

supplied with a grey level data of a previous frame from the second frame memory and

outputs a compensated grey level data to the data driver portion.

fClaim 1s]

The driving device according to claim 10, wherein the data grey level signal

compensation portion supplies the compensated grey level data to the data driver

portion using a progressive scanning method.

fClaim 16]

The driving device according to claim 15, wherein the data grey level signal

compensation portion includes:

a f,rrst memory that outputs a grey level data of a (n-2)th frame already stored

when driving a nth frame, stores a grey level data of a (n+l)th frame when driving a

(n+1)th frame, and outputs a gey level data of a (n+l)th frame already stored when

driving a (n+2)th frame;

a second memory that stores a grey level data when driving a nth frame, outputs

a g'ey level data of a nth frame already stored when driving a (n+1)th frame, and outputs

10

15
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a grey level data of a nth frame already stored when driving a (n+2)th frame;

a third memory that outputs a grey level data of a (n-1)th frame already stored

when driving a nrh frame, outputs a grey level data of a (n-1)th frame already stored

when driving a (n+l)th frame, and stores a grey level data of a (n+2)th frame already

stored when driving a (n+2)th frame;

a controller that controls writing and reading of grey level data of the first to

third memories; and

a data grey level signal 
"o.ru.n., 

that, when driving a nth frame, is supplied

with grey level data from the first and third memories and outputs a compensated grey

level data, and, when driving a (n+l)th frame, is supplied with grey level data from the

second and third memories and ouþuts a compensated grey level data, and, when

driving a (n+2)th frame, is supplied with grey level data from the frst and second

memories and ouþuts a compensated grey level data.

[Claim 17]

The driving device according to claim 16, wherein a storing frequency of grey

level data stored in the first to third memories is stored as a first frequency, and an

output frequency of grey level data output from the first to third memories is a second

frequency that is twice of the first frequency

10

15
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fClaim 18]

The driving device according to claim 14 or 16, wherein the memory is a frame

memory,

5

lClaim 191

A method of driving a liquid crystal display device having a moving picture

compensation function, the device including a plurality of gate lines, a plurality of data

lines insulated from and crossing the gate lines, and a plurality of pixels formed at

10 regions surrounded by the gate lines and the data lines, each having a switching element

connected to the gate line and the data line, and ananged in a matrix form, the method

compnsmg:

(a) a step of supplying scanning signals to the gate lines sequentially;

(b) a step of dividing one picture frame supplied from an external data grey

15 level signal source into at least two sub frames;

(c) a step of comparing a grey level signal of a current frame and a grey level

signal of a previous frame according to a grey level signal of a current frame being

input;

(d) a step of, in case that a grey level signal ofa current frame is check greater
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than a grey level of a previous frame in the step (c), conducting an overshoot driving

and generating a first data driving voltage when driving a sub frame located at a first

half portion out of the divided sub frames, and conducting a down driving to a target

value from the overshot value and generating a second driving voltage when driving a

5 sub frame located at a second half portion out of the divided sub frames;

(e) a step of, in case that a grey level signal of a current frame is check less

than a grey level of a previous frame in the step (c), conducting an undershoot driving

and generating a third data driving voltage when driving a sub frame located at a first

half portion out of the divided sub frames, and conducting an up driving to a target

10 value from the undershot value and generating a fourth driving voltage when driving a

sub frame located at a second half portion out of the divided sub frames; and

(f) a step of supplying the first to fourth driving voltages generated in the steps

(c) and (d) to the data line, thereby making a response speed of liquid crystal high.

15 [Claim 20]

The method according to claim 19, further comprising a step of, in case that a

grey level signal of a current frame is check equal to a grey level of a previous frame in

the step (c), bypassing a non-compensated grey level signal and supplying a data

voltage corresponding to the bypassed grey level signal to the data line.
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fClaim 21]

The method according to claim 19, wherein in case that the divided sub frames

are fwo, the sub frame located at the first half portion is a first sub frame, and the sub

5 frame located at the second half portion is a second sub frame.
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Declatation of RichardZech, Ph.D.

I

1

INTRODUCTION

NIy name is Dr. Richard G. Zech, and I have been retained by the iaw firm of

Mayer Brown LLP on behalf of LG Display Co. Ltd. and LG Display America, Inc. as

an expert in the relevant art.

2. I have been asked to provide my opinions and views on the materials I have

reviewed in ths case related to Ex. 1001, U.S. Patent No.7,202,843 ("the'843

Patent") ("the patent-at-issue"), and the scientific and technical knowledge tegarding

the same subject matter before and for a period following the date of the first

application for the patent-at-issue was frled.

3. I am compensated at a r^te of $250 per hour for my work, plus teimbursement

for expenses. My compensation does not depend on the outcome of this proceeding,

nor has it influenced any of my opinions in this matter

4. My opmons and underiying reasoning for this opinion are set fotth below.

A. Bacþround And Qualifications

5. A detailed record of my professional qualìfrcations is set forth in the attached

Appendix A (-y curriculum vitae), tncluding a list of publications, awards, research

grants, and professional activities. A list of my previous testimony by deposition and

at tr,al is rncluded i. *y curriculum vitae (C!.

6. I graduated fiom Lawrence Institute of Technology (now Lawrence Uruversiry)

1
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Declaration o f Richar d Zech, Ph.D

in 1965 wrth a B.S. in Eiectrical Engineering, being a Founder's Scholar eachyear of

my undergnduate studies. I then graduated fiom Univetsity of Michigan in December

196ó with an MSEE degree and in May 1g74 \Nlïh a Ph.D. in Electdcal Engrneenng

with Computer Science and Photonics minors. !Øhile at the University of Mictrigan, I

studied under leading modern optical science information ptocessing pioneers,

including Prof. Dr. E. N. Leith, Dr. A. I{ozma, Dr. A. Vander Lugt, and Prof. Dt.

Dennis Gabor (1971Nobel lauteate in physics).

7. I am currently President and Managing Pnncipal of the ADVENT Group,

which provides forensic consumer electronics test and evaluation, market research,

product development, R&D, engineering, and technology assessment services in the

^re 
s of optical and computer storage, flat panel displays, digital cameras,

nanotechnology, microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), and photonics. ADVENT

Group's main areas of expertise include consumer eiectronic technologies, such as

digital cameras and rmagrng, displays (monitors and TVs), scaflners, small computer

systems and compofl.ents, and opticai drive and media technologies. I have held \?

positions rn Engrneering, Nlarkeung and Sales, and Stategic Planning. In 1990 I was

President and COO of the New Interfrle Cotporation. I therefore have both a

knowledge of and perspective on the industries rn wh,rch I have expertìse, including

flat panel drsplays.

Ât the University of Nlichigan I began a lifetime of research and development

2
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Declaration of RichardZech, Ph.D

in the highly specialized areàs of optical ðata and image storage, processlng,

computing, and communicadons, as well as image capture and display. Whjle

completing my Masters and Doctotate education at the Univetsity of Michigan, I

performed research in the ateas of holography, optical data processing and stotage,

light-sensitive materials, lasets, displays, and gtating ruling engines. I also wotked on

research and development of pioneering recording and processing systems for optical

storage and image correction and enhancement.

9. I have extensive experience with displays of various qrpes. In the 1960s and

1970s, I worked with liquid crystal displays for numerous applications. The primary

ones being as page composers (input devices) for prototype 3D holographic

memories for NASA and large (up to 4x5 foot) monochrome and color displays for

data fusion analysis (ciassified USAF contract; an eaùy part of the 3O-mlnute war

scenario project). By today's standatds, this was a1lvery crude. I also worked on head-

up displays for USAF fighter urcraft and holographic opucal elements (HOE) for

FLIR (forward lookrng infrared) sensors. In the 1980s my intetests turned to plasma

displays, which were well developed, for example, by IBM. In 1995 at the National

Associatj.on of Broadcasters (ltJAB) Show I saw the futute thanks to a demonsttation

at the Toshiba booth: real high-definition TV shown on a latge (1920x1080) liqurd

crystal display (LCD). From that time to the present, LCDs have been an impottant

part of my consuiting practice.

J
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Declaration of Richar d Zech, Ph.D

10. I have nearly 50 years of electrical arid compllter engineering expeflence trt

research and development, product development, systems engineering, and program

management, including being principal investigator role. My work experience relates

to advanced technologies for capturing, processing, and storing large data sets, such as

LandSAT satellite datz for NASA and the Departrnent of Defense. I have been

involved with pioneering work in the fields of holography, 3D holographic memories,

optical data storage on disc, tape, and card, flat panel displays, lasers, materials

science, and input/output devices. Since my graduation from the University of

Michigan, I have taken numerous corlrses and seminars to increase my technical

knowledge, and I have publ-ished neady 200 papers and reports.

1,1,. In the 1980s, as part of my modernization plan while Director of

Communications systems (ater, VP/Chief Technology Officer) at McGraw-Hil| I

introduced personal compr.]ters €Cr), Iocal arca networks (LANs), document image

mânagement systems with ^î emphasis ofì displays for electronic information

products. Starnng in the 1990s, I have been tesearching ways to improve the

performance, reliabiJity, and lower the cost of high-performance of LCD and other

t¡rpes of displays.

1,2. I also have considerable experience with light emitting diodes (I-EDs) and

CCD and CNIOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) image serìsors through

my work in 3D holographrc memodes (in r,vhich the image serisor is the output

LGD 000610
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device, and drgital cameras). LEDs are now the preferred ìight source for backlighting

LCDs

B. Information Considered

13. In addition to my general knowledge gained as a result of my education and

experience in this fi.eld, I have reviewed and considered, âmong other things, the '843

Patent, its prosecution historf, the prior afi of recotd, and certain other prior art

references as discussed in this declaration.

14. The full list of information that I have considered in forming my opinions for

this report is set forth throughout the repofi 
^nd 

listed in the attached Appendix B

II. Legal Standards

15. In forming my opinions and considering the patentability of the claims of the

'843 Patent, I am relying upon certain legal principles that counsel has explained to

me.

16. I understand that for aninvention claimed in a patent to be found patentable, it

must be, among other things, new and not obvious in Light of what came before it.

Patents and publications which predated the invention are generally referred to as

"ptrot àrï."

17. I understand that in this proceeding the burden is on the party asserting

unpatentabiJity to prove it by a preponderance of the evidence. I understand that "a

5
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preponderance of the evidence" is evidence sufficient to show that a fact is more

likely than not.

18. I understand that in this proceeding, the claims must be given their broadest

reasonable interpretation consistent with the specification. The claims after being

construed in tkus marìner are then to be compared to information that was disciosed

in the pdor art.

A. Person of Ordinary Skilt in the Art

19. I have been informed that the ciaims of a patent are judged fiom the

perspective of a hypothetical construct involving "a person of ordinary skill in the

^rt." 
Tlne "art" is the field of technology to which the patent is related. I understand

that the pulpose of using a person of ordinary skill in the art's viewpoint is objectivity.

Thus, I understand that the question of validity is viewed from the petspective of a

person of ordinary skill in the art, and not fiom the perspective of (a) the inventor, þ)

a 1a¡person, or (c) a person of extraorditruty skill in the art. I have been informed that

the claims of the patent-at-issue âre interpreted as a person of ordinary skill in the art

would have understood them in the relevant time period (i.e., when the patent

application was flled or eadiest effective frling date).

6
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20. It is my opinion that a one of ordinary skill in the art would be an electrical

engineer with at least a BS degree þreferably a NIS degree) and 3-5 yeârs of circuit

desþ experience.

21,. I understand that a "person of ordinary skill is also a person of ordinary

creativity, not an automaton" anð. that would be especially ttue of anyone developing

technology for LCD panels.

B. Anticipation

22. I understand that the fotlowing standards govern the determination of whether

^patent 
claim is "anticipated" by the prior art. I have applied these standards it -y

analysis of whether claims of the '843 Patent were anticipated at the tjme of the

tnvenLon.

23. I understand that 
^p^tent 

claim is "anticipated'by a single prior artreference

if that reference discloses each element of the ctaim in a srngle embodiment. A prior

art reference may anticipate a clarLrn inhetently if an element is not expressly stated, if

the prior afi rcecesvriþ includes the claim limitations.

24. I understand that the test for anticipation is performed in two steps. First, the

claims must be interpreted to determine their meaning. Second, a prior art reference is

analyzed to determine whether every claim element, as interpreted rn the first step, is

7
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present in the reference. If atl the elements of a patent clarm are present in the prior

art reference, then that claim is anticipated and is invalid.

25. I understand that it is acceptable to examine extrinsic evidence outside the

prior art reference in determining whethet a feat:*re, while not expressly discussed in

the refetence, is necessarily present v/ithin that reference.

C. Obviousness

26. I understand that a claim can be invalid in view of prior art íf the differences

between the subject matter claimed and the prior art are such that the claimed subject

mâtter as a whole wouid have been "obvious" at the time the invention was made to a

person having ordinary skill in the art.

27. I understand that the obviousrìess standard is defi.ned 
^t 

35 U.S.C. \ 103(a). I

understand that a claim is obvious over a prior afi reference if that refererlce,

combined with the knowledge of one skilled in the art or other prior art references

discloses each and every element of the recited ciarm.

28. I also understand that the relevant irq*ty into obviousness requires

consideration of four factors:

à. The scope and content of the prior art;

b. The differences between the prior art and the claims at issue;

c. The knowledge of a person of ordinary ski1l in the pertinent art; and

8
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d. Objective factors indicatìng obviousness or non-obviousness may be

present rn 
^ny 

partì.cular case, such factors including commercial success of products

covered by the patent claims; a long-felt need for the invention; failed attempts by

others to make the invention; copyrng of the invention by others in the field;

unexpected results ackrieved by the invention; praise of the inventj.on by the infringer

or others in the field; the taking of ücenses under the patent by others; expressions of

surprise by experts and those skilled in the att àt the making of the invention; and that

the patentee proceeded contrary to the accepted wisdom of the prior art.

29, I understand that when combining two or more refetences, orl.e should

consider whether a teaching, suggestiofi, or motivation to combine the references

exists so as to avoid impermissibie hindsight. I have been informed that the

application of the teaching, suggestion or motivation test should not be tigdly

applied, but rather is an expansive and flexrble test. For example, I have been

informed that the cofiltnon serise of a person of ordinary skill in the art carr serve as

motivation for combining referefices.

30. I understand that the content of a patent ot other printed publication should be

interpreted the way a person of ordinary skill in the art would have interpreted the

reference as of the effective fihng date of the patent application for the '843 Patent. I

have assumed that the person of ordinary skill is a hypothetical person who is

presumed to be 
^w^re 

of all the petinent informati.on that quaüfies as prior art. In

9
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addition, the person of ordinary skill in the art makes inferences and creative steps

He or she is not an automaton, but has ordinary creativity

31,. I have been informed that the application that issued as the '843 patent was

filed in 2004. Flowever, the application claims priority to a foreþ parent application

that was filed on November 1,7, 2003. As a result, I wül assume the reievant time

period for determining what one of ordinary skill in the art knew is Novembet 17,

2003, the effective filing date for pu{poses of this proceeding.

D: Claim Construction

32. I have been informed that a claim subject to Inter Parte¡ Review is given its

"broadest reasonable construction in light of the specification of the patent in which

it appears." I have been informed that this means that the wotds of the claim are

glven their plain meaning from the petspective of one of ordinary skill in the art

unless that meaning is inconsistent with the specification. I understand that the "plain

meaning" of a term means the ordinary and customary meaning glven to the term by

those of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention and that the ordinary and

customary meaning of a term may be evidenced by a vanery of sources, rncluding the

words of the claims, the specificadon, drawings, and prior art.

LGD 000616
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33. I understand that in construing claims "[a]11 words in a clakn must be

considered in judgrng the patentability of that claim against the prior art." (À,{PEP S

2143.03, citing In re ll/ilson, 424 F,2d 1382, 1385 (CCPÀ 1970)).

34. I understand that extrinsic evidence may be consulted for the meaning of a

ctaim term as long as it is not used to conttadict claim meaning that is unambiguous in

light of the intrinsic evidence. Phillþs u. AIT/If Corp., 41,5 F.3d 1303, 1,324 ffed Cir.

2005) (citing Vitronia Corp. u. Conceptronic, Inc.,90 F.3d 1,57 6, 1,583-84 (Fed. Cir. 1,996))'

35. I also understand that in construing claim tems, the general meanings gleaned

from reference sources must always be compared against the use of the terms in

context, and the intrinsic record must always be consulted to identifu which of the

different possible dictionary meanings is most consistent with the use of the words by

the inventor. See, e.g., Fergason Beaaregardf I-ogic Control¡ a. Mega S1:tems,350 F.3d 1327,

1338 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (citing Brookhill-Wilþ, l,l l C a. Intaitiae Surgical, Inc.,334 F.3d

1294, 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2003)).

NI. THE'843 PATENT

A. Speci{ication Of The'843 Patent

36. The '843 Patent generally relates to circuits and methods for dti..ittg a ìiquid

crystal display ('LCD") panel. The LCD panel 30 descnbed in the '843 Patent

includes a number of well-known components cofiìmorÌ rn prior at LCD panels,

LGD 000617
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includrng a piurality of scan llnes 32 (also caìled gate lines), a plurality of. data lines 34,

andaplurality of pixels 36. Ex. 1001, at1.:27-3L,3:37-40.

37. Each plrel 36 includes a switching device 38 (e.g., a thin-film transi.stor, also

known as a "TFT') and a liquid crystal device 39 (also called a "pixel electode"). Id.

at 3:40-43. These components are shown in Fig. 4 of the '843 Patent (annotated and

reproduced below), which also shows that the gate of the switching device 38 in each

plrel is connected to the corresponding scan )ine 32, while the soutce of the switching

device in the pixel is connected to the corresponding data lne 34.Ld. at3:43-47.

38. The LCD panel 30 is driven by appþing scan line voltages to the scan lines 32

to turn on the swrtching devices 38 and applpng data impulses to the data lines 34 to

charge the liquid crystal devices 39 vta the switching devices 38.1d.
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The time that the pixel electrode needs to react to a driving voltage is called "response

time." As was well known prior to November 1,7,2003 (the effective filing date for

the '843 Patent), the quality of a video image shown on an LCD panel is dependent, in

part, on this response time; the faster the response time, the better the image quality.

In this regard, r}re'843 Patent explains that a delay in the response tjme in an LCD

panel câuses image defects such as blurnng, and describes the need for improving the

LCD response speed. Id. at 1:21.-26, 1,:62-2:2.

39. The '843 Patent discusses and claims two previously known techniques for

imptoving the fesponse time and resultant image quality of LCDs: (1)

"overdriving" th. sþal data; and (2) rncreasing the refiesh rate (e.g., doubling the

refresh rate) of the individual pixels.

40. As the '843 Patent explains, "ovefdriving2' involves "applying a hlghet or a

lower data impulse to the plrel electrode to accelerate the reaction speed of the liqurd

crystal molecules, so that the plxel can reach the predetermined gray level in a

predetermined ftame period." Id. at2:2-7

41. In simple terms, overdriving enables a plrel to change from one gray level (.e.,

shade of color) to another more qurckly by either boosting or decreasrng the

requested pixel value (i.e., voitage). The intended effect is to increase the difference in

LGD 000619
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s1gnal between the before and after pi-rel values such that the boosted signal will

achieve the actual desired level of change (i.e., the non-boosted difference) more

quickly.

42. In other words, by pushing (or pulling) the gray level harder þoosting the

signal), the desired plrel value is obtained faster. The faster change in pirel value,

because it takes less time, reduces the amount of time required for the pixel to change

state, meaning the LCD has a faster response time.

43. The '843 Patent admits that the overdriving was known in the pdot art.

According to the '843 Patent, " [sJame as the prior att, the latger the value of the

pixel data is li.e. overdriving], the h,rghet the voltage of the corresponding data

impulse is, and the latger the gtay level value ís." See id. at 4:17-1'9 (emphases

added). In this regard, the '843 Patent acknowledges that the "convendonal

overdriving method" taught in the prior art could be used to increase LCD response

speed. Id. at 1.:60-2:11..

44. The '843 Patent identified U.S. Patent AppJication Publicatj.on No. 2002-

0050965 A1 to Oda et al. as "one of the references of the conventional overdriving

method." Id. Genenlly, an overdrive value - i.e., the amount to boost or decrease the

data value - is computed by comparing a given plrel's preuious gtay level (also

14
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referred to as "transmission rate") with the plrel's cutrent gray level in order to

predict whether and how much the gray level is increasing or decreasng. Id. at 5:34-

44. The'843 Patent does not add anything new to thrs already known method for

computing the overddve value.

45. The '843 Patent alleges that, while capable of improving response time to a

certain extefìt, overdriving alone does not achieve adequate petformance, namely

reaching a desired transmission rate within a single fuame period. See id. at 2:7-1'2,Ftg.

2. As shown in Figure 2 of the'843 Patent (reproduced below), a single ovetdriven

sþal C2 ts purpotedly unable to reach 
^target 

transmission rate T2 within a single

frame period N. Rather, according to this Figure, in the prior art, C2 would only reach

T2 1n the next frame period, N+1. According to the disclosure, since the pixels are

unable to reach predetermined grey levels within a given fizime period, the image

could experience blurring. Id. at 1:21'-37 .

LGD 000621
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46. To enabie a signal to reach 
^ 

t^rget transmissiorÌ rate T2 within a single frame

period, the '843 Patent suggests applymg two or more overdriven impulses to each

pixel within the given fiame period. Id. at 4:20-40. For example, as shown in Figure 6

T2

?l
n

---J"*
l

-*

tti.

ïn

þ

t'lnIft: n+3 n+5n+"il
t'rame {doublexl}

f:rame {originall
N I ll+l il+2

Fis, 6
of the '843 Patent (reproduced below), each srngle frame pedod is drvided into two

segments. The Frame N+1 is divided into the segments ni2 and n*3. Two

overdriven data impulses are then apphed to these two segments (e.g., one impulse

during n-12 and a second during n+3) to the pixel v¡ithin the given frame period (e.g.,

N+1). This method allegedly allows the signal to reach a target transmission rate Ç2)

urithin a single frame period (e.g., N+1).1d. at1:39-41.,3:1.5-4:43,5:45-55
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47. Figure 3 (reproduced below, left) schematically illustrates an embodiment of

the circuit for driving the LCD panei 30. The dti..i.g circuit 10 inciudes a blur clear
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converter 1,4, a source driver 18, and ^ gate driver 20. The blur clear converter L4

continuously receives, through a sþal controller 12, a plurahry of fiame data G. The

frame data inciudes the data necessâry to drive all of the pixels of the panel 30. The

blur clear coflverter 14 then generates the ovetdriven pixel data for each pixei within

each frame period based on the fuallrte data. Id. at 3:24-2& Figure 5 (reproduced

below, tlghÐ shows two overdriven pixel data GN*1 and GN+1Q) genented by the

blur cleat converter 1"4 for each pixel in the frame period N+1.

48. The source driver 18 then converts the ovetdriven pixel data (e.g., GN+1 and

GN+1(2)) into the corresponding data impuises. Id. at 3:28-36. The data rmpulses are

applied to the liquid crystal device 39 of a pixel within the frame period (e.g., at each

half of the frame period N+1) via the data line 34 n order to control the transmission

rate of the liquid crystal device 39. Id. at 4:8-1.4. The gate driver 20 genentes the

17
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corresponding scan line voltage and appäes it to the scan line 32 to tutn on the

swttching device 38 of the plrel so that the data impulses from the source driver 18

can be applied to the liquid crystal device 39 of the pixel. Id. at3:28-36

B. Claims 1,4,8, and 9 Of The '843 Patent

49. Independent Clâim 1 of the '843 Patent is an apparatus claim directed to a

driving circuit for drivrng an LCD panel. The claimed driving circuit "generatfes] a

pluruliq, of overdriven pixel data v¡ithin every frame period fot each pixel." (Id. at

Claim 1) (emphasis added). Thus, Claim 1 (and Ciaims 2 and 3 depending therefrom)

requires circuitry for applying two oÍ mote overdriven impulses to each pixel within

a frame pedod, as shown in Figures 5 and 6 above.

50. Independent Clarm 4 ts a method claim directed to driving an LCD display. In

contrast to Clarm 1, Clâim 4 (and claims 5-9 depending therefrom) merely require

"generating a plurulity of data impulses for each plrel within every frame period

according to the frame data." Qd. at Claim 4) (emphasis added). Thus, Claims 4-9 do

not require performing the overdrive technique.

IV. PRIOR ART ANALYSIS

51. I now tum to the references applied in the grounds for rejections discussed in

the Petiuon for inter partet review. In my analysis, I will speci{ica\ address the

following references:

18
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52. I aiso provide the following table to demonstrate how terms used in the prior

art rrJrate to the terms used in the '843 Patent. For example, as I mentioned above, a

gate line is also called a scan line and a switching device is also called a TFT.

A. Korean Patent Application No. 2000-0073673 ("Lee")

53. Lee discloses a üquid crystal dtsplay device including an LCD panei, data and

gate driver portions, and a data grey level slgnal compensation portion. Ex. 1010, at

pp. 5-6; Fig. 8. The gate driver portion "supplies scanning signals sequentially" (id. at

35:1,4) and the data driver portion "d^ta drivet portion 300 changes the compensated

I9
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grey level signal Gn'...into the correspondiog gr.y level voltage (data voltage) and

applies the voltage to the datzbne" (id. at21:4-6). "Regions surrounded by the gate

lines and the data ünes each form a pixel," each of which includes "a thin flim

transistor 110, a gate electrode and a source electtode of which are connected to the

gate line and the data line, respectively, and a pixel capacitor Cl and a storage

capacitor Cst that are connected to a ðtun electrode of the thin fikn transistor 11'0."

Id. at 20:6-1.2.

54. Tlne data grey level sþal compensation portion "divides a g.ey ievel data fuame

of a picture sþat supplied from a data grey level sþal source into at least two sub

frames, and outputs to the liqurd crystal display panel a compensated grey level data

through an overshoot or undershoot driving according to companng a grey level

signal of a previous fiame and a grey level signal of a current frame, thereby making a

response speed of liquid crystal high." Id. at 40:1,2-1,7; see al.ro Figs. 13a and 13b'

55. Lee discloses that the frame memory "c^n be confi.gured totally with 3 frame

memorìes, a picture signal input in the cuffent frame is wrote on the ftst frame

memory 426 at 601z,a picture srgnal wrote 1, framebefore is stored in the second

memory 427, ar.Ld a picture signal wrote 2 frames before is stored in the third

memory 428." Id. at32:8-11..
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't. Claim L Is Anticipated By Lee

Ciaim I

56. Claim 1 of the '843 Patent recites

1,. A d"inirg circuit for driving ^n 
LCD panel, the LCD panel

compflsmg:

a plurality of scan lines;

a plurality of data lines; and

a plurality of pixels, each pixel being connected to a corresponding scan

line and a corresponding data line, and each pixel comprising a liquid
crystal device and a switching device connected to the corresponding

scan line, the corresponding data line, and the liqurd crystal device,

the driving circuit comprising: a blur clear convetter for receiving frame

data every frame period, each frame data comprising a plurality of plrel
data and each plrel data conesponding to a pixel,

the blur cleat converter delaying cuffent frame data to generate delayed

frante data and generating a plurality of overdriven pixel data within
every frame period for each plrel;

a soufce ddver for generatttg u plurality of data impulses to each plrel
according to the plurality of overdriven pixel data genetated by the blut
clear converter and âpplFng the data impulses to the liquid crystal device

of the pixel r,ra the scan line connected to the pkel wrthrn one frame

penod in order to control transmission rate of the liquid crystal device;

and

^ 
g te driver for applyng a scan line voltage to the switch device of the

plrel so that the data impulses can be applied to the liquid crystal device

of the plrel.

57. It is my opinion that Lee discloses each and every element of Claim 1 of the

LGD 000627
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'843 Patent.

58. Lee discloses the scan lines of Claim 1, referring to them as "gate lines." Lee

discloses a liquid crystal display and driving device. Ex. 1010, at 4:2-3. More

specifically, Lee discioses a liquid crystal display device panel 100 that i¡cludes a

piurality of gate lines S1-Sn for supptying scanning sþals provided by gate drivet

200. Id. at20:6-7,35:1,3-1,5. Thus, Lee discloses an LCD panel comprising "a plurality

of scan lines," as required by Claim 1.

59. Next, Lee discloses data lines. Lee discioses that the liquid crystal display device

panel 100 includes a plurality of data lines DL-Dm, which transfet data or picture

signals. Id. at20:6-7;35:1.3-1,5; Fig. 8. Thus, Lee discloses an LCD panel compdsing

"a piurality of data lifl.es," as required by Claim 1.

60. Lee discloses that the scan lines and data lines àre connected to pixels

Specificaliy, Lee discloses "fr]egions surrounded by the gate lines and the data lines

each form a plrel." Id. at 20.8-1.2; Fig. 8. Each pixel includes "a thin filrn transistot

110 fswitching device], ^ gte electrode and a source electrode of which are

connected to the gate line and the data line, respectively, and a pr.rel capacitot Cl and

a storage capacitor Cst fcollectively, ìiqurd crystal device] that are connected to a

drain electrode of the thin flirntransistot 110." Id. at20:9-1.2. Thus, Lee discloses "a

plurality of pixeis, each pixel being connected to â corresponding scan line and a

22
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corresponding data line, and each pixel comprising a üquid crystal device and a

switching device connected to the corresponding scan line, the corresponding data

line, and the liquid crystal der.ice," as required by Claim 1.

61,. Lee discloses that the liquid crystal display device includes a data gtey level

compensation portion 400 (i.e., picture sþal compensation circuit) that provides

data for the ðzta driver 300. As shown in Figures 13a and 13b, the data

compensauon srgnal portion 400 includes a frame memory portion 420 (including

first and second frarne memories 422 and 424), synthesizer 4L0, controller 430, data

grey level signal converter 442, and a sep^n^tor 450. Id. at 26:1.5 - 28:17 . The frame

memory portion 420 stores grey level sþals for a plutality of pixels during each

frame period. Id. at 27:1,-7. Thus, Lee discloses a "driving ctcuit comprising: a blur

clear converter for receiving frame data every frame period, each frarr'e data

comprising a plurality of pixel data and each pixel data conesponding to a pixel," as

required by Claim 1.

62. Lee discloses that the fiame memory portion 420 ouçuts a gtey level sþal of

a previous frame to the data grey level signal converter 442, or outputs a grey levei

signal of a current írarrte and a grey level signal of a previous frame akeady stored to

the data grey level signal conveftef 442. Id. at27:1.-7. As shown in trig. 13a, "when

the grey level sþal Gn of the current frame and the grey level signal Gn-1 of the

previous frame output from the frame memory portion 420...the frst compensated
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grey level signal Gn*'is output in the fìrst sub ftzme (+)...and the second

compensated grey level signal Gn-' is output ln the second sub frame O." Id. at

28:1.9 - 29:4.

63. Lee discloses that "the first compensated grey level signal is an overshoot

compensated grey level sþat Liq the gtey level signal of the current frame lis]

greatú than the grey level slgnâl of the previous frarne, and is ân undershoot

compensâted grey level signal . . . [t{ th. grey levei sþat of the current ftame [is]

less than the grey level sþal of the previous fraÍne." Id. at29:5-9 (emphases added).

As shown in Figure 12 below, "an overshoot driving is conducted in a ftst sub frame

n* out of the divided picture frame, and a dti.ri.g with the overshot value tolled

back to an origrnally desired target value is conducted in a second sub frame n-." Id.

at25:1.0-13.

Tbansmission

./olL'

n-I n+l*trf Fras¡e

Ex. 10L0, Lee,Fíg.1,2.
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64. The '843 Patent defines overdriving as "applying a higher or a lower data

impulse to the plxel electrode to accelerate the reaction speed of the liqurd crystal

molecules, so that the pixel can reach the predetermined gray level in a

predetermined frame period." Ex. 1001, '843 Patent, 2:3-7 (emphases added).

Thus, the "ove$hoot" and "roll back," occuring respectively in the first and second

sub-frames constitute a plurality of overdriven impulses within a single frame. Lee

therefore discloses "the blur clear convertet delaying current frame data to generate

delayed frame daø and generating a piural-ity of overdriven plrel data within every

frame period fot each pixel," of Claim 1.

65. Lee discloses a data driver portion 300 that converts the compensated grey

level sþal (received from data grey level signal compensation portion 400) "into the

corresponding grey level voltage (data voltage) and applies the voltage to the data

lifl.e." Ex. 1010, at 21:5-6. Thus, Lee discloses a "source driver for generatitg u

plurality of data impulses to each pixel according to the plurality of overdriven plrel

data generated by the blur clear converter and applþg the data impulses to the

liquid crystal device of the pixel via the scan line connected to the plrel within one

frame period in order to control transmission rate of the liqurd crystal dertice," as

required by Claim 1.

66. Lee discloses a gate driver 200 for supplyrng scanning srgnals to the gate lines

of the liquid crystai drsplay panel. See id. at 20:2-8;2013-15. Thus, Lee discloses "a
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gate driver for applpng a scan Line voitage to the switch device of the pixel so that

the data impulses can be applied to the liquid crystal device of the plxel," as required

by Claim 1.

67 . Thus, Lee discloses all of the limitations of Claim 1 of the '843 Patent.

2. Claim 4 Is Anticipated By Lee

Claim 4

68. Ciaim 4 of the '843 Patent recites:

4. A method for dtir.itg a liquid crystal display (l-CD) panel, the LCD
panel comprising:

a pluraìity of scan lines;

a plurality of data lines; and

a plurality of pixeis, each pixel being connected to a coffesponding scan

line and a corresponding data line, and each pixel comprising a liquid
crystal device and a switching device connected to the corresponding
scan line, the corresponding data 1ine, and the liquid crystal device, and

the method compdsing: receiving continuously a plurality of kame data;

generating a plurality of data impulses for each pixel withrn evefy frame
penod according to the fr.ame data; and

apptymg the data impulses to the liqurd crysta1 device of one of the

plrels v/ithin one fiame pedod via the data line connected to the plrel in
ordet to controi a tfansmission rate of the liqurd crystal device of the

plrel.

69. Lee discloses each and every element of Claim 4 of the '843 Patent. CIurr' 4

recites nearþ identical functj.onality to that of the apparatus in Claim 1, with the
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exception of "overdriving," which is required by Claim 1 but not Claim 4. As a

result, the disclosure identified in Lee above meets all limitauons of Clarm 4

70. For example, Lee Figure 8 (and accompanying disclosure) meets the "plurality

of scan lifl.e," "plurality of data lifl.e," "and plurality of pixel" limitations of Clatm 4.

Lee also discloses "receiving contìnuously a plurality of frame data"," via the frame

memodes of the data grey ievel slgnâl compensation portion 8, which also

"generatfes] a plurality of impulses for each plrel within every frarne period

according to the frame d^t^." These pulses are then applied by the data driver 300

(i.e., source driver) to the liquid crystal dispiay device of the plrels (i.e., capacitors Cl

and Cst) to "control the transmission rate of the liquid crystai display device," per

Figure 12, which depicts a plurality of datarmpulses within a single fiøLnl,e period (i.e.,

a faster fuarrie rate)

71,. Thus, Lee disclose s a1l of the limitations of Claim 4 of the '843 Patent.

3. Claim 8 Is Anticipated By Lee

Ciaim I

72. Claim 8 of the '843 Patent recites

8. The method of claim 4 further comprising:

applying â scan line voltage to the switch device of the plrel via the scan

line connected to the plrel in order to have the data impulses be apphed

to the liquid crystal device of the plxel.
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73. Lee discloses each and every element of ciarm B. As discussed above, Lee

discloses "a gafe ddver portion that supplies scanning sþais sequentially." Id. at

35:1.4, Lee discloses that each pixel includes 
^ 

gate electrode "corìnected to the gate

lifl.e." Id. at 20:1,4-1,5. Thus, Lee discloses the step of "applying a scan line voltage to

the switch device of the pixel vra the scan line connected to the pi.el in order to have

the data impulses be applied to the liqurd crystal device of the pixel," of Claim 8.

7 4. Thus, Lee discloses all of the limitations of Claim 8 of the '843 Patent.

4. Claim 9 Is Anticipated By Lee

Ciaím 9

75. Claim 9 of the'843Patent recites

9. The method of claim 4 wherein each frame dzta comprises a plurality

of plrel data, and each pixel data corresponds to a pixel.

76. Lee discloses each and every element of Claim 9. As discussed above, Lee

discloses a frame memory portion 420 that stores grey level signals for a plwrality of

plrels during each frame period, and outputs a grey level signal of a previous or

current frame. Id. at 27:1-7. Thus, Lee discloses "each frame data comprisfing] a

plurality of plrel data, and each pixel daTa corespondfing] to a pixel," as required by

Clâim 9.

77 . Thus, Lee discloses all of the limitations of Claim 9 of the '843 Patent.
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B. U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2002/0044115 ('Jinda")
And Japanese Laid Open Application Publication JPH06623554
("Miyai")

78. I understand that Jinda was published on Aptil 1.8, 2002 and is prior art to the

'843 Patent under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. S 102(b). Jinda was cited by the Applicant

dudng prosecution of the '843 Patent, but 'was rìot referred to or discussed by the

Examiner. As discussed beiow, the EPO found that Jinda anticipated virtually

identical claims to those in question here, but the Applicant never told the USPTO

about the EPO's fìndings.

79. Like the '843 Pztent, Jinda discloses a method for "improvrng the response

characteristic of liquid crystals and further improving the display quality of dynamic

images" in "matrix type" liquid crystai displays. Ex. 1008, Jinda, T [0007], see also fl

[0002]. For example, Jinda incorporates Japanese Laid Open Applicanon Publication

JPH06623554 ("Miyai") by reference, and identifies various issues with

"conventional" LCDs, including the LCD disclosed in Miyai.

80. Nliya1 which I understand was published on Nlarch 4,1.994 and is prior art to

the '843 Patent under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. S 102(b), discloses a conventional LCD

panel that includes a matrix of pxels, each of which includes a liquid crystal device

and a switching device. Ex. 1009, Miyai, ï [0003], Fig. 3(a). Each switching device is

connected to 
^ 

g te (or scan) line and a data ltne. Id. Given the commonality of the

components, it is unsurprising that the LCD panel of Miyai þelow, left) is identical
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to that of the '843 Patent þelow, right):
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81. The "conventional liquid crystal panef' referenced in Jinda (and discussed in

greater detail in Miyai) includes a matrix of pixels 2, each of which includes a liquid

crystal device 2 artd,a switching device 1 (i.e., a TFT). Ex. 1009, English Translation !f

[0003]. The switching device is connected to a. g te line and a data line. This

arrangement is shown in Figure 3(a) of the incorporated Miyui teference, which is

reproduced and annotated below:
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(e)
Video *ignûl S

4
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. Switchlzl
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\

Liquid
Crystal
Device{r/

Pixel

82. Jinda discloses the same two techniques as the '843 Patent for improving image

quality of a conventional LCD panel (e.g., the LCD Panel of Miyai), namely, (1)

overdriving the signal data; and (2) rncreasing the refresh r^te of the prxeis.

83. Jinda discloses a circuit for receiving an input image signal comprising multiple

fiames of video. Ex. 1008, Jinda, T [0036], Fig. 1. Frame data is sequentially written

into one of the first, second, or thìrd frame memodes, as shown in Figure 1,l¡elow. Id.

T t0036]. At any glven point in time, one fiame memory will contain the current frame

datz, a second will contain the previous frame data, and a third is available to receive

new frame data.Id. TT t00371-[0038], Figs. 1-3.

,5
G¿te

Line

Data
LineaL

(¡
q.
:1.
4{t

Source driver

Video.{"C
driving drcuit
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84. "Arithmetic unit 4" retrieves data from the frame memory (1, 2, or 3) and

compares the "data value of the previous image sþal and the data value of the

cu:rent image signaìi' to output overdriven plrel data. Id.ll 10039]. In this regard,

Jinda explains: (u) "u data vafue of a value greater than the data value of the current

image signal is written when the data vaiue of the cuffefit image signal is greater than

the data value of the previous image signal"; and þ) "a data value of ava)ue smaller

that the data value of the cuÍrent image slgnal is written when the data value of the

current image srgnal is smaller than the datavafie is smaller than the data value of the

previous image sþal." Id. In other words, the output data for a given fiame is

overdriven based on the prior frame's image slgnal.

85. This is illustrated in the iook-up table of Figure 4 of Jnda (reproduced below)

\Mhen the data value of the previous image srgnal is 20 and the data value of the

current image signal is 10, a lower (overdriven) signal value of 8 will be outputted. By

contrast, when the data value of the previous image signal is L0 and the data value of

the current image signal is 20, a higher (overdriven) signal value of 22 will be

outputted. According to Jinda, this overdriving technique is necessary to "to make

FRAME L}OTJIDAHITHFTI'N
Uþ¿IT
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the liquid crystals have a rapid response." Id.Sl10006]

Fig,4
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86. In addiuon, Jinda teaches applylng the ovetdriven image data to each pixel a

"pluraäty of times withifl one vertical synchtotizaaon interval" (i.e., within one

frzme period). See, e.g., id.l1001,0f; xe also IT [0041]-100421. Jinda explains "that the

repetitive input of the data value þ) i. effective for the improvement of the rise of

the light transmittance (c) of the [LCD] device," which reduces bluring and increases

image quality. Id.1[ 10042]; ne abo T 1004ó]). In one embodiment, the transmission r^te

of the LCD rnput data is doubled (Id.\ [0041], Fig. 5), while, in another embodiment,

the tansmission lzLte of the LCD rnput data is tripled (Id.\ [0067], Fig. 16). This

enables "achievement of high-speed image display and the improvement of the

dynamic image display quality." Id.11100451.

87 . Figure 5 of Jinda shows the application of two ovetdriven data impulses in each

frame period. Fþre 5 of Jinda is noticeably indistinguishable from Figure 6 of the

aa
-lJ

583 1 27.3
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'843 Patent.

t. Jinda, Eithet Alone Or In Combination With Miyai'
Discloses All Elements Of Claim L

Claím 1

88. Claim 1 of the '843 Patent recites

1,. A dtinirg circuit for dtilritg an LCD panel, the LCD panel
comprising:

a plurality of scan lines;

a pluraJity of data lines; and

a pluraJrty of pixels, each pixel being connected to a coffesponding scan

line and a corresponding data line, and each pixel comprising a liquid
crystâl device and a switchtng device connected to the corresponding
scan line, the corresponding data line, and the liquid crystai device,

the driving circuit comprising: a blur cleat convertet for receiving ftame
data every frar.rre period, each frame data comprising a plurality of plxel
data and each pixel data corcesponding to a pixel,

the blur clear converter delaying current frame data to genefate delayed

frame data and genetating a plurality of overdriven pixel data withln
every frame period for each plrel;

a soufce driver for generâtittg u plurality of data impulses to each plrel
according to the plurality of overdriven pixel data generated by the blur
clear converter and appþing the data impulses to the liquid crystal device

of the pixel via the scan line connected to the plxel wrthin one frame

period in order to control transmission rate of the liquid crystal device;

and

^ 
g te driver for applying a scân line voltage to the switch device of the

plrel so that the data impulses can be applied to the ìiquid crystal device
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of the pixel.

It is my opirrion thatJinda, either alone or in combination wrth Miyai, discloses89

each and every element of Claim 1.

90. Jinda discloses a driving circuit for a liquid crystal display device. Ex. 1008, T

f0019]; Fig. 1. Jinda incorporates by reference the disclosure of Miyai, which

discloses a liquid crystal panel 2, including scan lines provided by a gate drivet 5,

which is shown in annotated Fþre 3a beiow:

{*}
V4ó ¡¡¡Ë¡* *

+ Sourre.driver
&

þ-* sate füne

¿

r
PÍxei

Gate drive, scan line

Miyui, Fig. 3a. See al¡o Ex. 1009, Miyui Trans, !f3. Though only one pixel, scan 1ine,

and, dataline are expressly depicted in Fþre 3a, in ordet for the LCD to function

propedy as a display device, the panel would necessarily have included a pixel array,

including a plurahty of scan and datz lines. Thus, iVliyai inherently discloses an LCD

panel comprising'.'aplurdity of scan lines," as required by Claim 1.

91,. Miyui discloses a liquid crystal drsplay rnciudrng a plurality of data lines. Jinda

35
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incorporates Nliyai by reference, which discloses data lj.nes ptovided by source driver

3. Ex. 1009, Miyui, Fig. 3a. Though only a srngle line is expressly depicted tn Miyar,

Figure 3a, Ihe panel would necessarily have included a pixel array, inciuding a

pluratity of scan and data lines. Thus, Miyui inherently discloses an LCD panel

comprising "a pluraliq of data lines," as required by Claim 1.

92. Miyui discloses a pixel intersecting the scan and data lines, and tncluding a

switching element (thin-film transistor) and liquid crystal device. SeeEx.1009, Miyt,

Fig. 3a. Though only a single pixet is expressly depicted in Miyai, Fþre 3a, the panel

would necessarily have included a pixel array. Thus, Miyui inherently discloses "a

pturality of pixels, each pixel being connected to a corresponding scan line and a

corresponding data line, and each pixel compris^g u liquid crystal device and a

switching device connected to the corresponding scan line, the corresponding data

line, and the liquid crystal device," as tequired by Ciaim 1.

93. Jinda discloses a "drive circuit for materialíztng the liquid crystal display

der.ice," rn which "fd]igital image signals R, G and B of plrels sequentially rcad from

video equipment or the like are inputted as input image signals to a first frame

memory 1, a second frame memory 2 and a third fiame memory 3." Ex. 1008, Jinda,

lT t0036]. Thus, Jinda discloses a "driving circuit compdsing: a blur clear converter fot

receiving frame data every fr.zrne period, each frame daïa comprising a plurality of

plrel data and each pr-rel data coÍfespofiding to a pixel," as required by Claim 1.
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94. As noted above, the '843 Patent defi.nes overdriving as "applyt.g a higher or

a lower data impulse to the pixel electrode to accelerate the reaction speed of the

liqurd crystal molecules, so that the pixel can reach the ptedetermined gray level

in a predetermined ftame pedod." Ex. L001, '843 Patent,2:3-7 (emphases added).

As explained, this essentially means that the system determines a higher (or lower)

data value that the acínI desired gray level in order to push (or pull) the system to

the actual desired gray level faster. In this vein, Jinda discloses an "anthmetic unit 4,

which has a look-up table, refers to the look-up table on the basis of the data values

(voltage values) of the image signals rnputted from the two fiz;rne memories and

transfers an image signal constituted of the obtained data value (voltage value) to a

liqurd crystal display device 5." Id. at fl [0033]. The look-up table in Figute 4 of Jnda

þelow) shows the determination of the hrgher or lower (i.e., overdriven) pixel data.

Id. at 'ill t0038]. The data values for the current and previous signals are compared

and the data value is determined as follows: \Øhen the data value of the previous

image signal is 20 and the data value of the current image signal is L0, a lower

(overdriven) signal value of 8 witl be outputted. By contrast, when the data value of

the previous image sþal is 10 and the data value of the crÍrent image signal is 20, a

hngher (overdriven) signal value of 22 will be outputted. According to Jinda, this

overdriving technique is necessary to "to make the liquid crystals have a rapid

response." Id.n 10006].

LGD 000643
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95. Jinda continues: "It is to be noted that the voltage of the datavalue is applied

to the pìxel electrode (not shown) of the desired pixel by the image signai thus

transferred to the liqurd crystal display device 5 although no detailed description is

provided. Then, the orientation of the liqurd crystal molecules is changed by the

applied voltage to change the light transmittance, displaying the pixel." Id. at T 10038].

Thus, Jinda discloses "the blur clear converter delaying cuffent frame data to

generate delayed frame data andgenerating a plurality of ovetdriven pixel data withln

every frame penod for each pixel," as required by Claim 1.

96. Jinda discloses "driving a liquid crystal display device by supplyrng image data

to be written into each plrei of the liquid crystal display device to the liquid crystal

d-rsplay device a piurality of times in one vertical synchronizalon interval." Id. atl

f00081. Thus, Jinda discloses a "source driver for generating a plurality of data

impulses to each pixel according to the pluraJity of overdriven plrel data generated by
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the blur clear converter and applylng the data impuises to the liquid crystai device of

the plrel via the scan line connected to the plxel within one frame penod in otder to

control transmission rate of the liqurd crystal device," as required by Claim 1.

97. The drive circuit of Jinda inherently includes a gate driver for appþing a scan

line voltage to the switch device of the pixel so that the data impulses cân be applied

to the liquid crystâl device of the pixel. For the LCD in Jinda to operate, the plxel

data must be appì-ied to the prxels, which is done through data impulses. Id.

Therefore, in order for the LCD inJinda to operate, it must inherently disclose 
^ 

gate

driver for appl¡nng the data impulses. 1/. Moteover, Miyai, Figure 3a, discioses a gate

driver 5 for supptyrng a scan line to each pixel. Thus, Jinda and Miyai both disclose

"a gate driver for applpng a scafl line voltage to the switch device of the pixel so that

the data impulses can be applied to the liquid crystal device of the pixel," as required

by Claim 1.

98. Thus, Jinda in view of Miyai disclose all of the lirnitations of Claim 1 of the

'843 Patent.

) Jinda, Eithet Alone Or In Combination With Miyai'
Discloses All Elements Of Claim 4

Claim 4

99. Claim 4 of the '843 Patent recites:

LGD 00064s
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4. A method for driving a liquid crysta1 display (LCD) panel, the LCD
panel comprising:

a plurality of scan lines;

a plurality of data ünes; and

a plurality of pixels, each pixel being connected to a coffesponding scan

line and a coffesponding data line, and each pixel comprising a liquid
crystal device and a switchrng device connected to the corresponding
scan line, the coresponding data line, and the Jiqurd crystal device, and

the method comprising: receiving continuously a piurality of ftame data;

generating a plurality of data impulses for each plxel within evefy fuarne

period accotding to the frame data; and

âpplymg the data impulses to the liqurd crystal device of one of the

pixels within one frame period via the data line connected to the pixel in
order to control a transmission rate of the liquid crystal device of the

pixel.

100. Jinda and Miyai disclose each and every element of Claim 4 of the '843 Patent.

As noted above, Claim 4 recites neady identical functionality to that of the apparâtus

in Claim 1, wlth the exception of "overdriving," which is required by Claim 1 but not

Clâim 4. As a result, the disciosure identified in Jinda and Miyai above meets a1l

limitations of Claim 4 of the '843 Patent.

Jinda, Eithet Alone Or In Combination With Miyai'
Discloses All Elements Of Claim 8

3

Claim I

101. Claim 8 of the '843 Patent recites

8. The method of claim 4 further comprising:
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applymg 
^ 

sczin line voltage to the switch device of the plrel via the scan

line connected to the plxel in order to have the data impulses be applied
to the liquid crystai device of the pirel.

1,02. Jrrida and Miyui disclose each and every element of Claim 8. As discussed

above, Jinda inherently discloses 
^ 

g te driver for app\nng scan line voltages. For the

LCD in Jinda to operate, the pixel data must be appJied to the pixels, which is done

through data impulses. 1/. Therefore, in ordet for the LCD in Jinda to opetate, it

must inherently disclose 
^ 

gate driver for appþing the data impulses. Id. Moteover,

Miyui, Figure 3a, discloses â gate driver 5 for supplying a scan line to each pixel.

Thus, Jinda and Miyai disclose the step of "applying â scan line voltage to the switch

device of the pixel via the scan line connected to the pixel in order to have the data

impulses be applied to the ìiquid crystal device of the pixel," as required by Claim 8.

103. Thus, Jinda in view of Miyai disclose all. of the limitanons of Claim 8 of the

'843 Patent.

4 Jinda, Either Alone Or In Combination Slith Miyai,
Discloses All Elements Of Claim 9

Ciaim 9

104. Claim 9 of the '843 Patent recites:

9. The method of claim 4 wherein each frame data comprises a plurality
of pixel data, and each plrel data conesponds to a pixel.

105. Jinda discloses each and every element of claim 9. Jinda discloses a system for
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generating overdrive frame dzta for mulnple "plrels," for example "R, G and B of

pixels sequentially read from video equipment or the like." Ex. 1008, Jinda, tf

[0036]frame. Thus,Jinda discloses "e chfizirne data compris[ing] a plurality of pixel

data, and each plrel data corcespond[ing] to a pixel," as required by Claim 9.

106. Thus, Jinda discloses al of the limitations of Claim 9 of the '843 Patent.

5. Motivation to Combine Jind^ and Miyai

107. As discussed above, Miyai is discussed in the background section of Jinda. @,x.

1.002,Jtnda,1[T [0004], t00061). Specifically, Jinda identifies various shortcomings of

the LCD display of Miyai, upon which it seeks to improve. Accordingiy, Jinda

exptessly teaches one of ordinary skill the 
^rt 

to combine the disclosed driving

circuit with the LCD panel of Miyai. In addrtion, one of ordinary skill in the art

would have been motivated to combine the teachings of Jinda and Miyai because

both references focused on the exact same problem - improving the image quality of

LCD displays and, more partrcularþ, improving the response time of the display.

Jinda discloses that "the object of the present invention is to provide a liquid

crystal display device driving method capable of rmproving the response

characteristic of liquid crystals and further improving the display quality . . . ." Ex.

1008, Jinda, T 10007]. Srmilady, Miyai discloses that "an object lof the invention] is

to improve responsiveness and achieve an imptovemeût in image quaüty . . . in the

driving circuit of display elements with slow response speed, such as liquid crystal

42
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panels." Ex. 1009, Miyai, T [0006]

108. More than just tryng to solve the same problem, Jinda purports to improve on

the very system disciosed in Miyai (and other prior art LCDs). Jinda did not disclose

a complete LCD on its own, but plainly purports to teach an improvement fot

LCDs. It is even in the title of the publication. Ex. 1008, Jinda, fl [Cover (54)]

('Liquid Crystal Disptay Device Driving Method"). Thetefore, one of ordinary skill

in the at would have started with the disclosure of an LCD - most likely one of the

LCDs referenced in Jinda - and then applied the teachings of Jinda to that strlrcture.

Id,

6. Jinda Discloses All Elements Of Claims l) 41 8, and 9

109. Jinda discloses each and every element of Clarms 1., 4, 8, and 9 of the '843

Patent as I demonstrated above and explain in more detaü below.

110. Jinda discloses a "liquid crystal display that employs a matdx type liquid crystal

display device . . . lfor] commercial {ìelds fsuch] as a dispiay device for a television set

Ex. 1008, at 1T [0002]. A liquid crystal dispiay employng 
^ 

ntaú1x- type liquid

crystal display device necessarily includes an 
^nfay 

of pixels, each connected to a scan

line and data line, with each pixel connected to TFT ot switching device. In order for

the liquid crystal to function properþ as a display device, the LCD would necessarily

have included a plrel array, including a plurality of scan lines, data ìines, pixels, and
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TFTs. Thus, Jinda inherently discloses "[a] dnvtng ctcurt fot drivrng an LCD panel,

the LCD panel comprising: a plurality of scan lines; a plurality of dztalines; a piuraìity

of plrels, each pixel being connected to a corresponding scan line and 
^

corresponding data line, and each pixel comprisi.g u liqutd crystal device and a

swrtchung device connected to the corresponding scan line, the corresPonding data

line, and the liquid crystal derrice," as required by Claim 1.

L1,1,. Äs discussed above, Jinda discloses "the blur clear converter delaying cuffent

frarne data to generâte delayed frame data and generating a plurality of overdriven

pixel data v/ithin every frame period for each pixel," as required by Claim 1. See F;x.

1008, at T 100381; see also id. atll100671.

112. As discussed above, Jinda also discloses a "source driver fot generaúng a

plurality of data impuises to each pixel according to the plurality of overdriven pixel

data generated by the blur clear converter and applying the data impulses to the

liquid crystal device of the plrel vra the scan line connected to the pixel within one

frame period in order to control transmission rate of the liquid crystal device," as

required by Claim 1,. See Ex. 1008, at 1[ [0008]

11"3. The drive circuit of Jinda inherently includes 
^ 

g te driver for applyrng a scan

line voltage to the switch device of the plrel so that the data impulses can be applied

to the liquid crystal device of the phel. For the LCD in Jinda to operate, the pi-xel

44
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data must be apphed to the pixels, which is done through data rmpulses. Id.

Therefore, in order for the LCD in Jinda to operate, it must inherently disclose 
^ 

g te

driver for appþing the data impulses. Id. Thus, Jinda discloses "a" gate drivet for

applying a scan line voltage to the switch device of the pixel so that the data impulses

can be applied to the liquid crystal device of the pixel," as required by Claim 1.

114. Thus, Jinda discloses all of the lirnitations of Claim 1 of the '843 Patent.

115. Jinda discloses each and every element of Claim 4 of the '843 Patent. As noted

above, Claim 4 recites nearly idenucal functionality to that of the apparatus in Claim

1, with the exception of "overdriving," which is required by Claim 1 but not Claim 4.

As a result, the disclosure identified in Jinda above meets all limitauons of Claim 4 of

the'843 Patent.

116. Jinda disclose each and every element of Claim 8. As discussed above, Jinda

inherently discloses 
^ 

g te driver for applying scan line voltages. For the LCD in

Jinda to opelate, the pixel data must be applied to the pixels, which is done through

data imputses. Id. Therefore, in order for the LCD in Jinda to operate, it must

inherently disclose 
^ 

g te driver fot appþing the data rmpuises. Id. Thus, Jinda

discloses the step of "applying a scan line voltage to the switch device of the pr-rel

via the scan line connected to the pixel in order to have the data impulses be applied

to the liquid crystal device of the pixel," as required by Claim 8.
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117 . Jtrrda discloses each and every element of clatm 9. Jnda discloses a system for

generatìng overdrive frame data for mulnple "pl.<els," for example "R, G and B of

pixels sequentially read from video equipment or the like." Ex. 1008, Jinda, I [0036]

Thus, Jinda discioses "e ch fizLme data comprisfing] a plurality of pixel data, and each

pixel data correspond[-g] to a pixel," as required by Claim 9

7. AllElements Of Claims 71418rand9 are Obvious OverJinda

118. Claims 1., 4, 8, and 9 of the '843 Patent are obvious over Jinda.

1,19. At the time of the '843 Patent, it was well-known to those of skill in the afi that

liquid crystal displays employing a matttx type liquid crystal display would include an

arr^y of pixels, each connected to a scan line and dataline, with each pixel connected

to TFT or switching device. Based on the disclosure in Jinda of a matrix type LCD, it

would have been obvious to one of skill in the 
^rt 

to âpply the well-known LCD

elements of a pixel 
^rtay, 

includrng a plurality of scan lines, data lines, pixels, and

TFTs to the LCD device of Jinda. Id.; ¡ee al¡08x.1008, at T 10002]. Furthermore, in

order for the LCD device of Jinda to function ptopetþ as a display device, one of

skill in the art would have known that the LCD device comprised a pixel ar^y

1,20. At the time of the '843 Patent, one of skill in the art would also have known

that gate drivers were used in LCD devices for applying scanning signals to switching

devices (TFTÐ of the plrels. Thus, it would have been obvious to one of skill in the
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art to include ^ gate driver in the display device of Jinda for applying a scan line

voltage to the switch device of the plxel so that the data rmpulses can be appìied to

the liquid crystal device of the pixel. Id. One of skilI in the art would have known

that, for the LCD in Jinda to operate, the pixel data must be applied to the plrels,

which is done through data impulses. -Il. Therefore, in order for the LCD in Jinda to

operate, one of skül in the art would have applied a gate driver to the device of Jinda

for applying the data impulses. 1/.

121. . Thus, Claims 1. , 4, 8, and 9 of the '843 Patent ate obvious over Jinda.
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V. SUPPLEMENTATION

122. This declaration, along with the attached appendices, is based on my present

assessment of matetial and information currently available to me.

123. I hereby declate that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true

and that all statements made herein on information and belief are believed to be true.

Further, these stâtements were made with the knowledge that wiXful false staternents

and the like so made are punishable by fi.ne, impdsonment, or both, under Section

1001 of Tide 18 of the United States Code, and that such wiliful faise statements may

jeopardize the validity of the above-identified patent.

Dzted, OS ot€ Respectfully submitted,

ict."^Å F/"t,
Declaration of Richa rd Zech, Ph.D.
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Richard G. Zech, Ph.D.
Curriculum Vitae

Professional Summary

Dr. Dick Zechhas nearly 50 years of optical data storage, novel computer storage technologies, and
photonics experience (including holography, flat panel displays and digital image processing and
cameras). His academic focus was on modern optics, electromagnetic theory, communications and
information theory, and advanced mathematics. Starting in 1965 at the University of Michigan,Dr. Zech
began a lifetime of research and development in the highly specialized areas of optical data and image
storage, processing/computing, and communications and image-capture and display. He studied under E.
N. Leith, A. Kozma, A. Vander Lugt, and Dennis Gabor (1971 Nobel laureate in physics), leading
modern optical sciences pioneers. Dr. Zech is a well-known expert in the field of advanced data storage,
holography, photonics, digital image capture and processing, and small computer systems.

Dr. Zech's main areas of interest are optical storage (CD, DVD, and Blu-ray/Blue-laser-disc formats),3D
holographic memories, lasers, flat panel displays, digital imaginglcameras, renewable energy, fiber optics,
LEDs, materials science, nanotechnology, control and processing of light beams, and photonic
components and their integration into fully functional systems. He has significant engineering, product
and business development, and sales & marketing management experience. Finally, he has been a
consultant for over 25 years and an expert witness for over 23 years.

Dr. Zech opened a test and forensics lab in October 2004. The lab is focused on test and evaluation of
CD/DVD, Blu-ray Disc, other optical storage, flat panel displays, digital imaging/cameras, small
computer systems, and related storage and consumer electronics products. The capabilities of the lab
have been successfully used for patent infringement and class action litigations.

Äreas of Expertise

CCD and CMOS Image Sensors

CD, DVD, and Blu-ray Technologies,
Processes and Engineering

Computer Storage (magnetic optical, and
semiconductor)

Consumer Electronic Products

Digital Imaging and Cameras

Document Management Systems

Flat Panel Displays and TVs

Fiber Optic/Optical Communications

Holographic Opticai Elements (HOEs)

Holographic Displays

Holographic Memories

Lasers and Laser Technology

LEDs

Materials Science

NanotechAvIEMS

Optical Data Storage (specializing in
read/write channel, storage media,
read/write heads, and applications)

Opto-ElectronicÆlectro-Optical Systems

Photonic Components & Technology

Rewritable Optical Drives and Media
Technologies

Solar Energy/Photovoltaics

Video Data Storage and Transmission

I

I

I
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Education

Year Colleqe or Universitv
1974 University of Michigan

f966 University of Michigan
1965 Lawrence Institute of Technology

Deqree
Ph.D. (EE; computer science and photonics
minors)
M.S.E.E.
B.S.E.E.

I

I

Post graduate studies in computer science, optical communications, electronics, optical systems

design, and infrared technology and systems.

Career advancement and MBA courses (off campus) in general management (Harvard University),
international marketing (Columbia University), advanced financial analysis, managing interpersonal
relationships, and product development.

Professional Experience

From:
To:
Organization:
Title:
Summary:

1992
Present
The ADVanced ENTerprises (ADVENT) Group
President, Managing Principal
The ADVENT Group provides forensic consumer electronics test & evaluation, market
research, product development, R&D/engineering, and technology assessment services

in the areas of optical/computer storage, holography, flat panel displays, digital
cameras, nanotechnologyAvlEMS, and photonics. Main areas of expertise include
photonics-enabled information storage/processing/display, new and evolving
technologies, and consumer electronics technologies. Examples include:

. CD, DVD, and Blu-ray and other rewritable optical drive and media technologies
and optical storage-enabled applications.

. Consumer electronics products such as flat panel displays, digital cameras and

imaging, and small computer systems and components.

. New and evolving technologies such as LEDs, solar energy, and nanotechnology.

Clients range from new ventures to Forfune 500 giants. Extensive contacts with major
Asian companies provide early access to new technologies and leading edge

components.

Expert witness/technology consultant to law firms; primarily, patent infringement and

validity, class action, and breach ofcontract litigation (1990 to present).

Served as CIOA4IS Director for a financial services company from 19995-2000.
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From:
To:
Organization:
Summary:

1991

1990

1989

1989

1988

From:
To:
Organization
Title:
Summary:

From:
To:
Organization:
Title:
Summary:

From:
To:
Organization:
Title
Summary:

1988
1991
Independent Consultant, Temporary Executive

Vice President Engineering, Optimem, Inc.

President & COO, New Interfile Corporation

Vice President Strategic Planning, Optimem, Inc.

Vice President Marketing & Sales, LaserDrive, Ltd

Vice President Marketing & Sales, Optimem, Inc.

1987
1988
Rothchild Consultants, Inc.
Senior Industry Analyst
. Responsible for new business development and functioned as chief technology

expert for optical and magnetic storage and computer information systems.

. Provided new product development, technology transfer, market research,
forecasting, and manufacturing strategy support to both domestic and international
clients.

. Met l-year contract goals of tripling sales and profits and diversifying product line

1985
1986
Rugged Optical Storage Systems
President
Responsible for the general management and principal founder of a new venture to
develop and manufacture high-performance, high-reliability 2" and 3.5" form factor,
fixed-erasable optical disk drives for military, factory floor/industrial, and portable
computer markets. Advanced engineering and design features included a two-laser
optical head, a sub-20 ms track accessing mechanism, and an optical media hypervisor
subsystem (MEAD: Media Error Analysis and Detection). An innovative subsystem

architecture featured the optical drive and its controller mounted on the same PC board

and packaged in a removable, secure metal enclosure (an industry first).

1984
1 985
Information Storage, Inc. (ISi)
Vice President, Marketing & Sales
r Responsible for all elements of marketing and sales for the world's first 5.25"

optical disk drive startup.
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I

Developed prospect base and made sales presentations to all major computer and

office automation OEMs, system integrators, computer chains, and distributors in
the US and Europe.

Created a complete product line of systems and services, including ISiDOS (the

world's first integrated optical l/O driver and file manager).

Positioned ISi as the number one OEM manufacturer of optical storage products

for small computer systems through a multi*media PR campaign based on direct

mailings, telemarketing, trade shows, magazine articles, advertising, and symposia.

Recruited and trained an international sales force. Sold over 200 evaluation
systems at $5,000 each to major prospects to finance the transition to
manufacturing, and developed an OEM book of business with an estimated 18-

month revenue potential of over $20M.

Reported to the President and CEO; member of the Executive Committee.

r979
1984

McGraw-Hill, Inc. (Information Systems Company)
Vice President for Technology, Business Systems, and Manufacturing
. Responsible for new technology (including electronic editing, CD-ROM

publishing, and advanced networking for on-line services), computer systems and

applications software development, manufacturing operations, technology transfer,
strategic planning, and electronically-delivered product development for a $350-

million business unit of McGraw-Hill, inc. Primary corporate mission as functional
chief technology officer was to design and build a 21st-century computer and

communications architecture.

. Controlled over $80M ofoperating expenses throughbudget/expenditure review
and approval.

. Managed a staff of 15 senior information system professionals and 20 applications
programmers.

r Created the strategic business plan for a market focus organizational structure to
rationalize product lines.

. Introduced office automation and microcomputer systems to all business units.

' Automated the production operations of the major divisions, resulting in
annualized cost savings of over $8M and the ability to market competitive
electronic information products.

' Reported to the President; member of Executive and Operations Committees; Chair

of the Corporate Technology, Product Assurance, and Project Evaluation
Committees.

1978
7979
TRW Space and Defense Systems Group

From:
To:
Organization:
Title:
Summary:

From:
To:
Organization:
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Title:
Summary

From:
To:
Organization:
Title:
Summary:

From:
To:
Organization:
Title:
Summary:

Director, Business Development/Product Line Manager
. Responsible for the marketing/sales and technology/product development for the

optiòal processing systems product line (C3I and ECM applications) comprised of
acousto-optic Bragg-cell spectrum analyzets, time and space integrating
correlators, and ultra-wideband scanner and recorder systems.

. Marketed programs to defense and intelligence agencies, including CIA, DIA,
Hanscomb AFB, MiRADCOM, NASA, NSA, NWL, RADC, and WPAFB.

' Formulated 1-year and 5-year business plans. Initiated marketing efforts that lead

to $3M in new business in less than one year, including a classified agency

program for an optical drum memory system with 1 TB capacity and a 1 Gbps data

rate.

. Managed eight senior scientists and engineers and two marketing specialist.

. Reported to the Division VP/General Manager.

1969
1978
Harris Corporation, Government Systems Sector, Electro-Optics Division
Research ManagerlPrincipal Engineer
. Responsible for R&D and advanced programs/product development in the areas of

optical/electronic data recording, processing, storage, and communications using

state-oÊthe-art electronic and laser systems (high-density disk storage, holographic

memories, wideband data acquisition and processing, optical computers, and fiber
optics).

. Held assignments in research and systems (de facto corporate R&D manager),

program management, and marketing. Marketed R&D and systems development
programs to DoD, NASA, and other Federal government agencies.

. Developed the technology and sold to NASA the world's largest optical mass

storage program (for archiving LandSAT and other remote sensing data; a 1,000

terabyte system with a potential contract value of over $150M).

. Finished all managed programs successfully on schedule and on/under budget for 9

years.

. Managed 15 engineers, scientists, and programmers.

t967
1969
McDonnell Douglas Corporation, Electronic Systems (Conductron) Division
Section Head/Research Manager
. Responsible for R&D and business acquisition in the areas of optical data storage,

optical data processing (terminal guidance, feature extraction, synthetic aperture

radar, and simulators), large displays, laser systems, light-sensitive media, and

holography.

. Invented the "projected real-image" white light hologram, the universal type used
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I

for displays and art.

Functioned as project engineer and business manager for the largest-ever industrial
effort to commercialize CW and pulsed laser holography for display, information
storage, and non-destructive testing applications.

Developed profitable technology and manufacturing methods to achieve these

goals, and sold nearly I million holograms.

Managed 25 scientists, engineers, and manufacturing technicians.

1965
1967
University of Michigan,Institute of Science and Technology
Electro-Optical Sciences Laboratories
Laboratory Supervisor/Research Engineer

' Responsible for basic research supported by National Science Foundation (NSF)

and Office of Naval Research (OI.IR) grants in the areas of holography, optical data

processing and storage, light-sensitive materials, lasers, and grating ruling engines.

. Pioneered new recording and processing systems for optical storage and image

correction and enhancement. Managed four engineers, three technicians, and two
R&D laboratories.

From:
To:
Organization:

Title:
Summary
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Litigation Support Bxperience

Experf Engagement:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:

Services Provided:

Disposition
Date:

Expert Engagement:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Disposition:
Date:

Expert Engagemenl:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:

Services Provided:

Disposition:
Date:

Expert Engagement:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Disposition
Date:

Expert Engogement:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:

Petition for Inter Partes Review
Knobbe Martens LLC
Intellectual Ventures ILLC v. Canon Inc. - 2
Consulting expert for Plaintiff on optical scanner technology. Wrote a rebuttal

declaration against granting the IPR. Deposition to be scheduled.

TBD
January 2015 - present

Petition for Inter Partes Review
Mayer Brown LLP
Surpass Tech Innovation LLC v. LG Display Co., Ltd., et al

Consulting expert for Defendant LG Displays regarding methods for blur
reduction or elimination for LCD modules. Drafted a declaration in support of a
petition to the PATB for an IPR .

TBD
December 2014 - present

Petition for Inter Partes Review
Knobbe Martens LLC
Intellectual Ventures ILLC v. Canon Inc. - 1

Consulting expert for Plaintiff on optical scanner technology. Wrote a rebuttal

declaration ágainst granting an IPR. Testified at deposition.
TBD
November 2014 - present

Petition for Inter Partes Review.
DLA Piper LLC
Optical LLC v. Toshiba
Consulting expert for Defendant Toshiba on digital optical disc drive servos

Wrote three deciarations in support for an IPR. Depositions to be scheduled.

Petitions granted by PATB
August 2014 - present

Patent Infringement. Retroreflectors and optical disc drive controllers.
O'Melveny & Meyers
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Case Name:
Services Provided

Disposition:
Date:

Expert Engogement:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Disposition:
Date:

Expert Engøgement:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Disposition:
Date:

ExperÍ Engagement:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Disposition:
Date:

Expert Engøgement:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Disposition:
Date:

Optical LLC v. Samsung
Consulting expert for Defendant Samsung on optical components/systems based

on a submarined patent and a recent patent on a fully digital optical disc drive

controllers.
TBD
October - December 2013

Patent Infringement. Blu-ray Disc player hardware and firmware.
O'Melveny & Meyers
Walker Digital v. Samsung, et. al.
Consulting expert for Defendant Samsung on Blu-ray Disc player operation and

extensions.
TBD
March - June2012

Patent Infringement. LCD displays.
O'Melveny & Meyers
Samsung v. AU Optronics
Consulting expert for Plaintiff Samsung on LCD displays, including wide angle

viewing, TFT substrates, and manufacturing processes.

Settled
June 201 I - November 2011

Patent Infringement. Digital cameras, firmware.
Perkins Coie LLP
FlashPoint Technology v. HTC, et al
Lead expert witness for the Defendant HTC on validity. Wrote omnibus

invalidity report for three patents related to digital camera image processing.

Testified at deposition. This was a litigation before the ITC.
TBD
November 2010 - April12,2011

Patent Infringement. Writing to and reading from multiple types of optical discs.

Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker LLP
LaserDynamics v. Quanta Computer Inc., Quanta Storage Inc.
Lead expert witness for the Defendant Quanta Computer Inc', Quanta Storage

Inc. Wrote opinion and rebuttal expert reports. Testified at deposition. Trial on

damages in Eastern District of Texas on January 31,2011.
Verdict for Plaintiff, but damages were limited significantly.
November 2010 - Ianuary 2071
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Expert Engagenîent:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:
Disposition:
Date:

Expert Engagement:
Type of Litigation:

Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Disposition:
Date:

Expert Engagement:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Disposition
Date:

Expert Engagement:
Type of Matter:

Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided
Disposition:
Date:

Expert Engagement:
Type of Matter:

Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Patent Infringement. Lens designs, digital cameras, and ceil phones.

Perkins Coie LLP
Fujinon Corp. v. HTC and Largon
Lead expert witness for the Defendants HTC and Largon.
Trial at ITC; result unknown. Some patents before the PTO for reexamination
August 2010 - April 2011

Patent Infringement. LCD flat panel displays and TVs. Optics and materials,
electronics design and architecture.
Fish & Richardson
Sharp v. Samsung II
Consulting expert witness for the Defendant Samsung. Wrote expert report
(declaration).
Settled
December 2009 - February 2010

Patent Infringement. Phase change optical discs and CD-RV/.
Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker LLP
Ricoh Company, Ltd. (Ricoh) v. Quanta Computer Inc., QSI, AsusTek Inc., et al

Lead expert witness for the Defendant Quanta and QSI (Quanta Storage Inc.).

On appeal, litigation on two patents was remanded to district court for trial.
Testifìed on validity issues in Federal Court (Madison, WI) re: buffer underrun
("burn proof') and zoned CLV. Originally wrote four invalidity reports that
helped win summary judgments.
Verdict for the Plaintiff
September 2007 - November 2009

Patent Infringement. LCD flat panel displays and TVs, optics and materials,
eiectronics design and architecture.
Fish & Richardson
Sharp v. Samsung
Consulting expert witness for the Defendant Samsung.

Unknown
December 2007 - February 2008

Patent Infringement. Multi-layer disk optical storage, DVD buffering, spherical

aberration correction.
Connolly Bove Lodge &HutzLLP
U.S. Philips v. International Norcent Technology, et. al.

Lead expert witness for the Defendant Intemational Norcent Technology. Wrote

invalidity and rebuttal reports and testified at deposition and in Federal District
Court.
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Curriculum Vitae

Disposition
Date:

Expert Engagement:
Type of Matter:

Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Disposition:

Date:

Expert Engagement:
Type of Litigation:

Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:
Disposition:
Date:

Expert Engagement:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:
Disposition:
Date:

Expert Engagement:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Disposition:
Date:

Expert Engagement:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Jury decision in favor of the Plaintiff
March - November 2007

Patent Infringement. CD-R, CD-RW, DVDIR re background formatting, "burn
proof'technology, phase change optical discs, write strategies.

Paul, Hastings, Janofsþ & Walker LLP
Ricoh Company, Ltd. (Ricoh) v. AsusTek Computer Inc. (ASUS), et. al.

Lead expert witness for the Defendant Quanta Computer Inc. Wrote four
invalidity reports.
Summary judgment in favor of Defendant Quanta Computer Inc. for all four
patents in litigation; one major patent invalidated.
February - June 2007

Patent Infringement. DVD media, DVD-9, thin films, metal alloys, phase change

media.
Cooper & Dunham LLP
Target Technology v. Williams Advanced Materials, Cinram International, et al

Consulting expert witness for the Defendant Cinram International.
Settled
2006

Patent Infringement. DVD parental control mechanisms.

Monts & V/are LLP
Digital Choice v. Toshiba, Yamaha, et al
Lead expert witness for the Plaintiff Digital Choice
Settled
2005 -2007

Class Action. DVD players.
Heller Erhman V/hite & McAuliffe LLP
Morris et al v. Sony Electronics Inc.
Lead expert witness for the Defendant Sony Electronics Inc. Designated

testi$ing and consulting expert witness. Forensic evaluation of claimed
defective DVD player products, disproved the Plaintiff s claims. Wrote expert

report, testified at deposition.
Settled
2005 -2006

Patent Infringement. DVD technology.
Fish & Richardson
U.S. Philips v. MRT Technology (Ritek)
Consulting expert witness for the Defendant MRT Technology (Ritek) .
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Disposition:
Date:

Expert Engagemenl:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Disposition:
Date:

Expert Engagement:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Disposition
Date:

Expert Engagement:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Disposition:
Date:

Expert Engugentent:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Settled
2005

Class Action. DVD players.
Heller Erhman White & McAuliffe LLP
Scafuri et al v. Sony Electronics Inc.
Co-Lead expert witness for the Defendant Sony Electronics Inc. (SEL).
Designated testifying and consulting expert witness. Performed research and

analysis and testified about the design, technology and manufacture of DVD
hardware, firmware, and DVD-Video discs. Determined and categorizedthe
modes of DVD-Video product failure by hardware, media and consumer. Used

statistical analysis of customer service/repair data to show that product failures
after infant mortality were well below industry norrns. Provided expertise on

consumer electronics products and markets, including service and support
strategies. Wrote detailed expert report in response to the Plaintiff s claims and

expert report. Testified at deposition.
Settled
2003 -2005

Patent Infringement before the ITC. Laptop computers.
Dewey Ballantine LLC
Gateway v. FIP
Lead expert witness for the Plaintiff Gateway. Subject matter included laptop
computers, CD and DVD drives, and Windows and Linux operating systems'

Wrote expert and rebuttal reports.
Litigation terminated
2004 -2005

Patent Infringement. Optical mice.
Keker & Van Ness LLC
PixArt Technology v. Agilent Technologies
Lead expert witness for the Plaintiff PixArt Technology in the following
technologies: Optical mouse, photodetector arrays, image processing, optical
navigation, LEDs and lasers, and optics.
Settled
2004

Class Action. DVD players.
Heller Erhman White & McAuliffe LLP
Zeigler et al v. Sony Electronics Inc.
Lead expert witness for the Defendant Sony Electronics Inc. Designated

testiffing and consulting expert witness. Wrote expert report that responded in
detail to and disproved the Plaintiffls litigation claims re DVD.
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Disposition:
Date:

Expert Engagement
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Disposition:
Date:

Expert Engagement:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Disposition:
Date:

Expert Engagement:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Disposition:
Date:

Expert Engogement:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Disposition:
Date:

Expert Engagement:
Type of Matter:

Settled
2004 -2006

Patent Infringement. Digital and analog cameras.

Lemer, David, Littenberg, Krumholz & Mentlik, LLP
Sony v. Eastman Kodak
Consulting expert witness for the Plaintiff Sony. Subject matter included digital
and film cameras and processing methods and equipment.
Settled
2004 -2006

Patent Infringement. DVD manufacturing.
Weil Gotshal & Manges LLP
Matsushita Electric Industrial (MEÐ v. Cinram Intemational
Lead expert witness for the Plaintiff MEI (now Panasonic). Designated testifying
and consulting expert witness. Performed research and analysis and testified
about bonding and substrate molding processes, materials, equipment and

manufacturers. Provided expertise on the technology and processes used to
design and manufacture DVD discs. Rebutted the Defendant's claims that the

patents in litigation lacked validity. Wrote both infringement and validity expert

reports. Testified at deposition twice in defense of these reports.

Settled
2003 -2004

C opyright Infringement.
Hogan & Hartson LLP
ESS Technology Inc. v. MediaTek Inc.
Consulting expert witness for the Defendant MediaTek Inc.. Subject matter
included DVD drives and firmware. Submitted initial expert report.

Settled
2003

Patent Infringement. Xbox related technologies.
Klaquist Sparkman LLP
Media Optik v. Microsoft
Consulting expert witness for the Defendant Microsoft in the following
technologies; Xbox games, DVD-ROM; optical card systems; virtual memory
architectures and bus structures, displays, and image processing.

Settled
2003

Patent Infringement. DVD hardware and firmware.
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Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided

Disposition:
Date:

Expert Engagement:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:
Disposition:
Date:

Expert Engagement!
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Disposition:
Date:

Expert Engagement:
Type of Matter:

Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Disposition:

Date:

Expert Engagement:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Disposition

Fulbright & Jaworski
LaserDynamics v. Acer, et al
Consulting expert witness for the Defendant Acer in the following technologies
DVD-Video and DVD-Recordable, file structures, data access methods, DVD
applications software, and displays.
Settled
2002

Patent Infringement. CD-R optical discs.
Sullivan & Cromwell
Philips, et al v. Princo, et al
Consulting expert witness for the Plaintiff Philips
Settled
2002

Patent Infringement. Non-imaging optics.
Workman, Nydegger & Seeley
3COM v. Xircom
Consulting expert witness for the Plaintiff 3COM on the following technologies:
LEDs, fiber optic light pipes, and optical path analysis for laptop modems.

Settled
2001

Patent Infringement. Technology included architecture, design and

implementation of EIDE controller with ATAPI extensions for CD-ROM
Wilson, Sonsini, Goodrich & Rosati
Oak Technologies v. UMC, et. al.

Supporting expert witness for the Defendant UMC. Designated testifying and

consulting expert witness about the product and market evolution of CD-ROM
products, from their invention in 1978 until introduction ofuniversal interface
standards in 1995. Performed research and analysis, wrote an expert report, and

testified about products, technology, markets, manufacturing, business practices,

standards and trends. Testified at deposition and before the ITC.
Dr. Zech's market and trends analyses were cited by the judge (Hon. Sidney

Harris) in his decision in favor of the client.
1999

Patent Infringement. Complex storage architectures.
Chrisman Bynum Johnson
Stuff Technology v. Storage Technology Corp.
Lead expert witness for the Defendant Storage Technoiogy Corp. Wrote detailed

expert report refuting Plaintiff s claims.
Summary judgment in favor of Defendant
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Date

Expert Engagement:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Disposition:
Date:

Expert Engagement:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Disposition:
Date:

Expert Engagement:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Disposition:
Date:

Expert Engagement:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Disposition:
Date:

Experl Engagement:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Disposition

1999

Theft ofTrade Secrets

Oppenheimer Wolff & Donnelly
Maxoptix v. TeraStor
Lead expert witness for the Plaintiff Maxoptix. Subject matter included near

field optical drives and media.
Settled
7999

Patent Infringement. Advanced system for cinematic sound reproduction.
Farella Braun & Martel
Drexler Technology v. Dolby Laboratories.
Lead expert witness for the Defendant Dolby Laboratories on the following
technologies: CCD photodetector arays, correlation detection, image processing

and display, and optical storage for sound reproduction from photographic film.
Settled
1998 - 1999

Patent Infringement. Optical disc mastering.
Brobeck Phleger & Harrison
ODC v. Delmar Electronics
Lead expert witness for the Defendant Delmar Electronics. Subject matter
included CD-R optical discs and optimum write strategies.
Settled
1 998

Patent Infringement . Large optical disc system integration.
Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich
ASI v. DataWare
Consulting expert witness for the Defendant DataWare . Subject matter included
WORM 12- and 14-inch optical disc drives and media and applications.
Settled
1998

Breach of Contract. Design and performance of a thermal transfer device.

Sidley & Austin
BE Aerospace v. NCR
Consulting expert witness for the Defendant NCR; submitted expert report.

Subject matter included thermal analysis and characterizalion methods and

processes.

Settled
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Date

Expert Engagement:
Type of Matter:

Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Disposition:
Date:

Expert Engagement:
Type of Matter:
Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Disposition:
Date:

Expert Engøgement:
Type of Matter:

Law Firm:
Case Name:
Services Provided:

Disposition
Date:

1998

Breach of Contract. Allegations of the failure of PLMS to deliver in quantity and

on time 2x-speed CD-ROM drives for Atari's Jaguar game product
Law Offices of Adron Beene
JTS/Atari v. Philips Laser Magnetic Storage (PLMS)
Lead expert witness for the Plaintiff JTS lAtari . Designated testiffing and

consulting expert witness. Performed research and analysis and testified about

technology, product development, project management, components and

manufacturing. Deconstructed production model of litigated 2x-speed CD-ROM
reader. Determined mechanical, optical, and electronic (including R/'W channel,

ECC, and interface) design aspects. Showed in expert report that (i) Atari's
electronics design was stable and manufacturable, and that all components were

available and usable and (ii) PLMS had the capability to perform. Testified at

deposition
Settled
7997

Patent Infringement. Optical disc mastering.
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius
DiscoVision Associates v. DMI
Consulting expert for the Plaintiff DiscoVision Associates. Subject matter

included CD-R discs and master disc formatting.
Settled
r997

Breach of Contract regarding the development, manufacturing and marketing of
a 4 GB 14" WORM disk optical storage product line, comprising drives, disks,

and libraries for IBM mainframe computers.
Rothgerber, Appel, Johnson, & Powers
Storage Tech Partners Ii v. Storage Technology Corp. (STC)
Lead expert witness for the Defendant Storage Technology Corp. (STC) .

Designated testifying and consulting expert witness. Performed research and

analysis and testified about technology, product development, project
management, manufacturing, computer storage, markets and applications, and

market potential. Interviewed key managers. Analyzed sales forecasts. Testified

at deposition
Settled
1 990

Non-Litigation Patent Consulting Projects
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Co nsultíng E ngøgement :
Client: Luminoz, LLC
Services Provided: Patent application support. Wrote a report responding to patent examiner's

objections, refined claims, re-wrote abstract.
Date: 2006

C onsultÍng E ng øgement :
Client: AC Troner LP (Melbourne, FL)
Services Provided: Consulting expert regardìng technology and potential economic value of IP.

Wrote detailed report outlining areas of potential infringement and licensing
opporfunities.

Date: 2002 - Present

Consulting En gugement:
Client: Knobbe, Martens, Olson & Bear
Services Provided: Consulting expert regarding technology/economic value of IP. Wrote detailed

report with recommendations for product developmenlinfringement research.

Date: 1998
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I

I

t

Professional Affiliations, Achievements & Awards

Founder's Scholar, Lawrence Institute of Technology (1960-1965)

NASA Science and Technology Award for the invention of the DIGIMEM Terabyte Optical Memory
System (1982)

Member, Committee on Preservation for the U.S. National Archives (1981-85)

Member, Consultants Network of Silicon Valley (CNSV)

Fellow, Society for Imaging Science and Technology (1983; formerly SPSE)

Member, DVD Association

Life Member, IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers; consumer electronics,
holography, and photonics societies)

Member, Intemational Liquid Crystal Sociefy

Member, Materials Research Society (NßS)

Member, OSA (Optical Society of America)

Member, SID (Society for Information Display)

Member, SPIE (Society of Photographic and Instrumentation Engineers)

Charter Member Emeritus, CPIA (Colorado Photonics Industry Association)

Primary Contributor, 2003 INSIC and author of the 2004 NEMI and2006,2010,2012, and

2014 NEMI optical storage roadmaps.

Manuscript Reviewer, Applied Optics and Optics Express (1995 - Present)

Patents & Publications

t

Patent
4,798,701

Date Issued
1980

Description
Digital Optical Recorder-Reproducer System

Publications

Dr. Zech is the author of over 150 technical papers, reports and presentations (1965-2012); a complete list
is attached.
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Past 10 Years Papers, Presentations, and Reports

1. "strategic Assessment of Next Generation and Future Optical Storage Technologies," intemational
National Electronics Manufacturers Initiative (iNEMI) Biannual Roadmap, July 2012.

2. "The Future of Optical Data Storage " (Invited Paper), International Conference on Consumer
Electronics, Las Vegas, NV, January 13-16,2012.

3. "strategic Assessment of Next Generation and Future Optical Storage Technologies," intemational
National Electronics Manufacturers Initiative (iNEMI) Biannual Roadmap, July 2010.

4. "Optical Data Storage - A Tutorial" (Invited Paper), International Conference on Consumer
Electronics, Las Vegas, NV, January 11-14,2009.

5. A DVD Primer -The DVD-Video Perspective (rev 08), An ADVENT Group Publication, September
2007.

6. Di Chen and R.G. Zech, Oplical Data Storage - Technology and Business Outlook, International
Forum on Optical Industry IP (Cheng Chan High Tech Center), Shanghai, China, ,ll4ay 19-2\ 2001.

7. "Computer Storage at the New Technology Tipping Point: The Impact of MEMS and NEMS on
Performance (Invited Paper)," International Conference on Consumer Electronics 2007,Las Vegas,
NV, January 70-14, 2007.

8. "Focusing on Blu-ray & HD DVD," The 2006 Consumer Electronics Show, Las Vegas, NV, Jan 5-8,
2006.

9. "The Blue-Laser Media Perspective," A CeBIT 2006 Summary Report, Hannover, Germany, March
8-75,2006.

10. "strategic Assessment of Next Generation and Future Optical Storage Technologies," international
National Electronics Manufacturers Initiative (iNEMD Biannual Roadmap, July 2006.

1 1. "The Future Direction of Optical Data Storage: Technologies and Challenges in the 21st Century
(Invited Paper)," Media-Tech 2006, Long Beach, CA, October 10-11, 2006.

12. "The Technical Expert Witness in Patent Litigation (Invited Paper)," Optical Sciences Center,
University of Arizona, February 77,2005.

13. "A Bright Future for Optical Storage - The Consumer Electronics Perspective," Storage Visions 2005
(ointly with CES 2005), Las Vegas, NV, January 4-5,2004.

14. "The Technical Expert Witness: Honest, Objective, and Effective Litigation Support" (Invited Paper),
SPIE Annual Meeting, Denver, CO, July 2004.

15. "strategic Assessment of Next Generation and Future Optical Storage Technologies," National
Electronics Manufacturers Initiative (NEMI) Biannual Roadmap, July 2004.

16. The 2005-15 Roadmap: Optical Storage for Consumer Electronics, An ADVENT Special Report,
December 2004.
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All Papers and Presentations

1. "strategic Assessment ofNext Generation and Future Optical Storage Technologies," intemational
National Electronics Manufacturers Initiative (iNEMI) Biannual Roadmap, July 2072.

2. "The Future of Optical Data Storage " (Invited Paper),International Conference on Consumer

Electronics, Las Vegas, NV, January 73-76,2012.

3. "strategic Assessment of Next Generation and Future Optical Storage Technologies," international
National Electronics Manufacturers Initiative (iNEMÐ Biannual Roadmap, July 2010.

4. "Optical Data Storage - A Tutorial," Intemational Conference on Consumer Electronics 2009, Las

Vegas, NV, January 11-14,2009.

5. "A DVD Primer - The DVD Video Perspective (rev 08)," An ADVENT Group Publication,
September 2007.

6. Di Chen and R.G. Zech,"OpficalData Storage - Technology and Business Outlook," Intemational
Forum on Optical Industry IP (Cheng Chan High Tech Center), Shanghai, China, };4.ay 19-21,2007.

'7. "Computer Storage at the New Technology Tipping Point: The Impact of MEMS and NEMS on

Performance (Invited Paper)," International Conference on Consumer Electronics 200'7 , Las Vegas,

NV, January 10-14, 2007 .

8. "strategic Assessment of Next Generation and Future Optical Storage Technologies," intemational
National Electronics Manufacturers Initiative (iNEMD Biannual Roadmap, July 2006.

9. ooThe Future Direction of Optical Data Storage: Technologies and Challenges in the 21st Century
(Invited Paper)," Media-Tech 2006, Long Beach, CA, October 10-11, 2006.

10. A DVD Primer -The DVD-Video Perspective (rev 07), An ADVENT Group Publication, December
2006.

I 1. "The Technical Expert Witness in Patent Litigation (Invited Paper)," Optical Sciences Center,

University of Arizona, February 17,2005.

72. *A Bright Future for Optical Storage -The Consumer Electronics Perspective," Storage Visions 2005

(jointly with CES 2005), Las Vegas, NV, January 4-5,2004.

13. "The Technical Expert Witness: Honest, Objective, and Effective Litigalion Support" (Invited Paper),

SPIE Annual Meeting, Denver, CO, July 2004.

14. "strategic Assessment of Next Generation and Future Optical Storage Technologies," National
Electronics Manufacturers Initiative (NEMI) Biannual Roadmap, July 2004.

15. The 2005-15 Roadmap: Opticai Storage for Consumer Electronics, an ADVENT Special Report,
December 2004.

16. "UV Futures for Optical Disc (What's Next for DVD after Blu-ray?)," International Storage Industry
Consortium (INSIC) 2003 Conference on the Future of Optical Data Storage, San Francisco, CA,
January 23-25,2003.

17. "Technology Analysis: Optical Storage Futures -The Consumer Electronics Perspective (Invited
Paper), IIST Workshop XVII, Asilomar Conference on Computer Storage, Monterrey, CA, December

2003.
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18. "Where do we go from here?, Digital Media Futures for Consumer Electronics" (Invited Paper),

Diskcon 2002, September 77-19,2002,5an Jose, CA.

19. "A Summary Report on Selected Advances in CD/DVD and Other Optical Storage Technologies,"

ODS 2001, Santa Fe, NM, April 22-25,2001..

20. "Highlights of Advances in CD/DVD Replication Technology & Content Creation and Delivery
Methods," REPLITech Europe 2000, Düsseldorf, Germany, February 22-24,2000.

21. "Volume Hologram Optical Memories: Mass Storage Future Perfect?," Optics and Photonics News,

August 1992,pp.76-25.

22. 'o}y'rass Storage Concepts and Technology for Electronic Image Management: Optical , Magnetic, and

Semiconductor," AIIM Annual Show and Conference, April29 -May 2,1991, Washington, D.C.

23. "second Generation Write-Once Disk Optical Storage Subsystems," Proceedings IGC Electronic
Imaging'89, Pasadena, CA, April 1989.

24. "The Optical HeadÀ4edia Interface -Performance, Systems, and Applications Issues for Magneto-

Optic Erasable-Disk Optical Drives," Proceedings of IEEE on Computer Systems, Peripherals and

Networks, Santa Clara, CA, May 23-25,1989.

25. "Systems, Applications, and Implications of Optical Storage," CompCon'88 (23rd IEEE Computer

Society Intemational Conference), San Francisco, CA, February 29-March 4, 1988.

26. "The Growth Market for Optical Storage Subsystems," Optical Storage'88, Denver, Colorado, May
l6-18,1988.

27. "Optical Drive Technology and Markets - Light at the End of the Tunnel?" (Invited Paper), IIST
Workshop IV, Lake Arrowhead Invitational Conference on Mass Storage, Lake Arrowhead, CA,
October 1988.

28. "Matching Optical Storage to the Market," The First Technology Opportunity Conference in Europe,

London, England, February 1987.

29. "OpTicalMemory Technology -Status, Challenges, and Opporlunities for Key Components," The

First Annual Technology Opportunity Conference and Exhibition on Optical Drive and Media
Manufacturing, San Francisco, CA, July 1987.

30. "Important Technology and Manufacturing Issues for Optical Drives and Media," The First Annual
Technoiogy Opportunity Conference and Exhibition on Optical Drive and Media Manufacturing, San

Francisco, CA, July 1987.

31. "Marketing the Small Computer System Optical Memory Application," Third Annual Technology

Opportunity Conference on Optical Storage for Small Systems, October, 1987.

32. "OpficaI Storage Limitations: Systems and Media Aspects," Symposium on Memory and Advanced

Recording Technologies (SMART), Santa Clara, CA, May 1986.

33. "Rugged and Militarized Optical Drives -Technology, Markets, and Applications," The Second

International Japan Technology Opportunity Conference, Tokyo, Japan, October 1986.

34. "Will the Real Optical Storage Please Stand Up?" (Invited Paper), IIST Workshop II, Lake

Arrowhead Invitational Conference on Mass Storage, Lake Arrowhead, CA, October 1986.

35. "Optical Storage -Téchnology, Systems and Applications," The Second Annuai Technology

Opportunity Conference on Optical Storage for Small Systems, Los Angeles, CA, November 1986'
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36. "Applications of Optical Memory to Printing and Publishing," Lasers in Graphics Conference
Proceedings (Vol. 2), Anaheim, CA, December 1986, pp. 339-40

37. "Optical Data Storage - An Historical Perspective" (Invited Lecture), the University of Texas
(Dallas), January 30, 1985.

38. "Optical Mass Storage for Small Computer Systems --- ISI's Philosophy and Products," The First
Annual Conference on Optical Storage for Small Systems, Los Angeles, CA, June 5-7, 1985.

39. "Optical Storage: Criteria for Selection, Evaluation, and Integration," Peripherals Forum, Sunnyvale,
CA, June 1985.

40. "Comparative Survey of Erasable Optical Disk Media," Technology Opporlunity Conference on The

Future of Optical Memories, Compact Disks, and Videodisks to the Year 2000, San Francisco, CA,
November 13-15, 1985.

41. "Microimaging Technology in an Electronic Information Age," SPSE 3rd International Business

Graphics Symposium (Microimaging Technology), Arlington, VA, November 1983.

42. "Oplical Data Display, Processing, and Storage II" (Conference Chair and Editor), SPSE Technical
Symposium, Las Vegas, Nevada, March 1981.

43. "Technology for Electronic Journalism in the 1980's," SPSE Annual Meeting, New York, NY, May
1981.

44. "Technology for the 1980's --Applications to Real Estate Information Services" (Invited Lecture),
Northwest Council of Multiple Listing Services Spring Meeting, Spokane, V/4, April 1980.

45. "Optical Data Display, Processing, and Storage I" (Conference Chair and Editor), SPSE

Technical Symposium, Orlando, FL, January 1979.

46. "High-Density Optical Data Storage for Military Applications" (Invited Lecture), U.S.
Army Missile Research and Development Center, Huntsville, AL, March 1979.

47. "Review of Laser Systems and Materials for Publication Applications," Lasers in Graphics, San

Diego, CA, October 1979.

48. "Optical Storage for Cartography" (Invited Speaker) 3rd Intemational Symposium on
C omputer-A ssisted C arto graphy (Auto- Carto iII), S an Francisco, California, January
1978.

49. "A Review of Optical Information Handling Systems" (invited Graduate Seminar
Lecture), Florida Institute of Technology, Melbourne, Florida, March 1978.

50. "Optical Data Storage: Technology and Applications," IGC Conference on Promise of
Current and Future Imaging Systems, Andover, Massachusetts, March, 1978.

51. "Optical Data Storage for Archiving" (Invited Presentation), Photographic Preservation
Branch -National Archives, V/ashington, D.C., May 1978.

52. "Optical Data Recording and Storage" (Invited Paper), 1978 Gordon Conference on
Holography and Coherent Optics, Santa Barbara, California, June 1978.

53. "Overview of Optical Information Storage," IGC Conference on Advances in Optical
Information Storage, Andover, MA, July 1978.

54. "Holographic Block-Oriented, Random-Access Memories: Problems and Prospects,"
IGC Conference on Advances in Optical Information Storage, Andover, MA, July 1978.
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55. "Status and Outlook for Storage Media," IGC Conference on Advances in Optical
Information Storage, Andover, MA, July 1978.

56. "Applications of Optical Recording and Storage," IGC Conference on Advances in
Optical lnformation Storage, Andover, MA, July 1978.

57. "Design Considerations for Large Online Optical Memories," Annual Meeting of the
Optical Society of America, San Francisco, CA, October 1978.

58. "Overview of Magnetic and Optical Storage Technologies" (Invited Presentation), IBM
Almaden Research Laboratories, San Jose, CA, November 1978.

59. "Transparent Electrophotographic Films for Optical Data Storage Applications" (coauthor), Applied
Optics 16, pp. 1642-51, June 1977.

60. "Experimental Characierization and Evaluation of High-Resolution Electrophotographic Recording
Media" (coauthor), Optical Storage Materials and Methods, SPIE Proceeding 23, pp. 61-66, August
1977.

61. "3M and Kodak Dry Silver Recording Materials for Laser Imagery Transmission Applications"
(coauthor), Optical Storage Materials and Methods, SPIE Proceeding 23,pp.10-16, August 1977.

62. "Multichannel Laser Recorder/Reproducer (Optical Memory) for Archival Mass Storage
Applications" (coauthor), Annual Meeting of the Optical Society of America, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada, October 1977.

63. ool.aser Recording at Hanis Corporation" (Invited Paper), Annual Meeting of the Optical Society of
America, Toronto, Canada, October 1977.

64. "Electrophotographic Films for High-Density Optical Data Storage," 3rd SPSE
International Conference on Electrophotography, Washington, D.C., November 1977.

65. "Optical Mass Storage" (coauthor), Proceedings of the DOE^{CAR Mass Storage
Workshop, Boulder, Colorado, December 1977.

66. "Optical Storage and Retrieval of Cartographic Information" (coauthor), Annual Meeting of the
Optical Society of America, Tucson, AZ, October 1976.

67. "Distortion Minimization in Cartographic Storage and Retrieval" (coauthor), Annual Meeting of the
Optical Society of America, Tucson, AZ, October 7976.

68. "The Role of Holography in Micrographics," 16th Annual SPSE Fall Symposium on Business
Graphics, Washington, D.C., November 1976.

69. "Applications of Electrophotography to Optical Data Storage," IEEE/IAS Conference Record 514,
pp. 301-308, October 1975.

70. "Angular Orientation Sensitivity of Volume Holograms," Annual Meeting of the Optical Society of
America, Boston, MA, October 1975.

71. "Data Storage in Volume Holograms," Ph.D. Thesis, University of Michigan,May 7974 (University
Microfilms No. 7 4-25, 369).

72. "Holographic Data Storage and Retrieval" (coauthor), Optical Engineering 13, pp. 429434,
September/O ctober 197 4.

73. "Volume Hologram Recording in Photographic Emulsions: Development Effects," SPSE Symposium
on Advances in Applied Photographic Processing, Washington, D.C., October 1974.
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74. "Incoherent Superposition in Volume Phase Holograms," Annual Meeting of the Optical Society of
America, Houston, TX, October 1974.

75. "Experimental Measurement of Aberrations in Holographic Optical Elements" (coauthor), Spring
Meeting of the Optical Society of America, Denver, CO, March 1973."OpLical Storage Materials:
Basic Concepts and Defìnitions," University of Michigan Engineering Summer Conference on
Optical Processing, Ann Arbor, MI, August 1973.

76. "Heaf-Processed Photoresist for Holographic Data Storage" (coauthor), Applied Optics 12, pp.2822-
27, December 1973.

77. "HoIogram Recording in Thick Light-Sensitive Polymers," Fall Meeting of the Optical Society of
America, San Francisco, CA, October 1972.

78. "Holographic Recording of Retinal Contours" (coauthor), Fall Meeting of the Optical Society of
America, Hollywood, FL, September 7970.

79. "Pulsed Laser Holography," Spring Meeting of the Optical Society of America, San Diego,
California, March 1969.

80. "A New Holographic Technique for Medical and Biomedical Applications" (coauthor), Biomedical
Sciences Instrumentation 6, pp. 66-71,May 1969.

81. "Photographic Realization of an Image-Deconvolution Filter for Holographic Fourier Transform
Division" (coauthor), Japanese Joumal of Applied Physics 7, pp.764-66, July 1968.

82. "Pulsed Laser Reflection Holograms" (coauthor), Applied Physics Letters 13, pp. 41718, December
1968.

83. "Holographic Synthesis of Computer-Generated Holograms" (coauthor), Proceedings of the IEEE 55,
pp. 109-1 I, January 1967.

84. "Hand-Held Holography" (coauthor), Journal of the Optical Society of America 57,p.710, January
1967.

85. "A Posteriori Image-Correcting Deconvolution by Holographic Fourier Transform Division"
(coauthor), Physics LetIer 25A, pp. 89-90 July 1967.

86. "White-Light Reconstruction of Color Images from Black-and-'White Volume Holograms on Sheet
Film" (coauthor), Applied Physics Letters 9, pp.215-17, September 1966.

87. "Advantages and Limitations of van Heerden Wavefront Reconstruction Optical Memories," Institute
of Science and Technology Lecture, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, November 1965.

U.S. Government Contract Research Reports (unclassified only)

1. "Optical Mass Memory Investigation" (Volumes I, II, and III), Final Technical Report, Contract No
NAS 8-30564, G. C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama, June 1977.

2. ooHologram Replication Investigation," Final Technical Report, Contract No. F30602 -76C-0382,
Rome Air Development Center, Griffìss Air Force Base, New York, September 1977.

3. "Wideband Holographic Digital Recording and Reproduction (Phase III)," Final Technical Report,
Contract No. RD-76-6208, September 1977.
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4. "Microreduction and Enlargement of Graphic Information Study," Final Technical Report ETL-0063,
Contract No. DAAG-S3-75-C-0155, U.S. Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories, Fort Beivoir,
Virginia, December 1977.

5. "Investigation of Cartographic Pressplate Recording from Digital Data," Final Technical Report ETL-
0043, Contract No. DAAG53-76-C-0021, U.S. Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories, Fort
Belvoir, Virginia, February 1976.

6. "Data Storage in Volume Holograms," Final Technical Report, Contract No. DAAHOl73-C-0946,
U.S. Army Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal, Huntsville, Alabama, January 1914.

7. "Holographic Optical Elements: Fabrication and Testing," Final Technical Report 1321F-2, Contract
No. NAS 8-28949, G. C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama, March7974.

8. "Holographic Packing Densify Evaluation," Final Technical Report, Contract No. DAAB03-72-C-
3242,National Security Agency, Fort Meade, Maryland, ll4ay 1974.

9. "Holographic Recording Materials," Final Technical Report RADC-TR-7 4-287, Contract No.
F30602-14-C-0030, Rome Air Development Center, Griffiss Air Force Base, New York, July 1974.

10. "Holographic Optical Elements," Final Technical Report AFAL-TR-72-409, Contract No. F33615-
72-C-1156, Air Force Systems Command, Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, January 1973.

1 1 . "Optical Read/Write Memory System Components ," Part II, Final Technical Report 8 1 05-F-2,
Contract No. NAS 8-26672, G. C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama, March 1973.

12. "Investigation of Uses of Holographic Optical Elements," Final Technical Report 8204-F7, Contract
No. NAS 8-28949, G. C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama, li4ay 1913.

13. "Wideband Holographic Digital Recording and Readout," Final Report RADC-TR-73223, Contract
No. F30602-71-C-0365, Rome Air Development Center, Griffiss Air Force Base, New York, August
1973.

14. "Updated Optical Read/V/rite Memory Systems Components," Final Technical Report, Contract No.
NAS 8-26672, G. C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama, August I 973.

15. "Large Aperture Holographic Optical Elements," Final Technical Report 6317-F, Contract No.
100071, Environmental Research Institute of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, September 1973.

16. "Optical Read/V/rite Memory System Design," Final Technical Report 8104-F-1, Contract No. NAS
8-26360, G. C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama, February 1971.

17. "Holographic Storage/Readout Techniques," Final Technical Report RADC-TR-71-S4, Contract No.
F30602-7 7-C-0100, Rome Air Development Center, Griffiss Air Force Base, New York, June 1 971 .

18. "Optical Read/Write Memory System Components," Part I, Final Technical Report 8105F-1, Contract
No.8-26612, G. C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama, February 1971.

19. "Investigation of Optical Memory Techniques," Final Technical Report 8101-12-F, Contract No.
NAS-12-2200, NASA Electronics Research Center, Cambridge, Massachusetts, October 1970.
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Confidential Business and Technology Reports

1. 2-D Diode Laser Array for Ultra High-performance Opticai Card Memory System

2. 3.5" and 5.25" Oplical Storage Product Distribution in Europe

3. Applications and Markets for 12" MO Multifunctional Optical Storage Products

4. Application/Market Development for High-performance Multimedia Optical Storage

5. Applications and Market Potential for High-density SSD 3.5" MO Optical Storage System

6. Computer Storage for Video-on-Demand/Consumer Interactive Services Applications

7. Computer Security: Technology, Products, and Markets for PCs and Workstations

8. Design/Business Plan for 50 GB V/ORM Removable-media Optical Drum Memory System

9. Design/Preliminary Business Plan for Rotating Optical Memory Card Based on CD-R

10. Design/Preliminary Business Plan for 2" and 3.5" Fixed-media MIL-SPEC Optical Drives

11. DesignÆreliminary Business Plan for 3.5" 1-GB Rewritable Fixed-media Optical Drive

12. Design/Business Plan for a2 x 512}dF- 3.5" Phase Change Optical Disk Drive

13. DesignÆreliminary Business Plan for 19" Rack-mounted 25-GB 12" Fixed-disk Optical Drive

14. DesignÆreliminary Business Plan for Dual CD-ROM/Multifunction 5.25" Optical Disk Drive

15. Design/Preliminary Business Plan for Parallel Architecture Wafer Scale (PAWS)
Semiconductor Super High-performance Storage System

16. Design/Preliminary Business Plan for 1 PB 3-D Holographic Memory Server

17. Engineering and Applications Overview of Optical Disk Products

18. Market/Application Assessment: 3-D Hologram Memories for Enterprise Servers

19. Markets and Applications for 5.25" Optical Disk Libraries

20. Marketing Channels for Optical Drives and Media

21 . Market Charnel Survey of Optical Drive and Disk Resellers

22. Marketing and Sales Strategies for 3.5" and 5.25" MO Optical Disk Products

23. Market and Technology Evaluation of High-end Document Image Servers and Systems

24. Markets and Technologies for High-end Document Image Processing Systems

25. Markets and Technologies for Optical Disk and Magnetic Tape Automated Libraries

26. Militarized Optical Disk Drives: Technology, Markets, and Applications

27. Optical Memory Cards: An Analysis of Markets, Applications, Technologies, and New Business
Opportunities

28. Optical Storage Applications for Small Computer Systems

29. Optical Storage Technology and Devices for MIL-SPEC and Rugged Applications

30. Phase Change Media for 5.25" and 72" Multifunction Optical Storage

31. Product Integrator Business Development for the 1990s: A Strategic Advisory

32. Ruggedized Optical Disk Drives: Technology, Markets, and Applications
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33. Serial Impact Dot Matrix & Inkjet Printer Markets and Technologies: A General Survey and Analysis

34. Technology, Markets, and Distribution for CCD-based Electronic Imaging Products

35. Technology AssessmenlConceptual Design: 3-D Hologram Memories for Enterprise Server
Applications

36. Technology Assessment: 3-D Hologram Memories for Wideband Correlators

37. Technology Assessment: 3-D Hologram Memory for Wideband Video-on-Demand Services

38. Time-to-Market and Manufacturing Considerations for Low-cost Optical Storage

Conference and Trade Show Reports

1 . "CeBIT Executive Report PLIJS," CeBIT 1988-2001 , Hanover, Germany (a total of 14 detailed
reports and appendices covering the world's largest IT trade show; focused on CD and DVD since
1 995)

2. "COMDEX Executive Report PLIJS," COMDEX Fall 1988-1995, Las Vegas, NV (a total of 8
detailed reports and appendices covering the US's largest IT trade show and conference)

Optical Data Storage (ODS) Conferences

1. "Focusing on Blu-ray & HD DVD," The 2006 Consumer Electronics Show, Las Vegas, NV,2006.

2. "The Blue-Laser Media Perspective," A CeBIT 2006 Summary Report, Hannover, Germany, March
8-15,2006.

3. "A Summary Report on Selected Advances in CD/DVD and Other Optical Storage Technologies,"
ODS 2001, SantaFe, NM, April22-25,2007.

4. "Highlights of Advances in CD/DVD Replication Technology & Content Creation and Delivery
Methods," REPLITech Europe 2000, Düsseldorf, Germany, February 22-24,2000.

5. "Highlights and Advances in CD/DVD and High-performance Rewritable Optical Technology," ODS
1998, Aspen, CO, May 10-13, 1998.

6. "An Appreciation of Significant and Strategic Advances in Optical Storage," ODS 1994, Dana Point,
CA, May 16-78,1994.

Other Private/Custom Reports (not in public domain)

1. All-Optical Networking 2001; CABLE (1994 and 1997); CES (2001-2009); CLEO 2002;BMX2004
(re Blu-ray Disc); MediaTech 2003-2006; NAB 1995; OFC 2002; REPLITech North America (1996-
2001).
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Infotmation Considered

Korean Patent Appìicauon No. 2000-0073673 ("Lee") and Certified
English Translation Thereof

Japanese Laid Open Application Publication JPH0662355A ('Miyui")
and Certified English Translation Thereof

U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2002/0044115 ("jinda")

Selected Documents fiom Ptosecution History of Japanese Laid-Open
Patent Publication l.{o. 41.99655 and Certified English Translation
Thereof History of Thereof

Selected Documents from Prosecution History of European Patent
Application No. 03029 643.8

Preliminary Response filed in IPR2015-00021,

Petition füed in IPR2015-00021
U.S. Prosecution History of U.S. Patent No.7,202,843
U.S. Patent No. 7,202,843

Description
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